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SUMMARY 
The primary objective of this investigation was to evaluate the feasibility 
and expected performance of automated refuse collection vehicles capable of one-
man operation. Significantly, it was not assumed that the pick up operation 
would be conducted with the vehicle at rest and the operator's strategy and physi-
cal limitations were included in the evaluation of expected performance. A second 
objective was to demonstrate, as a design methodology, a rational approach to 
alternative formulation for the various subsystems of the refuse accumulator (the 
device which conveys the refuse from the curb to the collection vehicle) beginning 
with subsystem definitions relatingto 'functional requirements. Thirdly, it was 
sought to show the potential utility of state of the art technology in an area where 
little technical expertise has been employed. 
Alternative subsystems were formulated from an investigation of the physi-
cal parameters of the system and its operating environment available to the 
designer to aid in performing the required functions. The kinematic portion of 
the accumulator mechanism was formulated by a systematic analysis of the 
applicable class of kinematic chains. 
A mathematical model of the entire systemwas constructed from analyses 
of the road roughness disturbance to the collection vehicle, the vehicle dynamics, 
accumulator control system response and kinematic chain dynamics, and the con-
trol strategy and physical limitations of the human operator. 
XIV 
To assure realizability of the alternative formulated, a prototype 
accumulator linkage was designed and the dynamic characteristics of a commer-
cially available refuse collection vehicle were determined. Roadway roughness 
statistics were based on experimental date and humanly possible operator 
responses were demonstrated. 
The mathematical model was adapted to computer simulation and the 
stochastic nature of the model accommodated by the application of the concept 
of expectation to the random variables in the system response. 
It was concluded that non-stop automated refuse collection is feasible at 
speeds up to one half mile per hour using conventional truck chassis without 
special ride augmentation systems. The man-machine interface most readily 
adaptable to automated refuse collection was determined to be a master-slave 
system and the most important feature of the grappling device was found to be 
its positional tolerance. The desirable dynamic characteristics of the kine-
matic chains were found to vary with the attainable rigidity of the alternative. 
Automated refuse accumulators may be expected to reduce the total 
collection time required on the order of 50 percent of that of the most cost effec-
tive manual system. For this reason it is likely that the system will be economi-
cally superior to conventional collection systems. As the reduction in collection 
time is not entirely dependent on the ability of the device to operate with the 
vehicle in motion, the economic applicability of this system to urban as well as 




In the United States and other industrial nations, development of the 
technology necessary to permit economical management of solid wastes in a 
manner which insures the protection of environmental quality is urgently needed. 
Richard D. Vaughati, Director of the Bureau of Solid Waste Management, repor-
ted in 1969 that approximately 800 million pounds of solid wastes were generated 
in the United States each day, that 4.5 billion dollars were spent annually for the 
collection and disposal of this material and that 75 percent of this cost was 
attributable to the collection process (1). 
Most of the research being done in solid waste management is directed to 
the problem of disposal, while the more costly problem of collection has received 
little technical attention. A comparison of techniques used in the first quarter of 
this century with those of today reveals that very little change has occurred in 
basic concepts applied to the collection problem.,, (Compare references 2 and 3.) 
Over the same period, however, the per capita volumetric production of solid 
wastes has increased dramatically (4). This disparity between the growing magni-
tude of the collection problem and the.-slow development of new techniques to solve 
it Ms resulted in today's condition of high costs and poor service., 
The current practice in solid waste collection relies heavily on human labor 
2 
with little mechanization to reduce the effort, unpleasantness and hazards associ-
ated with the task of manually lifting, transporting and dumping heavy containers 
of the obnoxious potentially pathogenic material (4). As a result, municipalities 
are finding it increasingly difficult to hire the large numbers of sanitation workers 
required to collect the wastes produced, and dissatisfaction among those workers 
that can be hired runs high, as is attested to by the frequent sanitation strikes 
which threaten public health and inconvenience urban populations. This dissatis-
faction among refuse collection workers is not without cause. Not only is their 
task an unpleasant one of low prestige, but the injury frequency rate* for this group 
is the third highest among all industries for which data is maintained by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, exceeded only by lead-j-zinc mining and fire fighting, and is 
326 percent of the average for all manufacturing trades. The injury severity** for 
this group is also high at 217 percent of the average for the manufacturing trades 
(5). At the same time, salaries paid collection workers are notoriously low. 
The extremely high cost of collection (3.4 billion dollars in 1969, by 
Mr. Vaughan's figures) coupled with the relatively low technology which has been 
applied to this task at present, make the probability for substantial savings from 
the wise application of modem technology to solid waste collection quite high. 
The high injury frequency and severity rates among collection workers also 
indicate the need for improvements in collection technology. 
*The injury frequency rate is the number of disabling work injuries per million 
employee-hours of exposure (5). 
**The injury severity rate is the number of days of disability resulting from 
disabling work injuries per million employee-hours of exposure (5). 
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Review of Current Efforts in Solid Waste Collection 
The current research effort in solid waste collection may be broadly classi-
fied as being directed either to improved administrative methods or to new 
collection technology. Most of the formal research applied to refuse collection 
has been of the former class: directed to improving routing methods, developing 
preventive maintenance scheduling and employee incentive programs, determining 
optimum crew size and so on (6). The rather large amount of information available 
in this area is in part due to the great similarity between refuse collection and 
other industrial m&nagement problems. For example, the collection problem is 
the inverse of the traveling salesman and postman problems since collection can 
be thought of as inverse distribution (7). Of course, maintenance scheduling has 
been studied extensively for application to industry and the techniques developed 
there are being applied to refuse collection, The effects of crew size and truck 
capacity on collection costs have been investigated. Of particular interest is the 
work of Stone (8), who found the most economical crew size for curbside pick-up 
to be a single driver-loader. While most of the work which has been done was 
based on systems incorporating conventional collection equipment, the results 
could be readily applied to systems using more innovative technology. 
The development of new collection technology has progressed in a far less 
formal manner. Proposals for "futuristic" water-born or pneumatic collection 
systems have been advanced. These systems of course would require extensive 
modification to existing pavements and structures for installation and for this 
reason have not been well received as solutions to current collection problems. 
• • • • • • ; ; ' ; ' • • • " " ; ' : - • • . / , > 
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Research has also been carried out to determine the feasibility of mechanical 
refuse pick-up. Through Demonstration Grants funded by the United States 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare a few prototype mechanical collection 
units have been produced and tested (9) and the characteristics of these units are 
summarized in Appendix I. Gulf Oil Corporation, in an effort to make their line 
of disposable plastic containers more attractive to municipalities, developed a 
machine called the MBR, or Mechanical Bag Retriever, which is a one-man-crew, 
semi-automated collection unit (10), and American Can has built a "Litter Gulper" 
designed to rake litter from roadways. Such developments are certainly potentially 
useful both in reducing solid waste collection costs and in avoiding injuries among 
sanitation workers. 
Objectives 
One objective of this investigation was to evaluate the feasibility and expected 
performance of automated refuse collection vehicles capable of one-man operation. 
Significantly, it was not assumed that the pick-up operation would be conducted 
with the vehicle at rest, and the characteristics of the operator's strategy and 
physical limitations were included in the evaluation of expected performance. A 
second objective was to demonstrate, as a desig;n methodology, a rational approach 
to alternative formulation for the various subsystems of the refuse accumulator, 
beginning with subsystem definitions relating to functional requirements. Thirdly, 
it was sought to show the potential utility of state-of-the-art technology in an area 
where little technical expertise has been employt3d. 
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CHAPTER H 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Functional Description of a Refuse Accumulator 
The term "refuse accumulator" has been coined to describe a device which 
in some way moves refuse from its pick up point to the collection vehicle and, if 
necessary, returns the container. A functional description of the device and its 
relationship to the collection function in a solid waste management system is shown 
within the darkened blocks in Figure 1. The refuse accumulator must move into 
position hear the refuse pick up point (locate) and bring the refuse container into 
its possession (capture). These two operations complete the "secure container" 
function of the device. The "convey" function is shown in the Figure to have two 
subfunctions, "support" and "guide." These [functions require that the device be 
capable of exerting the forces necessary to convey the refuse container to the 
vehicle (support) along a controlled path (guide). At this point the refuse must be 
transferred from the accumulator to the storage body of the collection vehicle. 
This is accomplished by freeing the refuse from the confines of its container (free) 
and depositing it into the vehicle (deposit). Where non-disposable refuse containers 
are used, the accumulator must also have the capability of returning the container 
to the pick up point (replace). The mechanical capabilities required in the perfor-
mance of this last function are inherent in devices which meet the other functional 
requirements of the system. 
iV 
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M T A I N E R VEHICLE 
REPLACE 
CONTAINER 
SUPPORT GUIDE RELEASE 
Figure 1. Functional Description of Refuse Accumulation 
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The Operating Environment 
The design of a refuse accumulator which fulfills these functional require-
ments is influenced by the parameters of its operating environment enumerated 
in Table 1. 
The influence of each parameter in Table 1 on the accumulator design 
must be analyzed. Storage alternatives must be selected with due regard to their 
principal functions (isolation and confinement) and cost. Additionally, the 
appearance of the devices becomes important when large numbers of them are 
exposed to public view over extended periods, as is the case when the curb side 
pick up alternative is selected. Experience has shown that the use of containers 
which chemically and biologically isolate waste from the environment, physically 
confine it for ready collection, and present; a reasonably acceptable appearance, 
can only be insured when standardized containers are required. The use of func-
tional containers is most important to public health, a fact amply substantiated in 
references 11 and 12. For these reasons, it was initially assumed that the accumu-
lator alternatives should be compatible with rigid and/or flexible standardized 
containers. (Compatibility with some non-standard containers resulted from this 
approach, but compatibility with non-standard containers was not a design objective.) 
The pick-up point alternative has a great influence on the basic nature of 
compatible accumulator designs. The most important characteristics of the pick 
up point location are its visibility and distance from the path of possible transpor-
tation alternatives. For small distances, as is the case for curb side pick up, 
a mechanical linkage may be used to satisfy the "convey" function of the accumulator. 
; <i » i 
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Table 1. Environmental Parameters Which Affect Accumulator Design 
•• Storage Alternative 
. • Pick Up Point Alternative 
• • Transportation Alternative 
Collection Area Characteristics 
refuse bulk density 






distance betweenj pick up points 
Recycling Alternative 
The problem of "locating" the refuse container and "capturing" it may be left to 
the collection device operator. For intermediate distances, corresponding to 
pick up points at the sides of buildings or other distant places in view of the 
operator, the "convey" function"may require a remote intermediate vehicle. Again 
the "location" and "capture" of the refuse may be accomplished by the operator of 
the collection device, possibly through an electromagnetic link. For large 
9 
distances and zero visibility, .corresponding to back yard pick up, an intermediate 
vehicle would be required to fill the "convey function and the "locate" and "cap-
ture" functions as well. Such a";device would be quite sophisticated and might be 
considered a third generation accumulation alternative. Since the requirements 
for accumulators compatible with each of the three classes of pick up points a re 
very different, the formulation of alternative accumulators compatible with each 
pick up point class is a distinctly different problem. 
The requirement that the collection system be compatible with existing 
urban design restricts the transportation alternatives to land vehicles of rather 
conventional characteristics. Questions of vehicle capacity, power source and 
compaction or processing capability have little bearing on accumulator design. 
The vehicle must meet statutory weight and dimension requirements, it must be 
compatible with the roadway, topography, vertical clearance and traffic conditions 
of the collection area, and it must be capable of providing energy requirements 
to the accumulation device. Compatible accumulator alternatives of course occupy 
as little of the gross vehicle weight and allowable volume as possible, must be 
capable of conveying refuse to a loading point on the vehicle, and have energy 
requirements suitable to mobile operation. The accumulator must also be capable 
of assuming a position which allows safe operation of the vehicle between the 
collection area and the recycling point. 
Collection area characteristics are also important to the accumulator 
design. The refuse bulk density and generation rate influence the power require-
ments of the accumulator, the load capacity of the conveyance alternatives, and 
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the volume requirements for the "capture" function. The topographic, roadway, 
and vertical clearance characteristics of the collection area influence the possible 
location of pick up points relative to the transportation vehicle. Special traffic 
conditions may place additional requirements on the accumulation device. High 
traffic flow rates might limit an accumulator otherwise capable of functioning 
equally well from both sides of the transportation vehicle to operation along the 
right curb, and one way streets in a collection area could make accumulation 
capability from the left curb mandatory, m most collection areas a high degree 
of obstacle avoidance capability would be a desirable feature for refuse accumula-
tion mechanisms. 
The recycle alternative which wouldinfluencethe accumulator design con-
siderations is salvage and marketing which includes some on site segregation. 
Since this practice is not common at present, the thesis investigation was limited 
to accumulation alternatives for mixed collection, noting that the accumulators so 
designed would be adaptable to segregated collection if the storage and transpor-
tation equipment were properly modified. 
Some additional assumptions which limit the scope of the investigation were 
necessary to facilitate incremental improvement in the existing system of refuse 
collection for suburban residential areas. First it was decided to investigate 
only systems designed for curb side pick up. More specifically, admissible pick 
up points were assumed to be visible from the collection vehicle and within the 
range of a direct mechanical linkage to it. This mode of refuse collection service 
is by far the most prevalent nation wide. 
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The storage alternative which is most readily adaptable to automated 
collection is the disposable standardized container in the form of a plastic or 
heavy paper bag. The most significant chiaracteristic of systems incorporating 
disposable containers is the elimination of the necessity to return containers to 
the curb after pick up is made, with the attendant reduction in pick up cycle time. 
The use of standardized disposable containers was therefore assumed. 
In the next chapter the subsystems required to execute the functions of a 
refuse accumulator are identified and alternative design solutions formulated. 
12 
CHAPTER III 
ALTERNATIVE DESIGN FORMULATION 
Subsystem Identification 
The functional description of the refuse accumulator as shown in Figure 1 
leads to the definition of three subsystems shown schematically in Figure 2. The 
capture subsystem is that portion of the mechanism which accomplishes the task 
of bringing the refuse and storage unit within the physical control of the refuse 
accumulator. The convey subsystem is that portion of the mechanism which applies 
the forces necessary to "support" and "guide" the refuse under the direction of 
the operator. Finally, the control subsystem, of which the human operator is an 
integral part, directs the mechanism along a path and facilitates the performance 
of the "locate," "guide," "transfer," and if necessary "replace" functions of the 
refuse accumulator. Also shown in Figure 2 are the storage and transportation 
systems, important to the accumulator's operation as they directly interface with 
it. A particular refuse accumulator alternative is defined when specific alternative 
capture, convey, and control subsystems are coupled. 
Capture Subsystem Formulation 
The capture function must be performed by taking advantage of the physical 
characteristics of the refuse container unit and its environment. Those charac-
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Figure 2. Schematic of Refuse Accumulator and Subsystems 
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Table 2. Physical Characteristics Potentially Useful 
in Performing the Capture Function 






Surrounding Fluid (air) 
Gravitational Field 
Friction 
The alternative "capture" mechanisms formulated and the refuse environ-
ment characteristics employed by each are given in Table 3. The engage mecha-
nism differs from the grasp mechanism in that it requires a coupling attached to 
a standardized container for operation while the grasp mechanism does not. 
The vacuum mechanism has potential benefits unique among the capture 
alternatives but it also has the potential for unique environmental hazards. Among 
the benefits could be the ability to sweep up refuse scattered by spillage and to 
perform auxiliary functions such as street cleaning and leaf collection. The poten-
tial hazards associated with this capture mechanism include the emission of patho-
gens and foul odor where raw refuse is exposed, to the air flow (and hence wherever 
15 
Table 3. Capture Mechanisms and Employed Physical Characteristics 



















damaged refuse containers may be encountered) and the considerable noise asso-
ciated with blowers of high volumetric capacity,, Solutions to these problems, such 
as filtering, disinfecting and muffling the blower exhaust would have to be found if 
the vacuum mechanism were employed. 
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Convey Subsystem Formulation 
The types of convey subsystems which may be formulated can be classified 
as those which are batch operated and those which operate continuously. By batch 
operation it is meant that the collection vehicle moves from pick up point to pick 
up point, stopping at each for the accumulator to function, hi the continuous 
operation alternatives it would not be necessary for the vehicle to stop to allow 
accumulation to take place. 
While these two classes of alternatives may appear to be very different, 
they must rely on basic mechanical chains for their operation. The functions of 
guiding these units to the refuse pick up point and of conveying refuse to the truck 
can be characterized by the need to control some finite number of degrees of free-
dom of the system, usually three. 
Reuleaux (13) defined six basic kinematic pairs, enumerated in Table 4, 
which describe the simplest types of relative motion possible between two bodies 
in a kinematic chain. Also shown in the table are the kinematic symbols associ-
ated with ReuleauxTs pairs and the number of degrees of freedom allowed by each. 
Alternative convey mechanisms can be formulated as open kinematic chains 
by the following procedure. First for any alternative capture mechanism and 
batch/continuous convey classification, the number of degrees of freedom, N, up 
to three, required for the convey subsystem must be determined and a decision 
made as to whether the device should be a planar or spatial chain. The chains 
available with N degrees of freedom can thejn be generated in a formal manner: 
1. Let a chain be defined by a series of kinematic pair symbols, progressing 
17 
Table 4 . Reuleaux's Simple Kinematic Pairs 
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left to right from the ground (mounting) pair to the last link and let subscript 
i = 1,2,3 indicate pair axes, as shown in Table 4, where 12 3 form the right 
hand orthogonal set shown in Figure 3* (For each succeeding pair beyond the 
ground pair, these axes would be fixed in the link closest to ground.) 
2. Eliminate from Table 4 pairs with motions not useful in the applica-
tion, in particular the screw, flat and global pairs. 
3. Enumerate all possible pair groups of remaining pairs whose freedom 
sum to N, the number of degrees of freedom desired. For example, R.R.R., 
i l l 
R.P.P. and C.P. are three degree of freedom chains. 
l i i l i 
4. For i = 1,2,3 find all possible subscript and position permutations for 
each combination of pairs, with the ^exception of the ground link, where only R-, 
or; P., need be considered. Resulting chains may be located in any orientation in 
the vehicle. 
5. Examine resulting chains and eliminate those which are or are not 
planar, depending on design requirements, and those with redundant prismatic 
pairs (two successive prismatic pairs along the same axis). 
From this list of potentially useful, kinematic chains, * alternatives for the 
convey subsystem must be selected using such additional criteria as the ability 
of the chain to assume a safe traveling position, to convey refuse to a loading 
It should perhaps be pointed out that chains including cylindric (C) pairs 
can be formed from prismatic (P) and revolute (R) pairs, since C.= P.R. 
kinematically. Thus the set of chains including cylindric pairs is a subset of the 
set containing revolute and prismatic pairs. 
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Figure 3. Orientation of Ground Coordinates 
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point on the vehicle, and to avoid collection area obstacles. 
There may be some advantage in considering redundant freedom chains 
(those with more freedoms than absolutely necessary to reach required points in 
space) because of their greater obstacle avoidance capability. This option further 
complicates the design situation; however, and it is felt that redundancies should 
be left as a second generation design problem, after basic questions of system 
feasibility have been answered. Also, the capability of the collection vehicle to 
move along the roadway adds one additional degree of freedom to the system and 
therefore provides an obstacle avoidance capability. 
The result of this kinematic chain generation procedure is given in detail 
in Appendix n for N-3 (three degree of freedom chains). Consideration of adapt-
ability to the refuse accumulation task of each chain so generated resulted in the 
selection of five alternatives which, in the author's view, have the greatest likeli-
hood of successful implementation. These convey chains are derived from only 
three kinematic solutions, the two additional alternatives being the result of con-
tracting one of the link lengths to zero. Table 5 enumerates these most likely 
convey subsystem alternatives in order of expected desirability. 
The Control Subsystem 
The detailed design of a control system to convert operator inputs to refuse 
accumulator response is a straight forward process when the mechanical details 
of the accumulator and the man-machine interface are known. For low inertia 
manipulators of the type being considered for this application, it is not at all 
unreasonable to require that the limiting factors on the system frequency response 
" ' - ' M i l U\\\\ in, Mill i LiV .'illiiii . I 
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Table 5. Primary Convey Subsystem Alternatives 
Chain Modification 
Wi rotated 90 
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be the inherent characteristics of the human operator. This point receives 
further attention in Chapter IV. 
The man-machine interface is important in achieving the best performance 
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possible from the accumulator and operator., The least sophisticated interface 
would be one in which a single lever controlled the position or rate of a single 
actuator in the refuse accumulator mechanism, A great deal of operator skill 
would be required to relate the desired motion of the accumulator to such inputs. 
A second and more desirable man-machine interface alternative would be a "joy-
stick, " similar to that used in small airplanes. In these systems motion of the 
accumulator would be related to motion of the joy stick in an intuitively acceptable 
manner. For instance, rocking the joy stick forward might cause the accumulator 
to move in a path parallel to the centerline of the refuse vehicle and toward the 
front. ;: 
Both of these man-machine interfaces have been employed in the design 
of manipulators for various purposes, among them an underseas electrohydraulic 
unilateral manipulator built by General Dynamics which uses single switches to 
control each actuator and another designed for use in the Deep Sea Rescue Vehicle 
(DSRV-1) which incorporates a "joy-stick" control interface (14). 
A further improvement in the man-machine interface and the system chosen 
for investigation here is the slave-master system. With this system the operator 
moves a model of the accumulator mounted in the cab in the manner in which he 
desires the full scale accumulator to move. Kinematic relationships between tip 
position and joint rotations or extensions are automatically "computed" by the 
scale model and appropriate signals transmitted to the full scale system actuators. 
Of the interfaces discussed so far, this system requires the operator to devote 
the least attention to the task of translating desired motions into control inputs, 
,: : "~ ''f ' f ' • y : _ _ ; . ! '. LlflliliLiibLil'li Jh i i|i|n ,iu 
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and therefore has the highest likelihood of success in non-stop accumulation 
operations. 
Master-slave systems are not unusual and are often used in nuclear 
research facilities to handle radioactive materials (15). In this application the 
scale factor between the master and slave is often one with input signals t rans-
mitted to the slave through direct mechanical linkages. 
A final degree of sophistication in the man-machine interface, most 
applicable to the control of anthropomorphic manipulators, is the exoskeleton. 
This device serves essentially to instrument a human being so that he becomes 
the master portion of a master-slave manipulator. Applications of these devices 
have been made to such diverse control problems as an arm prosthesis for ampu-
tees and a high mobility walking truck for the military (15). The exoskeletal 
control system is incompatible with automated refuse accumulators primarily 
because the operator directs his attention to the control of the accumulator only 
during short periods. 
Other interesting applications of man-machine systems are surveyed in 
a very readible manner in references 14 and 15. 
Major Considerations Affecting Feasibility and Performance 
m this section we explore the question of which design decisions have the 
greatest effect on the feasibility and performance of the refuse accumulator. 
Once identified these design alternatives must be investigated and the questions 
regarding them answered before other less significant design details are given 
consideration. The investigation of the most significant design alternatives was 
24 
the primary object of this thesis. 
One primary design consideration is selection of the dynamic character-
istics of the convey subsystem. Indeed, with the exception of obstacle avoidance 
capability and ease of loading refuse into the vehicle, all of the kinematic chains 
would perform equally well if they had the same dynamic characteristics, i. e. 
mass, stiffness and damping ratio. A major concern then is the determination of 
the best combination of realizable kinematic chain stiffness, mass and damping 
ratio. Once these are determined, the detailed design of a specific kinematic 
chain with specified realizable dynamic characteristics is time consuming but not 
technically difficult. 
Another major design alternative, especially important to the performance 
of non-stop refuse accumulators and also concerned with the dynamics of the 
mechanical system, is whether or not to equip the collection vehicle with an auto-
mated ride augmentation system. Such a system could free the operator from 
concern with normal road induced oscillations of the accumulator and might be a 
necessity, especially in areas where unpaved alleys are used for refuse collection. 
Regarding capture subsystem alternatives, the most significant parameter 
is the error radius from the refuse container to the accumulator which can be 
tolerated by the alternative while maintaining a high probability for successful 
capture. 
Other important considerations which place constraints on system perfor-
mance are the dynamic response and strategy generating capabilities of the human 
operator. 
25 
In succeeding chapters the mathematical analysis necessary to study 




DYNAMIC MODELING OF THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM 
Introduction 
The feasibility of performing the refuse accumulation operation while in 
motion is heavily dependent on the dynamics of the kinematic chain, the vehicle 
suspension, and the signals transmitted to the accumulator through the vehicle 
in the form of road noise. Complete understanding of the system performance 
and of the task required of the operator can only be achieved if realistic informa-
tion is available beginning with the road profile. 
The approach that was used in this analjrsis was first to determine the 
equation of typical road roughness power spectra from readily available data, 
then: the spectral equation was modified to reflect filtering effect of the t ire patch 
and the resulting spatial power spectrum converted to a temporal spectrum reflec-
ting the effect of vehicle speed on signal frequency. The temporal spectrum was 
filtered by the vehicle tire stiffness and unsprung mass and a resulting road noise 
power spectrum derived which is applied to the springs and dampers of the vehicle 
at the axles. For practical considerations in the analysis, a filter was designed 
which subject to a gaussian white noise input produces an output with the power 
spectrum of the road noise at the axle. 
The vehicle dynamics werethen investigated assuming a .model with non-
uniform! y distributed mass mounted on springs and parallel dampers at four 
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suspension points a^!%i&turbedfty'ahm^ at the 
axl?e. The ^esullihg vehiclemotions are used as disturbance inputs to the refuse 
iccumulator. (It was assumed that motion.of the low inertia' manipulator did not 
a f t c t the vehiclei dynamics, -however. This as sumption"is*i mvest i^ted further 
ihlAppendix HI.) - ' : ' v ' ' '' •••-•-• ••i--- ; • ±>'r- •"-•••• •••*•-• '•'•• .-..••-. l < 
The refuse accumulator was modeled in a rather general manner to a degree 
of detail consistent with the objectives of the* analysis and t&dim^sior ia l i ty con-
straints on the numerical solution. The idealizedImodeT consists 6i an amofphus 
body with complex mteriial force- versus-disp rate 
relationships. Specific alternative kmematic cliaihs were then analyzed and the 
fbrce^dis^acem^iits ah^ forcMisplacemeiit %ate relationships in each reformu-
lated in amanner^ ^om^t ib le with ttie more-gen feral kinematic chain dynamic model. 
This {approach permitted the use of only one^ma&ematic model for all of the kine-
matic configurations considered. 
Finally, an analysis was made of̂ t̂he master-slave interface dynamics. The 
resulting complete model is the "plant" which the human operator is called on to 
control; Hisdynamics and control strateg^raie discussed in Chapter V. 
Road Noise 
In order to facilitate analysis of the system, it is necessary that all noise 
inputs to the plant are white gaussian and of zero mean. This requirement can be 
met if a shaping filter is incorporated in the plant equations which produces cor-
rectly colored noise from white noise input. The first step in the design of such 
a filter is the determination of the power spectrum of the colored output. 
• • ; , ; : ' • • • ' : ; i ': ' • : • " . - . •'••'• ^ \ ' . ' • . . • n ^ W ^ t 
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Statistical roadway roughness measurements have been made by the 
Michigan Department of State Highways using the "Rapid Travel Profilometer" 
developed by the General Motors Corporation. The profilometer, described in 
detail by Darlington (16), consists of an instrumented vehicle which records the 
roadway profile accurately over -wavelengths from 3 inches to 1200 feet. This 
raw data is then digitized for analysis in the laboratory. Holbrook (17) reported 
power spectra for sixteen road profiles which had been modified to remove ele-
vation changes. Tests for statlonarity, randomness, and normalcy of amplitude 
distribution were performed on each test section. It was concluded (18) that the 
profiles were random, stationary, normally distributed and lost power at 2 0 
decibles per decade from 100 to 4 foot waves, 
Power spectra are even, real, positive functions of frequency (19). Such 
a function which loses power at 20 db per decade is 
K (1) 
W) = — ~ 
•• 1+X..W 
where X, is the wavelength at which the asymptote to the power spectrum drops 
at 20 db/decade. For the conditions typical of roadway profiles, X, = 100 ft. The 
spectra reported in (17) were examined and the power at X- 10 ft. averaged for 
the 16 profiles. The result was that at X= 10, (a] = 0.1) the average profile power 
-4 2 
was 8.6 x 10 ft /cycle/ft. Substitution of these values into equation 1 yields 
a value for K of 0.08686. 
Since the vehicle model does not include the t ire parameters or suspension 
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mass, the road noise input must be modified to reflect the high frequency damping-
effect these elements have on the signal before it reaches the vehicle suspension. 
The t ire will envelop profile components of very short wavelength. Reference 20 
reports successful simulation of this t ire enveloping effect by the use of two cas-
caded first order lag circuits where the corner frequency was set to correspond 
to \ 9 = 10 inch wavelengths, the longest waves enveloped by the tire patch. 
If the linear transfer function H(jco) of a system is known, the power spec-
trum of the system output S (co) is related to the power spectrum of the system 
input S (uS) by (19) 
xx 
Syyte>> " Sxx fc?> I H ( j ^ I2 ( 2 ) 
The t ire enveloping function previously described has 
so that 
and 
H(jtO) = — — - - • . (3) 
(1+jco X9) 
|H(JiO) | = —\~2- (4) 
1+w \2 
^M-[-~^) (—•~) <5> Wv=y \ 2 2 / V 2 2 
l+^_w l+>2 w 
So far it has been totally accurate to discuss the road profile in spatial 
coordinates. We now must differentiate between the road profile as a random 
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variable in space and the road noise transmitted to the vehicle as a random vari-
able in time. The frequency of this noise is related to the frequency of the road 
profile (cycles/ft) and the vehicle speed along the road by 
, • > / cycles \/2firrad \ /5280ft\ /mi les \ / 1 hour \ 
or 
oo= 2.933 7f roo = 9.215 r CO 
As it is assumed that the vehicle speed r remains constant during the pick-
up operation, this introduces no new difficulty. 
The road noise power spectrum becomes 
• K 
V W ) = 2 ": u2 2 W 
y y " a 2 \ / , b 2 
where 
1 + - 2 W ) V + ~l" 
r r 
x 2 
2 A l 




b = = 0.00818 
(2.9337T) 
To investigate the filtering effect of the suspension mass and tire spring 
constant, the vehicle body is fixed and the system shown in Figure 4 is examined. 
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///.////////•/ vehicle body (fixed) 
K suspension parameters t 
Pc m 
I 
]J rood no/se signal 
k tire stiffness 
X;. road profile offer tire ent/e/opment 
Figure 4. Suspension Unsprung Mass 
The equation of motion for this system is 
x + £ x - + < I & t x = <£ x. 
o m o m o m i 
(8) 
and its Laplace transform yields 
Xo(s) k/m 
Xj(8) ' 2 C K+k 
s + — • s + 
m m 
= H(B) (9) 




(-co + - ]+ - jco 




 k M (11) 
C 2 /K+k 2 - 2 
- 2 W + (IS- " W 
m 
and 
8 x x M = - l -
i 2 r 2 < k / m > 2 2 <12> 
r r m 
This last term imposes additional second order filtration with a corner frequency 
of 
K+k 
00 - I radians/second (13) 
c i m 
For values of K, k, and m which occur i n trucks of the capacity required 
for refuse collection, this comer frequency is about 99 radians/second, Table 6, 
while the modal natural frequencies of the system are on the order of 1 to 3 radians 
per second, or about two frequency decades lower. Therefore it is possible to 
approximate this last term by its value at u>~ 0 for all co without great compromise 
in accuracy. This is highly desirable since such a term would require the defini-
tion of two additional state variables in the road noise filter for each of the four 
wheels. With this approximation the power spectrum becomes 
2 • , 
• ( — ) \K+k / 
K 
S n n ( W ) = -—^'"^-r-^T-' ( 1 4 ) 
/ a 2 \ / b 2 \ 
1nwA1+i'. f t , ;}-
r r 
Table 6. Comparison of Corner Frequency for Road Noise Attenuation Due to 
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91.77 14.61 
Average 
Rear (1714+9 540) (12) 27.41 



















Table 6 (Continued). Comparison of Corner Frequency for Road Noise Attenuation 






Corner Frequencies : 
K+k 
Front (1000 + 4770) (12) 
Rear (3500 + 9540)(12) 
Re s onant F r equenc ies : 
Pitch (12)[(147.63)(1000) + (19.95)(3500)] 
Roll (12) (30) (3500 + 1000) 
Heave (2) (3500 + 1000) (12) 
I r ad / sec 











c y / s e c Average 
15.97 
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S (oo) was normalized and plotted in Figure 5 for several vehicle 
j \ . j \ . 
o o 
speeds. Also plotted in the figure are the modal resonant frequencies for the 
vehicle, and an approximation to S v (co) which admits only slight inaccuracies 
o o 
over the range of frequencies to which the system is sensitive. The approxima-
. * • • ' . 
tion S (oo) also has the advantage of being of second order while S (co) is of 
third order and therefore permits the dimensions of the total system to be reduced 
by four state variables. 
The road noise power spectrum used in the dynamic analysis of the 
vehicle is 
<•»•• * ¥ ; , , 
2 2.0409 
where ° = ("i^is^2 
To determine the state equations of a filter which will produce a signal 
* 
with power spectrum S (cc) when subjected to a white noise input, equation 2 is 
again applied. Since S (GO) = 1 for white noise, this equation becomes 
A A 
'S^(a)) = liHaw)| (16) 
where H(jco) is the transfer function of the linear filter to be specified. If H has 
the form 
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describe a filter which will produce noise with power spectrum S (co) when 
nn' 
subjected to a white noise input. In the Laplace domain 
1 ; (l + /3s) (1 + ys)- " 6.(s) (21) 
or 
eo<:s)[i + (r+i8)s + yiSs
2]=aai(s) (22) 
Transforming to the time domain yields 
0 (t) + •%& 0 (t) + - ^ - 0 (t) = —,0.(1;) (23) 
o 7/3 o y/S o yj3 r x ' 
In this application 0. (t) = w, a gaussian, zero mean white noise with variance 1. 
Define filter state variables 
Xl = °o® 
X2 = X l = i® (24) 
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Equation 25 defined the desired road noise filter for a single wheel; therefore 
eight state variables are required to mode;! the four road noise inputs to the 
vehicle. 
Dynamic Model of the Collection Vehicle 
There are numerous vehicle dynamic models in the literature, each 
developed for a specific purpose. Among these are models of passenger cars 
in which the analysis is aimed at predicting vehicle motion and steering forces 
in turning and braking maneuvers. Such models, excellent examples of which 
are given by Sharp and Goodall (21) and Bergman, Fox and Saibel (22), assume 
that the wheels remain in a "wheel plane" which, though it undergoes displace-
ment, roll, pitch, and yaw, moves as a rigid body. Other models are concerned 
with the detailed description of a specific suspension, again with regard to handling 
characteristics, in the design of new vehicles, as is the paper by Maeda and 
Vemura (23). Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories have developed a very sophis-
ticated model for predicting vehicle dynamics in crash situations (24). Finally 
there are numerous efforts in the direction of designing wheeled and tracked 
vehicles for maximum mobility in rough terrain, with primary interest in the 
development of Mgh flotation high traction suspensions, as reported in the series 
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of conferences beginning with reference 25. Other efforts in the direction of ride 
quality on rough terrain have been carried out, as is evidenced by the ride aug-
mentation system recently introduced for the American M60 battle tank. No 
reports of the dynamic modeling techniques used are generally available however. 
The nomenclature used in this analysis of the vehicle dynamics is illus-
trated in Figure 6. The direction of travel of the vehicle in normal operation is 
along the x axis and vertical displacements of the center of gravity are measured 
along z. Roll 0X takes place about the x axis and pitch 0 y about the y axis. Yaw 
and transverse motion y are not considered as they are assumed to be constrained 
by the vehicle suspension while in straight travel. It is further assumed that the 
vehicle moves at a constant velocity throughout the accumulation process. 
Examination of the figure will verify that, the displacement of the vehicle 
suspension points in terms of body coordinates are given by 
• • w , ' 
z . = z. +• — 6- - a0 M 2 x y 
• w f 
z _ - z• "- - - 0 - a0 
rf 2 x y 
w 
z „ = z + — 6 . + b0 jfcr 2 x y 
w 
z = z ^ — e + be 
r r 2 x y 
The force at the ith suspension point is then given by 
(26) 
F. = K.(Z. - z.) + C.{Z. - z.) (27) 
l l l r i i r 
Figure 6* Vehicle Dynamics Nomenclature 
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where Z. is the road noise input to the axle at the ith wheel, K. is the suspension 
stiffness and C. is the suspension damping at the ith wheel, and z. the suspension 
point displacement given by equations 26. The dot notation is used to signify 
differentiation with respect to time. "Substitution of equations 26 into equation 
27 yields an expression for the force at the body due to road noise at each wheel. 
w w 
F r f = ¥ Z r f - Z + T ex + aV + ef( f̂"Z* + T *x+*V 
(28) 
w w 
F ' ".= K (Zfl - z - - r ^ 0 - b e ) + C (Z„ - z - - / 0 - b0 ) IT rv i r 2 x y' rx 4r 2 x y' 
w ' ' • w : \ • 
F = K (z - z + -—• e - be ) + c <z - z + - 1 e - be ) 
r r r r r 2 x y :tr r r 2 x y 
Here the subscripts or suspension parameters, f and r, mean "front" and "rear" 
respectively, and the subscripts on the forces indicate "left front," If, "left rear , 
j£r, etcetera. 
Summation of forces in the vertical direction yields 
Mz° = F -+F . + F + F (29) 
if rf j&r r r . ' 
Let the state variables X through X be defined as in Table 7, then 
equation 28 may be substituted into equation 29 to yield 
X 1 = X 2 
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Table 7. State Variables for Vehicle Dynamics 





X 3 e 
X 
X 4 e 
X 
X 5 e 
J V e y 
X 7 zzf 
X 8 hi 
X 9 Z r f 
X ! 0 "rf 
X l l Zii 
X 12 
z 






Vert ical displacement of vehicle CG 
Vert ical diplacement r a t e of vehicle CG 
Vehicle rotation about x axis 
Vehicle rotational velocity about x axis 
Vehicle rotation about y axis 
Vehicle rotational velocity about y axis 
Axle displacement at left front 
Axle displacement r a t e at left front 
Axle displacement at right front 
Axle displacement r a t e at right front 
Axle displacement at left front 
Axle displacement r a t e at left r e a r 
Axle displacement at right r e a r 
Axle displacement r a t e at right r e a r 
X 0 = ^§ (K , + K )X. - ^ ( C , +' C )X„ ;"+~(K,a - K b)X_ 2 M v f rf 1 M f r7 2 M x f r ' 5 
2 , K f , C f „ K f 
+ T7 (C^a - C b)X„ + — X + — X 0 + — X„ (30) 
M v f r } 6 M 7 M 8 M 9 v ' 
C K C K r
 G
r 
+ ~M X 1 0 + i f Xll + "M" X12 + "M X 13 + "M X 14 
The inert ial moments of the vehicle body about i ts center of gravity a r e (26) 
£M_^ = Tool +co co (I - I y + I (co co - co) CG L x xx y z zz yy xy z x y 
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2 2 " 
-I (cb + co co ). - I (co - co xz z x y yz y z .. i + co I + 
L y y y 
CO CO (I - I ) + I (CO CO - CO ) - I (cb + CO CO ) 
z xx xx zz vz x v z- vx x v z' yx 
(31) 
2 2 
•I (COZ - CO ) 
ZX X 7J 
J + [ CO I + CO 60 (I - I ) 
L z zz x y yy xx 
2 2 " 
+ I (CO CO - 60 ) - I (60 + 60 CO ) - I (CO. - CO 
zx y z x zy y z x xy x y . 
Neglecting second order terms and requiring co = cb = 0 results in a simplified 
z z 
expression for equation 31: 
£ M 
CG 
(CO I - I CO ) i + (CO I - I CO ) j 
x xx xy y y yy y x x ' J 
+ (-1 co - I co )k zx x zy z 
which in terms of the state variables previously defined becomes 
£]V[ = (I X, - I X„) i + (I X„ - I X J j 
CG v xx 4 xy 6' yy (3 yx 4' J 
(32) 
- (I X„ +1 Xa) k • zx 4 zy 6 
(33) 
Summing moments about the x axis yields 
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w, 
I X..- I X = -~ 
xx 4 xy 6 2 




2 L*V"11 "13 "r"37 ~r""12 "14 "r"47 J 
K (XVl - X1Q - w X ) + C (X10 -- X , - w-XJ 
(34) 
and summing moments about the y axis yields 
I X - I X. = b[~K (X„ + X1 0 - 2Xn - 2bX_) vv 6 xy 4 L rx 11 13 1 5 
+ C \X^n..+ XA - 2X0 - 2bXJ rv 12 14 2 67J - a j k ^ ' + X9 - 2X1 + 2aX5) (35 
+ Cf ( X8 + X10 " 2 X2 + 2aX6> 
Equations 34 and 35 may be manipulated to give expressions for X and X which 
4 o 
together with the state variable definitions yield 
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14 
In addition, equations of the form of equation 25 are required to model the road 
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noise at each wheel. Letting noise inputs be w at the left front, w at the right 
-L £t 
front, w„ at the left rear and w. at the right rear, we have at the left front: 
X r , = X o 
7 8 
X8 " y /&V.y/3 X 8 + yfi Wl 
and similarly at the other wheels: 
x ^ = X1A 9 10 
(38) 
X 1 r t - — X„ - - ^ f x ; r t + - ~ - w " (39) 
10 y £ 9 y £ 10 y£ 2 v ' 
X l l " X12 
-1 _ 2 ^ x +.-9L X 1 2 ' " ' y / 3 X l l " ' y / 3 X 1 2 + ' y 0 w 3 
X13 " X14 
- i ^r y+ft 
14 yfi 11 yyS 4 
These equations complete the dynamic model of the vehicle subject to 
random road noise inputs at each wheel. 
Dynamic Model of the Accumulator 
In the design process it is often desirable to perform whatever analysis 
is necessary in as general a manner as possible. This helps to avoid making 
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design decisions in the analysis which preclude the investigation of unforseen 
potential design solutions. With this in mind, and noting that the dynamic model 
has already grown to include fourteen differential equations, a general dynamic 
model of the accumulator mechanism was visualized as shown in Figure 7a. The 
model consists of an amorphus body which reacts with rather general internal 
forces to externally or internally applied displacements and displacement rates . 
The mass of the body is lumped at its end and the dynamic relationship between 
vehicle attachment point displacement X , actuator displacement E , and accumu-
lator tip displacement X in any direction is as shown in Figure 7b, where K is 
a 
the stiffness of a linear spring and C the damping coefficient of a viscous damper. 
To derive the equations of motion for the mass at the tip of the idealized 
accumulator, Newton's law is applied: 
F = mX 
a a 
(40) 
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Figure 7. Accumulator Dynamic Model 
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Additional forces exerted on the accumulator by rotation of the vehicle are 
x 
K T U C T U KT1 2 CT 1 2 
KT 2 1 CT 2 1 KT2 2 CT 2 2 










The total force on the accumulator is given by the sum of equations 41 and 42, that 
that is 
F = F + ~b\ 
a e 9 
(43) 
The spring deflection is generally defined by 
C = X +E - X 
v a a 
(44) 
If the accumulator attachment point on the vehicle is located at a vector distance 
r from the vehicle center of gravity, X is given by 
X i = r 0 •= r Xc v az y az 5 
X j = - r 0 = . r X0 V az x az 3 (45) 
X k = z„„ - r 0 + r 0 = X, + r Xn - r Xc v CG ax y ay x 1 ay 3 ax 5 
Equations 45 may be differentiated once with respect to time to yield 
LI I.. ..1 i-_L,l. 
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X i.' = r X„ 
v az 6 
V' = WV < 46> 
X k = X0 + r X, - r X„ v 2 ay 4 ax 6 
If state variables are defined for the accumulator as in Table 8, equation 44 may 
be written 
e = r Xc + Xlr7 - X, e x az 5 17 15 
€ = - r X0 +X 0 - Xn o (47) 
y az 3 20 18 v ' 
€ = X + r X - r X_- +'Xnn - Xo i z 1 ay 3 ax 5 23 21 
Equations 47 may be differentiated once with respect to time to yield 
k = r X,, - Xn/?. + K^IT x az 6 16 -s l 
€ = - r X ' - X n o + K U_ (48) 
y az 4 19 s 2 . ' 
k . = X0 + r X„ - r X„ -• X • + K^IL z 2 ay 4 ax 6 22 s 3 
Where KL is the gain between the in-cab master accumulator and the slave and 
s • 
U is the extension rate of the master in the x direction. 
U is the extension rate of the master in the y direction and U is the 
dt O 
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Table 8. Accumulator State Variables 
Variable Notation Definition 
x displacement of accumulator tip 
x displacement rate of accumulator tip 
x displacement of actuator 
y displacement of accumulator tip 
y displacement rate of accumulator tip 
y displacement of actuator 
z displacement of accumulator tip 
z displacement rate of accumulator tip 
z displacement of actuator 
extension rate of the master in the z direction. (It will be shown in the next sec-
tion that the accumulator may be designed so that the master-slave relationship 
is a simple gain.) 
Substitution of equations 47 and 48 into equations 41 yields a result which 
when substituted along with equation 42 into equation 43 fully defines the force F . 
a 
Finally, equation 40 then yields 
X15 '* X16 
K n -I C l l r 
X = - ^ - [ " r Xc + X1f7 - X1K + r Xc - X1C 
16 m az 5 17 15 J m L az 6 16 
X 15 







X 18 X J a 
X19 X J 
aJ 
X 2 0 aJ 
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12 r "I 12 r 
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K 13 r . 
•+ : X, + r X0 - r X c *Xno-Xn 
m. L 1 ay 3 ax 5 23 2 .] 
13 r 
m 
X „ ' + r X . - r XT - X _ | + K —— U 
L 2 ay 4 ax 6 22J s m l 
C „ C rt KT , C T . , 
+ K _J2 „ J L „ .+ — i l X Q + — ^ X , 
s m 2 5 m 3 ni 3 m 4 
K T 1 2 C T 1 2 
+ — — x^ -f — ^ X f l m 5 m 6 
*17 = K S U 1 




r X„ + X „ - X. 
19 m L az 5 17 15 + 
21 
r X^ - X. 




- r X„ + X„ - X . 
m L az 3 20 18. 
22 
- r X - X. 
m L az 4 19 
K 2 3 r 
+ - ^ X + r X - r X_ + X ^ - X L n m L 1 ay 3 ax 5 23 21 
23 
m 
,X + r X - r X - X n o . 
L 2 ay 4 ax 6 22J 
+ K _?i u 
s m l 
C 0 0 GO Q KT_- CT 
+ K s — U0 + Kfi — UQ + — 2 i X + — ^ - XA  m 2 s m 3 m 3 m 4 
K T 2 2 C T 2 2 
+ — — X c + — ^ - X c m 5 m 6 
" 2 0 = K s U 2 
X 2 1 " X 22 
K 
X 
31 [~r X + x._ - x _ I + 
31 
22 in L"az"5 " 1 7 " 1 5 J m 
. r X •- X ,„ 





- r X + X - X 
. az 3 20 18. 
32 r 
m 
- r XA - X ^ - az 4 19. 
£h * V S - r«XS * ^3 " h l] 
33 
m 
X„ + r X . - r X„ - Xr + K I2 iu . 2 ~ay"4 ~ax"6 "22.J " s m " 1 
CT, CS2 CT* KT?i x + —51 x 
s m ~2 " s m ~3 m. 3 m 4 
K T 3 2 C T 3 2 
+ — — X c + — ^ - x „ m 5 m 6 
V = Vs 
These accumulator s tate equations will be re fer red to as equations 49. 
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Analysis of the Man-Machine Interface 
The man-machine interface is an inertialess scale model of the accumulator 
which the operator moves as he wishes the full scale accumulator to move. The 
dynamics of the model itself are very simple: 
t . . 




E dt (50) 
m 
where E is the extension of the model and E is its extension rate. Since E 
m m m 
= U, an input to the accumulator master-slave system, (see the discussion 
following equation 48), we see that the model is a simple integrator of the operator 
control input U. 
There are of course some additional dynamic effects associated with the 
control system interconnecting the master and the slave. The actuator control 
signals are decoded from operator inputs automatically by the kinematic similarity 
of the master and slave, and are transmitted through a control system which seeks 
to maintain a direct relationship between master position and velocity and slave 
position and velocity. Such a control system is shown schematically in Figure 8 
for a single actuator controlling a single degree of freedom in the kinematic chain, 
perhaps the rotation of one link relative to another about a revolute pair. The 
rotation of a joint in the master unit ft is converted to an electrical signal e. by 
J in in J 
a transducer with gain K . Another transducer measures the rotation of the corre-
sponding joint on the slave unit 0 , and generates signal - e ,, proportional to 
rotation 0 A by gain K.. Signals -e , and e. are summed to yield a signal e 
out J & t & out in J error 













proportional to the difference in rotations 8 , and 0. . This error signal is 
amplified by a power amplifier with gain K to produce a higher voltage signal 
a • • 
which is then converted by a voltage to current converter of gain K to a current 
C* 
signal proportional to the rotational error . The current signal is applied to a 
linear valve of gain K which opens to permit a flow rate q to the actuator. 
v error 
The flow to the actuator is integrated by the actuator displacement D to produce 
a rotation proportional to the rotational error sensed by the transducers. Where 
a gear train is used, the actuator signal is further modified by gear ratio K . 
Thus the slave actuator is controlled to follow its master. 




where K = — - — T T T " and s is the Laplace operator. 
K.K K K 
t a C g 
This system can be designed so that over the frequency range to which it 
will be subjected by the human operator, equation 51 may be replaced by a unit 
gain. To show this we first balance torques at the actuator. The torque generated 
at the actuator is given by 
T = DPT (52) 
g L 
where D is the actuator displacement and P is the pressure drop across the load. 
JL 
The torque transmitted to the joint through gear train K is given by 
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T D P L 
T t = g / K g = K <53> 
Equating the maximum applied torque at the joint (directly related to the maximum 
acceleration imposed on the accumulator) to the torque transmitted to the joint, 
permits the required actuator displacement to be determined by 
(54) 
T 
D _ _. max 
K " PT 
Substitution of equation 54 into the expression for K in equation 51 yields 
K = FiTFFir <55> 
t a c v L 
Systems with transfer function 51 exhibit zero signal attenuation up to a "corner" 
frequency of to = 1/K radians per second, at which point input signals are attenu-
ated with increasing severity at the rate of 20 decibels per frequency decade. To 
avoid signal attentuation between the master and slave it is only necessary to 
ensure that K is sufficiently small to make the corner frequency to much greater 
(at least one decade) than the highest frequency signal anticipated in the system. 
In particular one might require that 
K.K K K PT t a c v L .__, 
-—-7=— > > to (56) 
T inax A ' 
max 
where 0) is the highest frequency input signal anticipated. Then over the 
-'. • m a x ' - . • ; . . . 
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frequency range of interest equation 51 would reduce to 
f- 1 (") 
and the proportion between displacements in the slave and displacements in the 
master would simply be the scale factor K . ^ 
s 
Examples of electrohydraulically controlled machines which successfully 
contend with input signals of much higher frequency than those to be anticipated in 
the automated refuse accumulator, such as the automatic pilot and stability aug-
mentation systems in aircraft and the target acquisition control systems of anti-
missile missiles, demonstrate the feasibility of obtaining the design condition 
specified by Equation 56. 
Reduction of a Kinematic Chain to the General Form 
In order to model a specific kinematic chain-with the general dynamic model 
developed in this chapter, it is necessary to reduce the dynamic relationships of 
the chain to the form of the force-displacement and force-displacement rate 
relationships used in the general model. The techniques employed to do this will 
be developed here for the simplest of the alternative chains of Table 5, alternative 
configuration number 2, the contracted R R P chain. The same approach is used 
for the other kinematic chains in the table and the details of the results are included 
in Appendix IV. 
Figure 9 describes the nomenclature to be used in this development. 
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* - L 
Figure 9. Nomenclature for Generalization of Contracted R R R Chain. 
JL & «3 
Unit vector triad i, j , k forms the cartesian base used in the general model. Unit 
vector triad e , e^, e form the spherical base in which this kinematic chain is 
r ' 0' a . 
most readily analyzed. Coordinates 0 and a correspond to rotations of the chain 
about its contracted revolute pairs while coordinate r is the instantaneous length 
of the extension through the prismatic link. 
The position of the tip of the accumulator in the cartesian coordinates is 
R = rcosacos0i + rcosasin0j + rsinak 
V/ 
(58) 
and the change in R due to incremental joint displacements Att, A0, Ar is given 
b y - ' - . 
dR dR dR 






Br = cosocos0i +cosas in0 j + sino k 
3R c 
3 0 
= -r sin a cos 0i + r cos a cos 0j (60) 
SR c 
3a 
= - r sin a cos 0i + r sin a sin 0 j + r eos ok 
















then an expression for A is 
A = f A or A" = T " A„ 
c s • s c 
(62) 
where T is the matrix 
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cos a cos 0 0 - r cos a sin 0 0 
0 cos a cos 0 0 - r cos a sin 0 
cos a sin 0 0 r cos a cos 0 0 
0 cos a sin 0 o r cos a cos 0 
sin a o 0 0 
0 sin a 0 0 
(63) 
- r sin a cos Q 0 
0 - r sin a cos 0 
•r sin a. sin 0 0 
0 
r cos a 
0 
- r sin a sin 0 
r cos a 
Equation 62 relates displacements in the spherical (chain oriented) coordinates 
to displacements in the cartesian (model oriented) coordinates. 
The cartesian and spherical bases are also related by equations of the 
form 
(64) e = <b e and e = o e 
s T c c . s 
where § is the matrix 
cos a cos 0 cos a sin 0 sin a 
-sin 0 cos 0 0 
-sin a cos 0 -sin a sin 0 cos a. 
(65) 
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The force at the tip of the accumulator is easily expressed in spherical coordi-
nates in terms of rotational stiffnesses and damping coefficients K , K„, C , 
. • at 0 - . o f 
C and the axial stiffness and damping coefficients K and G , of the kinematic 
v . • • • • ' • . . . Jv X 
chain by 
K. 
F = (K Ar + C A r ) e +' 
s a & r \r cosa te • + •
 v A0 e • r cos a J Q 
K G „ 
+ r — Aa + — A d ) e r r / a 
(66) 
which may be written 
Fo = K ^ c 
s s 
(67) 
where K is the matrix 
K c 0 0 0 0 
4 I 
K„ C-' 
0 0 0 e 0 0 




OL 0 0 0 0 r r 
(68) 
Substituting equation 62 into equation 67 yields 
- i __ 
F = K f A 
s c (69) 
Equation 64 requires that 
- - 1 
F = 4 F (70) 
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so that equation 69 may be written 
F = 
c 
- - 1 "1 „ 
4 KT A (71) 
- - 1 - - - 1 and the matrix (j> KT is precisely the coefficient matrix required for 
equation 41 of the general model. 
The vehicle rotation-force relationship given by equation 42 must now be 
investigated. Figure 10 shows how rotations 0T and Q produce displacements 
Ax, Ay and Az in the kinematic chain. Consider a vehicle rotation Q . Initially 
x 
R • = 
2 2 
z + y o -V 
2 2 2 
r /s in a + cos a sin 0 
(72) 
*~3 I »* 
Figure 10. Effect of Vehicle Rotations 0 and 0, 
but 
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Az^ = R sin (]8+ 0 ) - z 




2 2 2 
Az = r / s i n «+' cos a sin 0 
x 
sin a 
1— 2 T~ c o s 0x 
'sin a+ cos a sin 0 
+ 
cos a sin 9 
2 2 2 
sin QL + cos a sin 0 
sin 0 
x 
- r sin QL 
or 
(74) 
Az. = r [ s ina cos 0 + cos a sin 0 sin 0 - s i n a ] 0 x x 
x 
(75) 
For small 0 , cos 0 = 1, sin0 = 0 , yields 
x x x x 





Ay0 = (-r sina) 0x 
x 
Azfl = (-r cos acos 0) 0 




The combined deflections due to rotations 0X and 0y are then 
A = (r sin a) 0: 
A = (-r sin a ) 0 
x 
A„ = r[(cos a sin 0) 0 •- (cos acos 0) 0 ] 
Z X V 
(78) 
The equivalent A due to vehicle rotations is therefore 
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A_ = se (79) 
where 
x (80) 
and S is the matrix 
0 0 r sin a 0 
0 0 0 r sin a 
- r sin a 0 0 0 
0 - r sin a (> o 
r cos a sin 0 0 - r ' cp sa cos e 0 
0 r cosa sin 6 0 - r cosa cos 8 
By equ. ation 71 
_ - l - - 1 
F . = 4 KT A = i KT S£ 




and ^ KT S corresponds to the coefficient matrix in equation 42 of the general 
dynamic model. 
By evaluating 4 KT and 4 KT S for a specific alternative of the 
contracted R R0PQ chain, data may be obtained which is compatible with the general 
J. & o 
dynamic model. A similar analysis could be performed on any other chain, and 
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the results of such analyses for the other four alternatives which have been 




MODELING OF THE HUMAN OPERATOR 
Introduction 
The vast quantity of work which is currently being carried out in an effort 
to model the human operator in various control tasks, attests to two basic facts 
about the current state of the art in this area. First , the necessity for including 
an analysis of the human being as an integral part of the control system of complex 
manually operated machines is widely recognized,, and second a good general model 
of the human in control situations has yet to be developed. 
One approach currently being used to achieve a better understanding of 
human control behavior is involved with system identification. Briefly, in these 
investigations human performance is monitored in a control task and the input-output 
data used to construct an equivalent circuit which, would have produced the same 
output as the human. This technique has been made more effective by the develop-
ment of such mathematical tools as the modified fast fourier transform (27) and 
the polarity coincidence correlation technique (28), both of which reduce the com-
putational time required to determine the human transfer function, and therefore 
permit almost real time transfer function analysis. The results of such investiga-
tions are , however, unique human transfer functions for specific complex tasks. 
The technique is often used to investigate the changes which occur in the operator's 
performance under the influence of such variables as atmospheric pressure, 
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temperature and relative humidity, and is applied primarily by the aerospace 
industry. 
Other efforts are more psychologically and physiologically oriented. These 
investigations attempt to measure reaction time, manipulation time and movement 
time (29), examine the importance of the order in which instrument readings are 
made (30) or are concerned with design details, such as the arrangement of 
instrument panels. 
There is also a large area of endeavor in which transfer functions for sim-
ple tasks are proposed and experiments carried out to test the validity of the model. 
One of the earliest efforts at writing a human transfer function, due to Tustin (31), 
appeared in 1947. Various models have been suggested since, usually for the con-
trol of a simple linear dynamic object through a simple interface. A review of 
much of the work done in this area is given by Gaines (32) and a rather extensive 
bibliography of the manual control literature is provided by McRuer and Weir (33). 
Perhaps the latest published work which broadly treats manual control is that of 
Heer (34). 
An idea advanced by Baron and Kleinman in 1968 has potential for develop-
ing into a relatively general model of human behavior in complex control tasks and 
is the basis for the human dynamic model used in this thesis. References 35, 36, 
37, and 38 give detailed information on the development of this approach, which is 
based on assumptions about the general nature of human performance and human 
limitations in control tasks. The model is best applied to a well trained operator 
who is familiar with his task and with the characteristics of the machine which he 
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controls, is aware of the criterion against which his performance will be measured, 
and is well motivated to achieve a good score, 
The premise for the model is that a well-trained well-motivated operator 
behaves in a near optimal manner subject to certain inherent constraints. No 
apriori structure of the controller is assumed, a significant step toward generality, 
which is true only of this model. In the development by Baron et al, the limitations 
on human performance appear as a combination neuro-physiological and perceptual 
delay and the imposition of gaussian white observation noise on the visual feedback 
signal. It is possible, therefore, to account for greater or lesser degrees of 
operator motivation and physical aptitude bjr varying the time delay and the power 
of the observational noise. 
The mathematical development requires that a quadratic performance index 
be minimized. This is the scoring method by which the operator judges his perfor-
mance and it has a significant effect on the results achieved. The performance 
index places relative weights on integrated system error and integratrated control 
effort and is therefore another factor which may be used to reflect varying degrees 
of operator motivation. 
In the Baron model the human receives delayed noisy information about the 
state of the control object, uses his knowledge of the system dynamics to construct 
a "best estimate" of the true delayed state of the system, compensates for his time 
delay by "predicting" the present system state (again based on knowledge of the 
system dynamics), and then acts on this information to control the object in a near 
optimal manner. 
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The greatest limitation of the Baron model is the computational formid-
ability of the analysis required to determine the gains of the controller and the 
state estimator. (The systems to which the model had been applied in the refer-
ences had at maximum four state variables while the refuse accumulator model 
investigated here has 23.) 
Modified Near Optimal Human Operator Model 
The assumption that a well-trained and highly motivated human operator 
performs in a near optimal manner subject to inherent limitations has been ad-
vanced and tested in the literature (35, 36, 37).. The assumption makes no apriori 
judgements on the structure of the equivalent mechanical controller and provides 
for varying degrees of operator capability and motivation. As presented in the 
literature, however, the model is limited by formidable computational require-
ments which preclude its use for systems with a large number of state equations. 
In this section, a technique is developed which retains the optimal controller con-
cepts but which is more readily applied to the large scale refuse accumulation 
system, especially as a design tool. 
The computational difficulties with theBaronmodel arise in part from the 
necessity to solve two sets of matrix Riccati equations of the order of the system 
in determining the optimal controller and state estimator gains. In the current 
application this would require the solution of two sets of 529 simultaneous nonlinear 
differential equations for each alternative accumulation configuration! 
Another computational difficulty arises from the imposition of a time delay 
on the system which precludes the use of a probablistic "expected value" approach 
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to performance, desirable in design, and would require instead that a series of 
deterministic simulations be executed. 
The modified human operator model retains the optimal-controller concept 
but relies on the selection of an appropriate weighting scheme for the system per-
formance index to account for human n euro-physiological limitations. The impo-
sition of gaussian white noise on the visual feedback path used by the Baron model 
to account for observational error is eliminated and in its place the dimensions of 
the operator's state space "target" are reduced. The modified model is more 
readily applied to large systems and its adaptability to this application is enhanced 
by a fortuitous uncoupling of the controller Riceati equation. 
The system state equations presented in Chapter IV may be written in matrix 
form as 
X. = AX + B U + Q W (83) 
where A, B and Q are constant coefficient matrices, X is the system state vector, 
U is the operator's control input vector, and W is the gaussian white noise vector 
input to the road noise simulation portion of the model. The operator's observation 
of the system state is a subset of the state variables Y, given by 
Y = C X (84) 
where C is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements C . equal to either 1 or 0. 
Thus the operator's estimate of unobserved states is zero. Near the critical 
operating point, which occurs when the accumulator is performing its "capture" 
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function, the operator's task is to keep the accumulator within range of the target 
in the face of random road noise inputs. He must regulate the position and velo-
city of the accumulator within tolerances prescribed by the capture subsystem in 
order that pick up can occur. 
The optimal regulator problem has been investigated rather extensively in 
the literature and is given exc ell ent treatment in referenc es 39 and 4 0. The plant 
described by equation 83 to be controlled optimally so as to minimize a quadratic 
performance index of the form 
J = ( X T F X + U 1 F U)dt (85) 
_ . • x u 
0 "-
where T is the (unspecified) end time and F and F place relative weights on the 
x u 
penalty associated with system state X and control input U. The optimal control 
law which minimizes the performance index J is given by 
U = -GX (86) 
o 
but in this application X may not be fully known and is therefore approximated by 
A. 
X = Y (87) 
G is the optimal controller gain matrix g;iven by 
G = F~ B T i i (88) 
- . u 
where H is defined as the positive definite symmetric steady state solution to the 
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matrix Riccati equation 
~ H ( t ) = - A T H ( t ) - H ( t ) A + H(t)BF BXH(t)-F (89) 
Ql U X 
with the boundary condition that H(T) is the null matrix. 
Equation 84 may be substituted into equation 87 and the result substituted 
into equation 86 to yield 
U =. -GCic (90) 
which combined with equation 83 yields the state equations for the closed loop 
plant, including the human operator: 
X > I X - BG C X.+ Q W (91) 
or 
X - ( A - B G C ) X ' . + Q W (92) 
By an appropriate choice of F and F in equation 85, the human operator 
gains G (equation 88) can be determined so that the control inputs U (equation 86) 
are within the range of human capability. The effect of observational noise can be 
accounted for in the time solution of equation 92 by requiring that tolerances on 
acceptable accumulator to refuse range and range rate, as required by a specific 
"capture" sub-system alternative, are equivalently reduced. For example, the 
simulation of a capture alternative tolerant of range and range rate error e 
could account for observational noise with standard deviation a by engaging a 
state space target of dimension e-2'cr'. 
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Mathematical Details Critical to the Computational 
Success of the Model 
As indicated previously, solution of the matrix Riccati equation in the form 
given as equation 89 is highly impractical, and if no alternative were found to the 
straight forward time solution of this equation, the mathematical model of the 
human operator presented in the last section would have to be abandoned. There 
are in the literature (38, 41) alternative solution techniques for the Riccati equa-
tion but their application is limited either by computer storage requirements or 
the necessity to reconstitute the entire problem including the plant equations in a 
special form. 
The approach that was used takes advantage of the fact that in the solution 
sought is the positive definite symmetric steady state solution for which 
ar S ( t ) = 5 (93) 
This might lead one to look at equation 89 as a set of 529 non-linear simultaneous 
algebraic equations, but the computational difficulties attendant to that approach 
are also severe. The following derivation has little intuitive motivation but a 
fortuitous conclusion. 
The system matrix A which describes the refuse accumulator may be 
partitioned as follows: 
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A =. Avv(6,6)- A ry(6,8) 0(6,9) 
0(8,6) A r r(8,8) 0(8,9) 
•Ava(9»6> °(9>8> A a a ( 9 , 9 ) 
(94) 
The dynamic coupling which occurs between the elements of the system are indi-
cated by the subscripts and the numbers in parentheses are the row, column 
dimensions of the partitioned matrices. For example, A refers to the term of 
the A matrix which couple the vehicle and the road, while A contains terms 
va 
coupling the vehicle and the accumulator. 
Also appearing in equation 89 is A transpose, 
- T 
A = A T (6,6) 0(6,8) 
- T • 1 
A (6,9) 
va ' 
A T (8,6) 
rv 
Aj r (8 ,8 ) 0(8,9) 
0(9,6) 0(9,8) 
- T 
A (9,9) aa ' 
(95) 
and B which may be partitioned into 




-T - - -T 
with transpose B = [ 0(3,6) 0(3,8) B (3, 9)] 
a 
(97) 













The operator has no control over the vehicle oscillations or road noise, 
so the state weighting matrix F is null except for the terms which relate to the 
accumulator states, and therefore may be partitioned thus: 
F • = x 
0(6,6) 0(6,8) G (6,9) 
0(8, -6) 0(8,8) 0 (8,9) 
0(9,6) 0(9,8) \ (9,9) 
" a 
(99) 
The H whieh is the steady state solution to equation 89 is symmetric and may be 
partitioned as follows: 
H = 










If equations 94 through 1Q0 are substituted onto equation 89 the result is 
H , = - A T H 1 - A T H L - H inA - H10A + HnoB F B
TH^0 (101) 
11 w 11 va 13 11 w 13 va 13 a u a 13 ..:,... ',. 
* rp rp rp __ _ __— X rp rp 




T H n o - A
T H c o - H ioA + H '0B F B
T H • (103 
13 w 13 va 33 13 aa 13 a u a 33 e
 v 
H0 9 = "A
T H1Q - A
T H__ - HT_A - H A + H00B F B T H J 0 (104) 
22 rv 12 r r 22 12 rv 22 r r 23 a u a 23 v ; 
*23 = - ^ 1 3 ~ A« V ^ a a + Vfu*J »33 <1 0 5> 
^33 = " ^ S 33 " «33Aaa + ^ V u ^ a *33 " K <106> 
Equation 106 is a matrix Riccati equation exactly the same form as equation 89, 
however H3 is a nine by nine matrix while H i s 23 by 23. By initiating the inte-
gration of equation 106 with H = 0 and proceeding backwards in time, the steady 
state solution may be found in approximately 20 seconds on the Univac 1108. 
With the steady state solution for H in hand, equations 101 through 105 
may be solved for their steady state symmetric solutions by equating the right 
hand side of these equations to the null matrix. Fortuitously equation 103 becomes 
linear in H with H known, and similarly equation 101 becomes linear in H 
-Lo OO xx 
given H 0 Further, equation 105 is linear in iL when H and HQ are known, 1 3 . Ao l u ou 
and equation 102 becomes linear in H given H and H . Finally equation 104 
XLi XO Ad 
becomes linear in H0_ given H and H_ . The symmetry of the H matrix may 
A A lA Ao 
be used to reduce the number of algebraic equations which must be solved still 
further. Table 9 summarizes the computational requirements for obtaining a 
solution to equation 89. Full solutions of the differential and algebraic equations 
require approximately 30 seconds of central processor time on the Univac 1108. 
By comparison, a direct solution of equation 89, initiating the integration at 
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H = 0 and proceeding backwards in time, is estimated to require approximately 
20 minutes of computation time. 
Table 9. Summary of Computational Requirements 
of Solving Equation 85 
Partition Dimension Symmetry Differential Algebraic 
Row Column Yes No Equations Equations 
H33 9 9 
X 45 0 
V 6 9 X 0 54 
H l l 
6 6 X 0 21 
H23 8 9 
X 0 72 
H12 6 8 
X 0 48 







ADAPTATION OF THE M6DELS TO COMPUTER SIMULATION 
Introduction 
The refuse accumulator system with its human operator, described by 
equation 92, is stochastic due to the random nature of the road noise disturbance. 
Two approaches are available for evaluating the performance of alternative 
configurations of this system. 
A series of deterministic simulations of the system operating over roads 
which had been mathematically generated so as to have the same power spectrum 
as a real road could be conducted. To achieve good matching of the road profile 
power spectrum at the longer wavelengths, each simulated road would have to be 
quite long (approximately 200 feet) and several simulations would have to be run 
over different roads to obtain information on .the average performance to be expec-
ted on any road. This is the approach which would have been required had a neuro-
physiological delay been explicitly included in the human operator model. 
Another approach, more ideally suited to the design situation, treats 
equation 92 entirely from a stochastic viewpoint. This approach permits the 
"expected value" of the system state to be determined in a single time domain 
solution of the state equation. The expected value of a random variable is the 
mean value of the variable which would be approached if a sufficiently large num-
ber of experimental trials were conducted. In the application at hand the expected 
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value of the system state variables can be thought of as the most likely value 
which would be measured in a trial run of the refuse accumulator. The advantage 
of this approach in the design situation is obvious and its desirability is further 
enhanced by the reduction in computation time required. The computer programs 
used in this investigation implement the expected value approach and are docu-
mented in Appendix V. 
Adaptation of the State Equation to Digital Computation 
Digital computation is inherently a discrete time process and its applica-
tion to continuous equations requires some special considerations which are 
investigated in this section. 
For convenience define 
5(C 
A .=. A - B G G , (107) 
So that equation 92 may be written 
• ' • * _ ' • • • • 
X = A X + Q W (108) 
Equation 108 has a well known general solution in terms of the matrix exponen-
tial and the convolution integral (39): 
. - * ' • • t - * 




To discretize equation 108, equation 109 is applied over the interval 
KT< t <c(K+l)T. (110) 
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where T is the integration step size: 
_* (K+1)T _* 
- A T - A T (* -A T - ~ 
X K + 1 = e i ^ + ' e . J e
 TQW(r)dr (111) 
'' KT 
Since W (r) is a random variable we must use its average value W in each step of 
the discretized state equations. The average noise W is also a random variable 
with covariance W, related tb the covariance of the continuous noise W, W by - d —c J 
(39) 
W. = -~Wr i (112) 
• , r - d - - T - T 3 -' • . • • • • ' 
As W(r) is a constant, W , over the interval 110, equation 111 may be integrated: 
v A * T - \_ A*T~ - A * T - * - l ^ ^ 
K+l = e K e ( " G ] Q K 
_ JJC _ j j ( 
= eA T X, + (eA T - IJA*"1 QWV K. Jv 
(113) 
where I is the identity matrix. If new matrices are defined 
- * 
- A T 
P = e 
R = ( P - I J A ^ Q (114) 
equation 113, the discretized system state equations, may be written 
* K + I = ^
 + * V (115) 
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Determination of a Relation for Successive ^ t e Cbvan^ikjes 
The "transpose of equation 115 is 
rp rp rp A »Tt _ r P 
(116) 
which when right multiplied on each side of equation 115, followed by taking the 
expectation of each term, yields: 
.M^K+l^+l = P E l ^ X 
s. ,-T 
KJ 
P + R E 
L K K_ 
R T (117) 
since 
E 
— A rp 
= E W. 
:: , T T " 
K 
= 0 (118) 
Equation 118 simply implies that the system state and the road noise are uncor-
related. Since the road profile is stationary: 
E 
A A 
;WK^I„ *-%'- (119) 
the constant road noise covariance matr:Lx define^ by equation 112. Equation 117 
isitherefore a recursion formula for successive state covariance matrices 3g_.. 
X K = E 
r- SLT" 
K V (120) 
which may be written 
5K+I
 = ^ ^ T + S ^ T 
(121) 
i - iMN 
_Xii!!=i_ 
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Equation 121 provides a great deal of information about the system, obtained 
primarily from the definition of some scaler (in particular any of the state vari-
ables of interest) by the equation 
SK •= d• X^ (122) 
- . '•' ' 2 
where c is a row vector. The expected value of S is given by 
K 
E 
1-2-1 _ _ T 
SKJ = c X v c (123) 
~~K. 
Control Effort and State Weighting Matrices 
The control effort and state weighting matrices F and F which are used 
in the performance index J (equation 85) of the human operator model must be 
constructed so that the index measures those characteristics of the system per-
formance which should be minimized. The relative magnitude of the terms in F 
and F determine the extent to which the operator expends his effort to improve 
system performance, and the relative 'magnitudes of weights within the matrices 
place greater or lesser importance on one state or one input over another. 
In the master-slave control situation there is no justification for placing 
greater weight on control effort in one direction, over another, and relative weight-
ing between control and state variables could be achieved by adjustment of the 
state weighting matrix F , so that the control matrix F may be equated to the 
identity matrix with no sacrifice in generality; 
F •= I (124) 
_LLUL 
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The control problem was stated in terms of an. optimal regulator problem where 
the desired regulated state is zero position error of the accumulator tip when 
situated directly over the refuse. Where very flexible accumulators are employed, 
the operator might modify his strategy to avoid excessive deflections, and provi-
sions for this can also be made in the performance index. 
The quadratic inside the integral of equation 85 which would accomplish 
the weighting objectives described above is of the form 
2 2 2 
u + ar • + bd (125) 
where u is the magnitude of the control vesetor, r the magnitude of the position 
error of the accumulator tip from the refuse, and d the accumulator deflections. 
Weights a and b place relative emphasis on position error, deflections, and con-
trol effort. 
In order to achieve a weighting scheme, equation 125, which is comparable 
with the control problem formulation, a state weighting matrix F must be found 
such that 
X T F X = ar + bd (126) 
The squared position error is given in terms of the state variables defined in 
Table 8 by 
r ' = X 1 5 + X18 + X21 <127> 
and the squared deflection by 
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d 2 = <xi5:- V 2 + <xi8 - ^ + <X2i - x 2 / 
(128) 
Substitution of equations 127 and 128 into equation 126 gives 
X T F X = (a+b)X^5 .+ (a+b)X*g + <a+b)X^ " ^ X ^ X ^ 
- ' 2 b X 1 8 X 2 0 " » * S l * 2 3 + b X n + b X 2 0 + b X 2 3 
(129) 
Equation 99, the partit ioned form of the F mat r ix , shows that the only non ze ro 
x 
t e r m s of F a r e in the nine by nine parti t ion F . If F is the matr ix 
x J . x x 
a a 






b 0 0 0 
0 0 




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 a+b 0 -b 0 





0 0 a+b 0 -b 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(130) 
- T - -
then X F X i s prec ise ly defined by equation 129. In the computer p rograms 
-X. 
used to evaluate al ternative configurations, mat r ix 130 is generated automatically 
when a and b a r e specified. 
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Extraction of System Performance Information 
From the State Covariance Matrix 
In this section the necessary mathematical analysis i s made to extract 
from the state covariance matrix X, defined at any point in time by equation 121, 
the system performance indicators listed in Table 10. 
Table 10. System Performance Indicators 
• Expected value of actuator esxtension 
• Expected value of actuator extension rate 
• Expected value of accumulator tip position 
• Expected value of accumulator tip position rate 
• Expected value of accumulator deflection 
• Expected value of accumulator deflection rate 
• Expected value of operator's movement 
• Expected value of operator's movement rate 
• Relative control effort expended 
• Average control effort expended 
•• System performance index 
Equation 123 may be applied to extract the expected value of the square 
of any state variable X. from X by defining the row vector c by 
c = j * ! : ! (i3i) 
i 10 j 4 i 
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The recursive use of equation 123 permits the expected value of the actuator 





J* = E | _ + X, + X 20 23 J (132) 




r 2 2 2 
Xn c + X + X o i _ 15 18 21 
(133) 
Similarly the expected value of the accumulator tip displacement rate squared may 
be found: 
E[SJ]=E £?~ + X2„ +X 
L 16 19 
2 
22 (134) 
The operator's control movement is related to the actuator extension through the 









and may therefore be found from equation 132„ 
The rate at which the operator moves the master unit is a control input, 
relat ed to the state of the entire system by the control strategy, equation 90: 
- Uf = -- G C X ; -
The cbvariahce matrix U of the control input U at any time may be found by right 
multiplying equation 90 by its transpose and taking the expected value of both sides, 
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with the result: 
U 
r - -T" E UU 
__ m~ .. m — ". rp rp 




U '= G C X ^ C G 
K. JK 
The expected value of the control input (operator's movement rate) squared is 
then 
E[C] = TraCG ^ K 1 (137) 
and the actuator extension rate squared has expected value 
EK ] - 4E i±2 
_ m 
(138) 
by the same argument as used for equation 135. 
The relative control effort is the integrated control rate, ideally defined 
by 
relative control effort = 





relative control effort = E E[~E ' 1 ' T 
m K=l - m J K 
(140) 
where T is the step size. The practice an interpolation is used at the first and 
last steps to set initial conditions and determine capture time, and equation 140 
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appropriately modified to account for this. The average control effort is the 
relative control effort evaluated at the end of the operating period divided by the 
duration of operation T . 
The expected value of the squared accumulator deflections may be deter-
mined by successive application of equation 123 with row vectors 
c . 
xj 
cyj = ^ _ 1 j = 2 0 ( 1 4 1 ) 
c . 
and is given by 
E[d2]= E K - V 2 + <X18-X20>2 + <X21-X23>2] (142) 
To determine deflection rate expectations: 
E P ] = E[<X16 " KSU1>2 + <X19 " W 2 + <X22 " W 2 ] < 1 4 3> 





r 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
X16 + K S U r + KSU2 + X 2 2 + K S U 3 
(144) 
" 2KSXWU1 " ^ ^ W ^ . " ? V22 U 3 . ] 
The first six terms of the right hand side of equation 144 are readily available by 
the techniques previously described and are given by equations 134 and 137. To 
obtain the cross product terms define a dummy output vector 
SK = D X K 
(145) 
This equation is a vector form of equation 123. If 145 is transposed and right 
multiplied on the control strategy (equation 90) and the expection of both sides 
executed, the result is 
E 
-_ - T 
U S 1 
L,K K 
5? -,-T 1 
= - G C E X. X 
K K;_. 
-T D 1 (146) 
D may be chosen so that 
EFU S T 















U 1 X 1 6 . ,ELU2X19^,and 
E[U3X22 J 
Equation 123 may now be employed to extract E 
from covariance matrix 147. 
Evaluation of the system performance index is most easily accomplished 
by integrating equation 125, using appropriate expected values: 
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r is given by equation 133 and 
rd2n 
is given by equation 137, E 
is given by equation 142. The discrete time nature of digital simulation 
requires that equation 148 be computed in a manner similar to that given for 
equation 139. 
Establishment of Initial Conditions 
The human operator has been modeled by an optimal regulator in the 
vicinity of the target, where the performance of the system is most critical. The 
quadratic nature of the performance index results in little discrimination between 
target sizes if too large an initial error is assumed, due to the dominant effect on 
the penalty function of the initial portion of the state space path. To avoid this 
difficulty the idea of a "critical radius" is introduced., within which the operator 
is assumed to behave near optimally and external to which his behavior is not 
considered in evaluating alternatives. 
For consistent comparison of the penalty function between alternatives, 
the accumulator is assumed to begin operation from this critical radius with zero 
initial velocity. In estimating "capture t ime," defined as the time required by 
the system to move from the critical radius to the state space target, it is reason-
able to assume that the accumulator is moving toward the target at some initial 
velocity when the critical radius is reached. This corresponds to the assumption 
that the operator directs the accumulator toward the target initially without giving 
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the task his fullest concentration but begins to behave in an optimal manner when 
the critical radius is reached. 
In order to establish non-zero initial velocity at the critical radius as an 
initial condition for estimating capture time, the optimal control system was 
initiated at zero velocity from a radius 3.5 times the critical radius. This has 
the advantage of providing a correlation between the quality of the alternative 
considered and the initial velocity at the critical radius, a feature to be expected 
in the operating system. 
In practice it is necessary to interpolate to determine when the critical 
radius has been reached, and at this point the control effort and capture time are 
set at zero. Therefore the terms capture time time, relative control effort, and 
average control effort discussed in the analysis of the data, refer to these quan-
tities measured from the critical radius to the target. 
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CHAPTER VH 
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS 
Introduction 
In this chapter the data obtained from the computer simulation of the 
refuse accumulator will be presented and analyzed with the objective of formu-
lating answers to the following questions: 
1. What accumulator dynamic characteristics are most desirable 
for use m non-stop collection ? 
3. What is the relationship between non-stop collection feasibility 
and traveling speed ? 
3. Might modification of the collection vehicle suspension be 
desirable; in particular, is the installation of a ride augmentation 
system indicated ? 
4 . H o w does alternative capture subsystem positional tolerance relate 
to system performance? 
In preparation for an effective analysis of these questions preliminary con-
sideration was given to the establishment of a benchmark system against which 
other alternatives could be measured. The first step in this process was the 
determination of a realistic road profile power spectrum as described in 
Chapter IV. As the road noise simulation filter described by Equation 25 involves 
vehicle suspension parameters, the identification of realistic vehicle dynamic 
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characteristics was necessary in order to simulate the road noise signal as well 
as to provide data for the vehicle dynamic model. 
The vehicle for the benchmark system was selected from commercially 
available refuse bodies and truck chassis and is a 20 cubic yard "E-Z-Pack Side 
Loader" refuse body mounted on a Dodge L-700 cab-over-engine chassis. The 
side loading body type was chosen for its ready adaptability to automated refuse 
collection, as was the cab-over-engine chassis. A discussion of alternative packer 
body types and a detailed analysis of the dynamic characteristics of the benchmark 
chassis-body combination are included as Appendix VI. 
Also of importance to the objectives of this investigation was the determi-
nation of the range of accumulator dynamic characteristics which were realizable 
in a physical System. To this end, Appendices VH and VIII are included. It was 
concluded from the study presented in Appendix VH that an accumulator with a 12 
foot reach, weighing as little as 43 pounds and with a stiffness of up to 85 pounds 
per inch could be built. The accumulator design presented in the appendix also 
demonstrates the type of joint actuation and power transmission concepts which 
are necessary to the design of accumulators with little overhung weight. 
The final effort necessary prior to the evaluation of potential alternatives 
was the determination of human operator performance index weights a and b 
(Equation 125) which would produce control inputs within the range of human 
capability. As a point of design philosophy it was decided that the accumulator 
should be constructed in such a way that the deflection of links in the kinematic 
chain would not enter the operator' s control strategy, and therefore weight b was 
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equated to zero. 
Several weights for tip position error were tested in the model with the 
benchmark vehicle and a relatively flexible lightly damped accumulator (m - 3 
slugs, K = 10 lbs/in, £ = . 06) operating on a normally rough road at one mile per 
hour. Initial trials with a = 6, 18, 36 all resulted in excessively large control 
inputs (on the order of 5 to 10 feet per second). A more appropriate range for 
performance index weights proved to be a = 0. 01, 0 .1, 1. 0, which resulted in 
maximum control inputs of 0.25, 0.82, and 1.91 feet per second respectively. 
Figure 11 shows the expected value of the tip position, tip velocity and actuator 
extension versus time for these values of position error weight a. 
As may be seen from the figure, the lowest weight (a ,=• .01) resulted in 
rather sluggish response, while the highest weight (a = 1. 0) resulted in erratic 
tip velocity indicative of the large deflections also produced by this weighting 
scheme (0.67 feet). 
The 0.82 feet per second control input required of the operator by the 
strategy in which a = 0.1 is not excessive and the resulting response is smooth 
and quick. For the reasons described in the previous paragraphs, the human 
operator model was fixed with the position, error weight a = 0 . 1 and the deflection 
error weight b = 0 . 0 for evaluation of the alternative systems; 
Kinematic Chain Dynamic Characteristics 
To investigate the effect of varying kinematic chain dynamic characteristics 






Figure 11. Performance at 1. 0 MPH for AW = 1.0, 0. i j lo . 01 
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weight ratio designed in Appendix VII was used in the system model. For fixed 
accumulator mass, trials were run on the benchmark vehicle with the accumula-
tor stiffness varying between 85.4 and 20 pounds per inch and its damping ratio 
varying between 0.25 and 3.0. This series was conducted at both 0.25 and 0.50 
miles per hour and the resulting values for the operator's penalty function are 
plotted in Figures 12 and 13. The higher boundary of each band in the figures 
represent the penalty associated with reaching'a state space target for which 
the expected value of the accumulator range to the center of the refuse is 0.1 
feet and the expected value of the extension rate is 0.1 feet per second. The 
lower boundary of each band is associated with a target permitting a 1. 0 foot 
positional error and a 1. 0 foot per second velocity at capture. 
These data indicate that the operator's penalty function is reduced when 
chain stiffness is increased, or equivalently when the mass of the accumulator 
is reduced. The penalty function is also reduced with increased damping for the 
less rigid alternatives. The stiffer alternatives exhibit a reverse in this pheno-
mena and the most rigid alternative displays a minimum penalty function for 
damping ratio £ = 0.50, which is an absolute minimum for all of the mass, 
stiffness, and damping ratio combinations tested. This agrees very well with 
empirical design rules which favor damping ratios of £ =.....7 for "well designed' 
control systems. 
Comparison of Figures 12 and 13 shows very little change in the penalty 
function versus accumulator dynamics relationship with vehicle speed in this 
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produce only small variations in the road noise power spectra. 
The effect of damping ratio on capture time* is displayed in Figures 14 
and 15, both of which are taken from data for the series of simultations discussed 
above. These results reinforce the conclusions drawn previously, showing the 
capture time to be more sensitive to damping ratio for the more flexible kine-
matic chain, where a large damping ratio is desirable. Significantly, however, 
the beneficial effect of increased damping ratio is less pronounced when smaller 
targets are engaged. Again the more rigid chain is superior in performance, and 
the relative insensitivity of capture time-to .damping ratio for this chain supports 
basing its damping ratio on the operator's penalty function, 
Traveling Speed and Collection Feasibility 
From the data presented in the last section, little variation in system per-
formance is indicated when vehicle speed is varied over a narrow range. To 
investigate the effect of vehicle speed on system performance the kinematic chain 
with K = 40 pounds per inch £ = 0.25 and m = 1.79 slugs was simulated in opera-
tion on the benchmark vehicle at speeds ranging from 0.25 to 1.25 miles per 
hour. The accumulator tip position and actuator extension rate plotted versus 
time for this set of data are shown in Figure 16. 
At 0.25 and 0.75 miles per hour the curves stop abruptly when the 
* 
Capture time is the time required for the operator to move the accumulator 
from an initial state, 2.55 feet from the refuse and moving toward it, to the 
specified state space target. The 2.55 foot radius is the "critical radius" 
referred to in Chapter VI. ^ 
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Figure 14. Capture Time Versus Damping JElatio and Target Size 
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Figure 16. System Performance Versus Vehicle Speed 
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0.1 foot per second target is reached, determined in this case by the actuator 
extension rate. At 1.25 miles per hour this smallest target is never engaged 
and a steady state position error of 0. 04 feet and steady state actuator rate of 
0.162 feet per second are exhibited. These errors correspond roughly to the 
amplitude of oscillation about zero of the indicated variables. The frequency of 
the oscillation may be estimated if a sinusoidal form is assumed: 
X = 0.04 sin cot (149) 
The velocity is then given by 
X = 0.04 co cos co t (150) 
from which 
. 1 6 2 „ n • 
co = . nA</n \ = . 637 cycles per second. 
( .04 ) (2TT) • J * • • 
This frequency is well within the capability of the human operator and the steady 
state actuator rate is indicative of his continuing effort to overcome the road noise 
induced oscillations. 
Presented in Figure 17 is a graph showing the time required to reach a 
state space target of specified size for the same data set. It is of interest that the 
time to target is more a function of target size than vehicle speed for those targets 
which are accessible, and that for fixed accumulator dynamic characteristics and 
road profile, accessibility is determined by vehicle speed. 
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Figure 17. Capture Time Versus Target Size at 
Various Vehicle Speeds 
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traveled while the operator is attempting to achieve capture. He will of course 
use the forward motion of the vehicle to assist Mm in placing the accumulator on 
target, but to allow him maneuvering time it is felt that the vehicle should not 
travel further during the capture operation than one half the critical radius. In 
this analysis the "critical point," beyond which the operator is assumed to behave 
near optimally, was 2.55 feet from the target center, a distance consistently 
covered in approximately 1.5 seconds. The imposition of this constraint there-
fore limits travel during capture to approximately 1.3 feet and traveling speed to 
0.5 miles per hour. Significantly, the 0.1 foot state space target is accessible to 
all of the potential accumulator chains tested when operated on the benchmark 
vehicle at 0.5 miles per hour over a road of normal roughness. * 
Design Implications of Abnormally Rough Roads 
The road of normal roughness referred to previously was generated by the 
procedure described in Chapter IV and is matched to the average of 16 profiles for 
well paved roads reported by Holbrook (17). The road profile under the left front 
t ire is precisely this average profile, while the profile under the right front t i re 
has 14 percent more power at all wavelengths than the left. This was done to 
simulate pavement degradation near the shoulders which is common in residential 
areas where curbs are not employed. Since the rear wheels carry dual t i res , the 
" * " : ' • ' : • • • • : . ' • • : • • • ' : ; • ' . • • • 
The data discussed here was derived from simulations in which the benchmark 
vehicle was carrying a full payload. Due to the variable rate suspension with 
which the vehicle is equipped, very little difference in performance is noted 
in simulations conducted with an empty vehicle. 
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t ire patch effect in averaging out the road roughness is more pronounced, so the 
profile power at each rear wheel was reduced somewhat from that at the front, 
eight percent at the left side and three percent at the right. 
Not all areas where refuse is collected are blessed with well paved roads, 
so it is of interest to know how the automated refuse accumulator would perform 
under adverse road roughness conditions. To this end a simulation was conducted 
in which the benchmark vehicle and the m = 1.79, K = 85.4, £ = 0.5 kinematic 
chain were required to operate at 0.5 miles per hour over a poor quality unpaved 
surface with a profile exhibiting 34 times the power of the normal road at all 
wavelengths. In terms of profile amplitude, this corresponds to waves with 5.85 
times the amplitude of those in. a normal road,, 
The tip position and the actuator extension rate expectations for this case 
are shown versus time in Figure 18. The 0.5 foot state space target is the small-
est engaged, leaving little room to compensate for observation er ror . It is there-
fore likely that the operator would be required to stop the vehicle in order to 
operate on such a roadway unless a form of ride augmentation were incorporated 
into the suspension system or a capture subsystem tolerant of larger errors in 
position and velocity were developed. 
Design Considerations for the Capture Subsystem 
Little has been said to characterize the capture subsystem except in Appen-
dix VTE where a grasp type capture alternative was considered in estimating the 










Figure 18. Operation on an Unpaved Road 
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in Figures 14, 15 and 17, and the necessity for large target tolerances for opera-
tion at higher speeds or over rough roads, shown in Figures 16 and 18 respectively, 
certainly demonstrate the desirability of a capture subsystem which can perform 
well in spite of large errors in position or velocity. It is likely that such systems 
would also have the capability to capture larger or more numerous refuse con-
tainers, presumably however, with a concomitant loss in error tolerance. 
The data presented previously in this chapter should not be taken to mean 
that capture subsystems requiring position and velocity accuracy within 0.1 foot 
and 0.1 foot per second are acceptable for use in automated refuse accumulation 
systems. An important point in the development of the human operator model 
used in the simulation was that observation error could be accounted for by 
requiring the simulation to reach a proportionally smaller state space target 
than otherwise required by the capture subsystem. If, for instance, the opera-
tor 's errors in judging range and range rate to the refuse have a standard deviation 
cr of 0.075 feet, the time required to achieve capture with a capture alternative 
tolerant of errors e up to 0.25 feet is best estimated by the time required for 
the simulation to reach a state space target with dimension 
e - 2<j = 0.25 - 0o 15 = 0.10 feet 
Also significant to system performance is the actuation time required by 
the capture subsystem to secure the refuse once on target. It is probable, though 
not necessarily unavoidable, that systems with larger target tolerance will also 
require additional time on target for actuation9 so that a trade off between the 
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desirability of these two attributes may be necessary. 
Power Requirements 
The greatest actuator displacement rate found in any of the simulations 
was less than 10 feet per second. If it is assumed that an emergency maneuver 
requiring an instantaneous acceleration of three g is imposed on the system 
* 
when it is operating at this rate, and if the mass of the accumulator and refuse 
is 3 slugs, the instantaneous peak power requirement is 
(3) (3) (3.2) (10) c 0 , u ccn — " 5.24 horsepower oo 0 
If the mechanical components of the accumulator (cables, pulleys, bearings 
and gears) are 80 percent efficient, a'hydraulic system capable of delivering 6.60 
horsepower to this load is required. Servovalve controlled actuators powered by 
variable displacement pumps have peak efficiencies on the order of 67 percent 
when the pressure drop across the load is two thirds of the supply pressure. A 
system designed for these operating conditions would therefore require a 10 horse-
power hydraulic power supply. Such a power supply is capable of supplying 8.55 
gallons per minute at 2000 psi. 
Since the refuse accumulator is operated intermittently, it would be possible 
to reduce the pump size requirement by adding an appropriately sized hydraulic 
accumulator (surge tank) to the system. In any event, the power requirement of 
* 
For systems designed to meet this requirement, the maximum acceleration 
achievable would be greater than three g if the accumulator were moving at 
less than 10 feet per second. 
I l l 
the accumulator is well within the feasible range for truck mounted equipment. 
Performance of Automated Refuse Accumulators 
Ralph Stone and Company (8) have investigated rather extensively the effect 
of crew size on solid waste collection costs in systems where only manual labor 
was employed to perform the "accumulation" function. Their conclusions regard-
ing one-man crews a re significant to this discussion: 
For curbside collection of refuse, one-man crews were more efficient 
than multi-man crews; the productivity of the one-man crew was greater 
than that of the multi-man crew when measured in terms of route man-
hours per ton. 
The one-man crew was similarly more efficient than the multi-man crew 
for alley collection of refuse. „ . . 
Under specified assumptions for important route factors and costs of 
equipment and labor, the unit cost of refuse collection by the one-man crew 
was 25 to 45 percent less than the two-man crew and 35 to 50 percent less 
than the three-man crew. 
Although multi-man crews required less equipment of equal size than 
one-man crews, this had negligible effect on unit collection costs when the 
combined equipment operating, amortization, and labor costs were compared 
for one-man and multi-man collection,, 
In residential or light commercial curb or alley collection the work load 
was not excessive for one-man operation. . . . 
As the cost-benefits associated with the one-man crew are sensitive to 
excessive absenteeism and poor work habits, the one-man collection system 
generally requires a higher level of responsibility, performanc e, and loyalty 
on the part of both collection and supervisory personnel. 
Successful implementation of a one-man collection system will probably 
require: higher personnel standards; higher salary rates; potential upward 
mobility in the job structure; employees with a sense of personal pride and 
responsibility; and engineering evaluation of route structure and equipment 
requirements. 
There is an immediate need for improvement in the design and application 
of specific equipment for refuse collection tasks. The combination of packer 
body and conventional truck chassis does not provide for an optimum man-
machine relationship. 
The automated refuse accumulators discussed in this thesis obviously 
achieve no further reduction in crew size over the manual systems reported on by 
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Stone, and since he has shown one-man crews to be the most efficient for curb-
side collection, it is against these crews that the performance of automated 
equipment must be compared. 
Stone reports a mean collection time per stop* for a one-man crew of 
0.68 minutes in an area where only once-a-week collection is provided and where 
the mean quantity of refuse collected is 77 pounds per stop and 3.4 containers per 
stop. For disposable containers of the -type being considered for use with the 
automated refuse collection system, Stone reports collection time per stop for 
a one-man crew versus the number of items at the stop as a linear relationship 
between 0.3 minutes for one container and 0.65 minutes for 8 containers. The 
mean travel time per stop in the area from which this data was taken was 0.153 
minutes and the distance between collection points was 50 feet. 
The average vehicle speed through the collection area surveyed by Stone, 
assuming the use of 3.4 disposable containers per stop (resulting in a collection 
time per stop of 0.42 minutes), is 
, (o .42 T o . 153 ) ( s a w ) = 0.99 mUes per hour 
As a limiting case of automated refuse accumulator performance, suppose 
the operator comes to a complete stop with the accumulator in its traveling 
position. The accumulation cycle might then require that the tip of the accumulator 
travel 12.55 feet to the pick-up point and return. If the initial acceleration of the 
* 
This is the average time per stop when a mixture of disposable and nondisposable 
containers is used. 
CI [ "" I'll' '•. " |! ' "'"' ' t i l l -::l :"i I •' • -• -' 
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accumulator from its rest position is a modest 10 ft/sec up to a maximum speed 
of 10 feet per second, the time required to reach the "critical radius" would be 
1.5 seconds and the time required to reach the "critical radius" would be. 1.5 
seconds and the time required to move the remaining 2.55 feet has been shown 
to be typically on the order of 1.25 seconds. Allowing 0.1 for the capture sub-
system to actuate at both ends of the cycle, the entire cycle would require 5.7 
seconds. 
Even if the capture subsystem could only accommodate one container, the 
time required to accumulate the average 3.4 containers per stop would be 19.4 
seconds or 0.32 minutes, a time savings of 23.8 percent over the manual system. 
If the capture subsystem could accommodate all 3.4 containers, not an unlikely 
prospect, especially for a system in which the vehicle comes to rest before accu-
mulation begins, the collection time per stop would be reduced to 0.095 minutes, 
a 77.4 percent reduction over the time required for the manual system, and the 
average speed through the collection area would be 
( o . 0 9 5 ? o . l 5 3 ) ( i f o ) = 2 - 2 9 ^ s per hour 
The time required to collect the same amount of refuse from the same collection 
area would therefore be reduced by 56.8 percent: over the manual system. 
To estimate the average speed through the collection area of an automated 
refuse accumulator capable of capturing the 3.4 items per pick up point while 
moving at 0.5 miles per hour, it is assumed that the vehicle travels at this speed 
for the duration of the accumulation cycle and then averages the 3.71 miles per 
. 1 1 i Li I . . I i 1 . 
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hour for the remainder of the trip between pick up points. During the 0.095 
minute accumulation cycle the vehicle travels 
p,095)(0.5)(5280) = 4 g ^ 
60 
For the remaining 45.8 feet the vehicle travels 3.71 miles per hour, arriving at 
the start of the next accumulation cycle in 
(SHST
 = °-14°mlnutes 
The average speed through the collection area of the automated refuse accumu-
lator operating in the non-stop mode is therefore 
/ 50 \ / 60 
0.140+ 0.095 
i r r r r ' ) = 2.42 miles per hour 
\5^80 / 
and the reduction in total collection time over the manual system is 59.1 percent. 
AtilLS — .-p—r- \_ 
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CHAPTER Vffl 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMME1NDATIONS 
Feasibility and Performance of Automated 
Refuse Accumulators 
Regarding the feasibility and expected performance of truck mounted 
manually controlled refuse accumulators, the results of the simulation conducted 
in this investigation support the following general conclusions. 
1. Truck mounted manually controlled refuse accumulators designed for 
non-stop operation are feasible for curb side pick up operations where standardized 
disposable containers are used. 
2. In a collection area where pick up points were closely spaced (50 feet), 
the reduction in total collection time estimated for a non-stop automated refuse 
accumulator compared to the most cost-effective manual system was 59.1 percent. 
3. The time saving benefits associated with automated refuse accumulation 
are not entirely dependent on non-stop operation, in fact the incremental benefit 
due to non-stop operation over stop to stop automated operation is quite small. 
Therefore automated refuse accumulation may also be desirable in congested areas 
where non-stop operation is not possible. 
4. A potential reduction in average loading time of 77.4 percent has been 
estimated for the automated system when compared to the most cost effective 
manual system in a specific collection area. Still greater savings in loading time 
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may be possible. 
The following conclusions, also supported by the results of the simulation, 
are more specifically related to the mechanical performance and design of auto-
mated refuse accumulators. 
5. On well paved roads, the speed at which truck mounted refuse accumu-
lators may be operated is limited more severely by the range of the linkage than 
by dynamic effects due to road noise, even when mounted on a conventional truck 
chassis. 
6. Successful non-stop operation of automated refuse accumulators on 
unpaved roads may require that an active ride augmentation system or a kine-
matically constrained low stiffness suspension be built for the refuse collection 
vehicle. 
7. The volumetric capacity and tolerance for errors in position and 
velocity of the capture subsystem are important factors in determining pick up 
cycle time (both the number of cycles required per stop and the time required to 
achieve capture) and operator effort expended in achieving capture. Large values 
of these parameters could also facilitate operation on poorly paved roads. 
8. Low weight and high stiffness are desirable characteristics for the 
accumulator mechanism. Special actuation techniques, suggested in Appendix VII, 
may be required to achieve these characteristics. 
9. The most desirable damping ratio for use in a specific accumulator is 
a function of the stiffness to weight ratio achieved. An active damping system may 
be necessary to realize desirable damping ratios. 
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10. Estimated power requirements for the automated refuse accumulator 
are well within the range suitable for mobile equipment. 
Additional observations not specifically related to the simulation are the 
following. 
1. The beneficial effect on total collection time (average speed through 
the collection area) due to non-stop operation is inversely related to the distance 
between pick up points. 
2. The additional capital cost for automated vehicles is likely to be more 
than offset by the reduction in the number of vehicles required; therefore, the 
savings due to reduced collection man hours provided by the automated system 
will be available to fund other services „ 
3. Wise choise of route structure can reduce the number of vehicles 
required and special routing considerations may be necessary for automated 
collection. 
4. High personnel standards will be necessary in systems using automated 
equipment, and as a result the quality of service provided the consumer should 
improve. In addition, improved working conditions should reduce employee 
turnover. 
5. In the author's opinion, automated refuse accumulation should be an 
economically desirable alternative in spite of the increased cost of the individual 
collection vehicle. 
Development of Alternative Subsystems 
Potential three degree of freedom kinematic chains for use as refuse 
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accumulation mechanisms have been identified and alternative capture subsystems 
classified by the physical mechanisms employed. Actuators suitable for low 
weight linkages have been suggested, a prototype RRP chain designed, and a 
scheme for active damping of the kinematic chain proposed. 
To further the development of an automated refuse accumulator, it is 
recommended that effort be first directed to the design and testing of alternative 
capture subsystems with emphasis on obtaining large capacity, high position and 
velocity error tolerance, and rapid actuation time. A second or concurrent inves-
tigation could be directed toward the design and testing of a low inertia master-
slave accumulator with good obstacle avoidance characteristics and an active 
damping system. 
It is recommended that a prototype accumulator be constructed and tested 
in various collection areas before a great deal of effort is expended in the develop-
ment of an active vehicle suspension system. This recommendation is based on 
the excellent performance obtained in the simulation with the benchmark vehicle 
on well paved roads and on the relatively small incremental reduction in collection 
time achieved by non-stop operation over stop-to-stop operation of an automated 
accumulator. 
On Broader Application of the Results 
One objective of the dissertation was to demonstrate the potential utility 
of modern technology in a low technology industry. The rate at which new tech-
nology is applied to the solution of a problem sometimes seems inversely related 
to the age of the problem. This is especially true of the public sector where the 
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only conspicuous exception is rapid application of advanced technology by the 
military. It is hoped that the savings in collection costs, reduction in refuse 
worker injury rates, improved working conditions for collection personnel and 
improved service which seem to be possible with automated refuse accumulators 
will hurry their development and spur the application of state of the art technology 
to other areas which have felt little recent technical impact. 
More directly related to the analysis and simulation of the refuse accumu-
lator, the conclusions regarding dynamic characteristics of the linkage and target 
tolerance of the capture subsystem could be generalized to other applications of 
manually controlled manipulators where rapid response is a primary concern. 
Finally, the simplified near optimal model of the human operator used in 
the simulation resulted in control inputs of magnitude and frequency well within 
the range of human capability. The use of the performance index weights to 
achieve acceptable control inputs and the reduction of state space target size to 
account for observational noise may be techniques helpful in other efforts at 
modeling human operators in design situations. 
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APPENDIX: i 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT OR PROPOSED AUTOMATED 
REFUSE COLLECTION DEVICES 
Among the most common automated refuse collection devices are those 
produced by Dempster Brothers and others for the collection of commercial 
refuse from large volume standardized containers. This type of unit is not of 
interest here as the concern is with the design of systems for residential 
collection. 
Possibly the first attempt at automated vehicular residential refuse 
collection was made in Scottsdale, Arizona under a grant from the Bureau of 
Solid Waste Management in 1969-70 (42). The equipment used in this project 
consisted of a conventional 30 cubic yard top loader fitted with a fork life mecha-
nism across the a rms . The fork lift mechanism, Figure 19, carried a single-
lever clamping device which gripped 80 gallon residential containers. As the 
truck approached a container the fork lift mechanism moved the clamp horizon-
tally to an intersecting path, the clamp closed on the container and the conven-
tional loading arms raised the container off the ground. The fork lift mechanism 
then moved the container to the center of the truck where the lifting arms emptied 
it overhead in the usual manner. To replace the container on the curb, the lift-
ing arms were brought down in front of the cab, the fork lift device moved hori-
zontally to the curb and the clamp released. Then the fork lift mechanism was 
• — ---Vi ,JI"LJ.!._;_J—^jri'? ! _ ' . ^ i : _ . : m a u L _ - • ' • • • • • \ ,• 
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Figure 19. Scottsdale, Arizona's Fork Lift Adaptation 
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retracted to clear the container and the truck proceeded to the next stop. 
Through a continuation of the federal grant a modified rear loader was 
designed as well as a refined automated front loader. The rear loader consisted 
of a device into which the container was fed by hand. The device then emptied 
the container into the vehicle and returned it to the pavement. The refined front 
loader used a single telescoping arm which was gree to pivot in the horizontal 
and vertical planes. This device, shown in Figure 20, was also designed to use 
standardized containers and, like its predecessor, took advantage of the unob-
structed alleys of Scottsdale for efficient operation. 
As an outgrowth of these experiments, a corporation, Government 
Innovators, was formed which, in a licensing agreement with Western Body and 
Hoist Company, has plans of producing other refuse collection equipment. Their 
Barrel Snatcher is the improved front loader described above. In addition they 
are designing a device called the Litter Pig, which has the capability of avoiding 
obstacles, and is shown in Figure 21. Also shown in this figure is their transfer 
vehicle, the Trash Hog, designed to couple with the Litter Pig and act as a mobile 
transfer station. Government Innovators also plans to design a non-stop collection 
vehicle. 
Another automated refuse accumulation unit, developed and marketed by 
Gulf Oil Chemicals Company, was designed to enhance the marketability of their 
plastic refuse bags. The Mechanical Bag Retriever, as the device i s called, con-
sists of a basket like clam shell attached to telescoping two arm boom and uses a 
belt conveyor to transport the refuse from a front hopper to the compactor. The 
Figure 20. Scottsdale, Arizona's "Barrel Snatcher' to 
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Figure 21. Government Innovator's Proposed "Litter Pig" and "Trash Hog" to rf^ 
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device, Figure 22, has a 270 degree rotation capability of both the main boom 
and the basket and has a maximum reach of 21 feet. It is mechanically very 
similar to the Litter Pig and is leased for $10, 000 per year (43). 
A few continuous loading automated devices are in the planning stages, 
among them the Government Innovators' non-stop truck and three concepts from 
Glenn Meyers of Phoenix, Arizona for which patents are pending (44). Mr. Meyers' 
vehicles, shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25 are in the conceptual stages of develop-
ment. None of these vehicles has an obstacle avoidance capability and two of the 
designs require, that the containers be mounted on fixed poles at the curb. 
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Figure 22. Gulf Oil's "Mechanical Bag Retriever" 
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Using 50 gallon 
refuse containers 
(larger and smaller sizes 
available), spaced as close as _ 
48 inches, this vehicle makes 
contact with the container which is flipped 
to an inverted position, where it empties. It is 
held inverted until it makes contact with a rubber 
bumper which re turns the can to the upright position 




Figure 23. One of Meyers' Proposed Vehicles to -a 
u 
Using 50 gallon refuse 
containers (larger or smaller 
sizes available), spaced as close as 
48 inches, this vehicle makes contact 
with the fixed-post, pivot-mounted cans 
which have a guide pin that follows a cam to 
invert, empty and return the container to an 




Figure 24. One of Meyers' Proposed Vehicles 
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A combination vehicle, this model 
employs both the cam system, with a , 
guide pin on the container that follows a 
cam to invert, empty and upright the container, 
and a chain carriage device, giving the user the 
capabilities of post-mounted or free-standing pickup. 
With the chain mechanism, the pins at the side of the cans 
engage with the chain pins, pulling the can up an angled trough. 
It is inverted, emptied and moves along the chain to a second trough 
which rights the can to a near vertical position and gently deposits it at the site of 




Figure 25. One of Meyers' Proposed Vehicles 
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APPENDIX It . 
SYSTEMATIC GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVE 
KINEMATIC CHAINS 
Following the procedure of Chapter HE, the kinematic chains with three 
degrees of freedom using revolute and prismatic pairs were systematically 
identified. The results are given in Table 11, where the numbers refer to the 
axis about which the pair moves 1, 2, 3 corresponding to x, y z respectively. 
The symbol R represents a revolute pair and P a prismatic pair. In the column 
labeled REJECT, a blank indicates that the chain is a viable alternative, # indi-
cates a planar chain, 0 indicates a chain with'a cylindrical equivalent, that is a 
prismatic pair along an axis followed by a revolute pair about the same axis, and 
# indicates a redundancy of prismatic pairs, that is two prismatic pairs along 
the same axis in direct succession. The conventions used in interpreting the 
results are: 
1. The first pair in the chain (left most in the table) is considered the 
ground link. 
2. The ground link is held in the 1-3 plane to identify the next link. 
3. If an R2 follows the ground link, it is aligned with the ground link. 
to identify the last link. 
The chains which were considered to have high likelihood of success in this 
application are indicated by an alternative number. 
Table 11. Results of Systematic Kinematic Chain Generation 
Alternative Alternative Alternative 
Chain Reject Number Chain Reject Number Chain Reject Number 
Rl R1R1 t Rl P2 R3 P I R3 P2 t 
Rl Rl R2 Rl P2 P I P I R3 P3 
Rl Rl R3 Rl P2 P2 * PI P I Rl n 
Rl Rl P I Rl P2 P3 t PI P I R2 K 
Rl Rl P2 t R1P3 Rl t PI P I R3 * 
R1R1 P3 t Rl P3 R2 3 P I P I P I n 
Rl R2 Rl R l P3 R3 0 P I P I P2 n 
Rl R2 R2 4,5 Rl P3 P I P I P I P3 n 
Rl R2 R3 R1P3.P2 t P I P2 Rl 
Rl R2 P I R 1 P 3 P 3 * PI P2 R2 0 
Rl R2 P2 P 1 R 1 R 1 0 P1.P2 R3 •6 
Rl R2 P3 • i i ,2 P I Rl R2 0 P I P2 P I t 
Rl R3 Rl P I Rl R3 0 PI P2 P2 Jt 
Rl R3 R2 P I Rl P I fi* P I P2 P3 
Rl R3 R3 PI Rl P2 0 P I P3 Rl 
Rl R3 P I P I Rl P3 0 P 1 P 3 R 2 t 
Rl R3 P2 P1R2 Rl P 1 P 3 R 3 0 
Rl R3 P3 P I R2 R2 t P I P3 P I * 
Rl P I Rl 0 P I R2 R3 P I P3 P2 
Rl P I R2 P 1 R 2 P 1 t P I P3 P3 n Rl P I R3 P I R2 P2 
Rl PI PI * PI R2 P3 t 
Rl PI P2 P I R3 Rl 
Rl PI P3 P I R3 R2 
Rl P2 Rl t PI R3 R3 t 
Rl P2 R2 0 PI R3 PI t 
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APPENDIX m 
INVESTIGATION OF ACCUMULATOR TO VEHICLE 
DYNAMIC COUPLING 
i 
In the analysis of the combined velticle-accumulator dynamics (Chapter IV), 
it was assumed that motions of the accumulator had negligibly small effect on the 
motions of the vehicle. To investigate the adequacy of this assumption, the undamped 
response of the vehicle in the roll mode to a suddenly applied torque equivalent to 
a two g acceleration of the accumulator and refuse mass at a radius of ten feet 
from the vehicle center of gravity was considered. 
Figure 26 describes schematically the physical arrangement, I being the 
roll moment of inertia of the vehicle, k the sum of front and rear spring stiffnesses, 
2d the distance between the springs on the axle, 6 the angular displacement of the 
vehicle from its position of equilibrium and T the suddenly applied torque. 
The deflection of each spring due to a small rotation of the body is seen to 
be ., 
6 = d6 . 
The force in each spring is then given by 
f. .= k 6 = k d 9 
and the couple applied to the vehicle by its suspension is therefore 
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Figure 26. Vehicle Roll Mode Dynamics Model 
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C = 2kd26 
Applying Newton's law to the vehicle body gives 
I 9 +2kd26 = T 
with initial conditions 0 = 0, 0 = 0, implying that the roll mode is initially 
undisturbed. The solution to this equation of motion is 
e - - I <#«>] 2 1 - cos 
2kd ' "v 
from which the maximum rotation may be determined by setting 
X~ d ' /2k 
and is 
T 
0 max , ,2 
kd 
Using the mechanical parameters given in Appendix VI for the empty Ford 
L700 vehicle, 
K = 1714 + 750 = 2464 lbs/in 
and d = 20 in. 
For a three slug accumulator-refuse mass subjected to a two g acceleration 
at 120 inches from the vehicle center of gravity, the disturbance torque is 
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• T = (3) (32.2) (2) (120) = 23184 in-lb 
The maximum rotation of the body under these conditions is then 
2^184 o 
0 m a x = - = 0.235 rad = 1 21
1. 
(2464) (20) ' 
As two g accelerations are unlikely to be experienced in operation and because 
some damping is present in the vehicle suspension, it may be concluded that the 
vehicle rotations caused by the accumulator will be well below one degree, and 
the assumption of negligibility is justified. The vehicle is even l e s s sensi t ive to 
such disturbances in the heave and pitch modes. 
APPENDIX IV 
GENERAL FORM STIFFNESS-DAMPING MATRICES 
FOR ADDITIONAL KINEMATIC ALTERNATIVES 
..If 2 ̂ .•'•u*ff '•• Introduction 
The approach used to reduce the dynamic equations of a specified kine-
matic chain to the general form required by the automated refuse accumulator 
model was shown in Chapter IV for kinematic alternative number two, the con-
tracted RRP chain. IQ this appendix the results of similar derivations for the 
other kinematic chains shown in Table 5 are presented. For simplicity the 
coefficient matrices in equations 41 and 42 will be referred to as K and K 
respectively. An 4 subscript on stiffness or daanping term always refers to 
the prismatic pair. ; 
Kinematic Alternative Number One 
< f l 
Figure 27. Nomenclature for Kinematic Alternative Number One. 
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S = 0 o sin a 0 
0 0 0 rsin a 
-rsin a 0 0 0 
0 -rs in a 0 0 
(i+ reos a) sin e 0 -u+ rcos a ) cos 0 0 
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Kinematic Alternative Number Three 
7-1 - -1 
K = + K T 
41 
*42 = f ^T"^ 
4 = cosa cos 0 cos a sin 0 sin a 
-sin 6 cos 0 0 
-sin a cos 0 -sin a sin 0 cos a, 
Figure 28. Nomenclature for Kinematic Alternative Number Three, 
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I i- J 
0 0 I sin a o 
0 0 0 jfcsina 
-4 sin a 0 0 0 
, 0 - i sin a 0 0 
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Kinematic Alternatives Number Four and Five 
<Sw* i 
Figure 29. Nomenclature for Kinematic Alternatives 
Numbers Four and Five. 
K,., = 4 KT 41 T 
- - 1 3 
K42 = 4 KT S 
4 = cos(a+ j3) cos 8 cos (a+ /}) sin© sin (a+ £) 
- s in 8 cos 6 0 
-sin (a+ j3) cos 8 -sin (o+ £) sin 8 cos (a+ j8) 
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G. = 2  ^ i + h c o s ^ 4" h c o s *a+ ® 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 
The symbolics of the digital computer programs used to simulate the 
automated refuse accumulator are included in this appendix. The algorithmic 
language used is FORTRAN V, available on most large computer systems. In 
addition to subroutines written exclusively for use with the programs, the sym-
bolics of which are presented here, several standard matrix manipulation sub-
routines and a linear algebraic equation solving subroutine are called in these 
programs. Equivalent subroutines are available in the libraries of any large 
scale computer facility. 
The first program listed (FIN. ALTSTFNO) takes as input data the kine-
matic alternative number, operating position, and chain stiffness and damping 
coefficients of any of the five alternative convey subsystems listed in Table 5 
and outputs the general form stiffness-damping matrices for use in the model 
of the refuse accumulator. This program requests information of the user during 
execution in a conversational manner and is heavily commented in the listing. 
FIN. ALTSTFNO calls subroutine OPTLIB. ALTNO which actually carries out 
the computation of the general form stiffness-damping matrices. The listing of 
OPTLIB. ALTNO is also heavily commented to show the logical procedure involved. 
The program FIN. PRP takes as input the dynamic characteristics of the 
refuse collection vehicle, the road roughness, and the accumulator. These 
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inputs a re requested of the user in a conversational manner along with the vehicle 
traveling speed, the performance index weights for the human operator model, 
and the integration step size to be used. Several options are incorporated per-
mitting the use of previously computed values for the H matrix or the controller 
gains G. Output is H written to file 10 and G, P, and R written to file 9. 
FIN. PRP calls OPTLIB. GAIN3 which computes the controller gain G by 
the method described in Chapter V. OPTLIB. GAIN3 calls several additional sub-
routines; OPTLIB. SYMFIX which corrects round off errors in a symmetric matrix, 
a whole series of subroutines such as OPTLIB. HA6999 which form the linear alge-
braic equations required in the solution of the Riccati equation and OPTLIB. DZ 
which zeros a matrix. OPTLIB. PQ3, which computes the matrix exponential and 
the discrete system matrices P and R, is also called by FIN. PRP. OPTLIB. PQ3 
uses an algorithm given by Takahashi (39) to determine the number of terms 
required in the computation of the matrix exponential for an interval 0.001T, 
where T is the step size to be used in the computation of the system states. The 
resulting matrix exponential is then raised to the 1000th power. 
The programs FIN. TRANS/H33 and FIN. TRANS/GAIN are used to translate 
the data stored by FIN. PRP in files 10 and 9 respectively into a form compatible 
with the input requirements of FIN. PRP, and store their outputs in file 7. This 
permits the use of precomputed values f or H and G in later runs of FIN. PRP. 
oo 
Files 7 and 9 must be copied to permanent storage files after each run of FIN. PRP, 
FIN. TRANS/H33 and FIN. TRANS/GAIN. 
FIN. POSDEF determines the positive definateness of any matrix by principal 
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minors and may be used to check H for this property. FIN.XPCT takes as input 
the contents of file 9 as returned by FIN.PRP and produces the expected values of 
the system state variables, the capture time to each target and the average and 
relative control effort expended in engaging each target. This program is also 
conversational in requesting needed data from the user. FIN.XPCT initiates the 
modeling process with the accumulator 3.5 times the critical radius from the 
refuse and interpolates to determine when the critical radius is reached and when 
each target is engaged. FIN.XPCT calls OPTLIB.INIT, which forms the initial 
state covariance matrix, and OPTLIB.EVAL which evaluates the state covariance 
at each step in time. 
SIM. J is very similar to FIN. XPCT but evaluates the system penalty 
function at each target rather than the average or relative control effort and 
initiates the modeling process with the accumulator at the critical radius. SIM. J 
uses the same inputs as FIN.XPCT plus the state weighting value a, and requests 
these inputs in a conversational manner. SIM. J also calls OPTLIB.INIT and 
OPTLIB.EVAL. 
The extent to which a change in system parameters requires the computation 
of new values for H_ , G, P and R and re-evaluation of system performance is 
oo 
indicated below. In program FIN.PRP, H must be recomputed for: (use H = 0) 
a. changes to arm dynamics, neutral position, or attachment point 
b» changes in master to slave scale factor 
c. changes in penalty weighting 
G must be recomputed for: (use appropriate H ) 
a. all of the above 
b. changes in vehicle parameters 
c. changes in traveling speed. 
P and R must be recomputed for: (use appropriate G) 
a. all of the above 
b. changes in observability 
c. changes in roadway roughness 
d. changes in integration step size. 
In programs FIN.XPCT and SIM. J a new run. is required for: (use appropriate 
G, P, R) 
a. all of the above 
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• FiV.ALTS.TFN0 :' 
DIMENSION PF(3»£i)» A T R ( 3 P ' + ) * T ( 5«u)#R<( 3»6) »DJM<3»6> »P<3* 3) »S<6»«*) 
!"'... . COMMON /riL0CK:i/S:»pOJM»R*»T 
FORMAT() 
FORMAT C »-oARv STI F F N E S S - D A M P I fJ5 un T.R IX ' / / 3 ( 1 A ' 6 ( E I 0 . 3 » 2 X ) / ) / ) 
FOR.lAT('».ARv\ TORSIONAL -<ESIST ANLE MATRI X « / / . } ( l x * M E 1 0 . 3» 2X ) / ) / ) 
FORMAT ( ' i l l N P j T DATA ALTERNATIVE CON-I S U R A T U N NJM3ER • » I<+/ / 
AlX» 'KINEMATIC CON-ISJRATIOSJ VJM-iE^ » » I i » / / -
A«:Mx.»'b(Eio.3»ix)/>/r 
FORMAT ('(lENTER NO" ELl» EL2 ' EL.;if RL> AL^HA »THETA » AL< » ALC »TH<» THC» •» 
A»^L<-»RLC'»/1X» "FOR C:,N~I3JRAT[0NS '4i5 3E'TA»-B£1 A*»3ETAC • • » 
A*AR£ ENTERED <\S RL» ̂L"x» RLC • / j X» • C A JT1 ON' ALPHArO.O »» 
A'CAjSES ;)V£RFH)« IN C0NFlSU=UTrJ-M5 i»i5'//) 
CALL 3J01ECENTER NJM3ER OF ALTERNATIVES TO 3E CONSIDERED') 
READ 1» \»NNMNN 
DO 300 KJLVN=1»NNNNNN 
PRINT 5 
NO IS ALTERNATIVE KINEMATIC CHAIN NJM3E* FRoM THESIS ••• 
£L1» EL2» EL3 ARE FIXED LENSJH _IN<S» SEE TnESlS FlGjRES •*• 
RL IS THE LEN^HT OF T^£ LlN< CONTAINING THE PRISMATIC PAIR ••• 
ALPHA. T^ETA» SETA ARE JOINT ANGLES' SEE THESIS FIGURES ••• 
REMAINING IjPJTS ARE STIFFNESS AND DAMPINS TERMS ••• 
READ 1»' (•N0»Ei-l»EL2»EL3»RL»AL»TH»AL<»ALCrTH<»THC»RLK»RLC) 
PRINT l+» ( K J L M M ' N O , EL J rEL2»rL3rRL#AL'THrAL\»ALC»THKl,THC»RL<rRLC) 
CALL ALTMO<NJO#EL1»EL2'EL3»RL» AL » TH» AL< ' ALC »'T-HK »-TH'C » RLK.» RLCr P'F» A JrO 
P=U\iT'2» ( (?MI< j> > J-Ub) '1 = 1 »3) 
PRIslT 3. ( UT-C<I» J) r J=l»<*> »I=lr3) 
STOP 
END 
•O=>TL'I3.ALTNO r~" '"'"••"'• '•'"'"• "~ " • - - -
SJ3R0JTIME ALTN0(N0»ELl»EL2»FL3rRL;ALoHArTHETA»AL<'ALC»THK#THC# 
J . . &RL<»RLC'PF»ATr<) ' 
JIMENSIOM PF'(4»&' • ATRO»<t><»T('6»t>) • R< ( 3»£>) 'DJM ( 3' 6> »Pt 3» 3) » S<6''4) 
COMMON /sLOCKb/SoPrDJM,R,<f T 
FOR CONFIGURATIONS ***>, 3ETA,BE 1A<»3£TAC=RL,RL<»RLC 
.pF=(3^I**-l)*v*(T**-l) 
ATR= (->HI **-i) *K* n*#-i)*s 
P=-(PHI**-1) 
V=1.T»*-1)' 
PRELIMINARY COMPUTATION OF RFPEATED TERMS 
ALPHA = ALPHA* 3.1'4159/180 









ONLY CHAINS 4 AND 5 CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING TERMS 
iF(NO.LT.<+) GO TO 901 





PHI INVERSE FoR CHAINS <• AND 5 
P.(1.1)=CA3*CT 
P(lf3)=-sA3*CT 
P < 2 # 1 ) = C A 3 ^ S T 
? ( 2 I 3 ) = - S A B * S T 
P(3»1)=SA3 
P(3»3')=CA3-
GO TO 902 
3 
U 
5 C • ** 
6 w *** 
7 C *** 
a C *** 
9 c *** 


























3 b c * * * PHI INVERSE FOR CHAINS 1 THRrVu 
37 901 P ( I r l ) = C A G T 
3 * P ( l # 3 ) = - s A C T 
39 P < 2 , 1 ) = C A 5 T 
fn ,. P ( 2 » 3 ) = - S A S T 
<*i P(3»1 )=SA 
<*2 P ( 3 # 3 ) = C A 
43 902 P < 1 » 2 ) - - S T 
<•<+ P ( 2 » 2 ) = C l 
^5 P ( 3 r 2 ) = 0 . 0 
4 6 I F ( \ | 0 . 3 E . 4 ) SO TO (+ 
4 7 I F ( \ ) D . E 3 . 3 ) GO TO 3 
'4 5 • c * * * T INVERSE' F, AND < FOR C H A I N V 
(+9 00 21 1=1»2 
50 -. J = I > 2 • 
51 * = H-4 
52 T ( I » . I ) = C A C T 
53 T ( J , J ) = C T / < E L H - R L * C A > 
*5«* ' • ' " " TC<-r<)=C-A/RL 
55 T U i J ) = - S A S T / R L 
56 S U » J ) = - l E L l + * L * C A > * C T 
57 T (J» I ) = r s f / ( EL I + RL*C A > 
59 i ( - J i ' I ) ' = - ^ L * S A 
59 T ' U i l )= ->ACT/RL 
6Q :>(<» I ) = < E L 1 + 3 L * C A ) * S T 
51 T ( I . J ) = C A S T 
6? b ( I § J)=t«i_*SA 
63 21 T ( I » < ) = S A 
6U K<( l» l )= - *LK- -
6b r i < l l » 2 ) = * L C 
66 K < . ( 2 » . 3 l = I W < / ( t L l * R L * C A ) 
67 K<(2»t+) = r H C / ( i L l + -RL*CA). 
63 K < - ( 1 » 5 > = I ) . 0 
59 R<< l»b>=U .0 
70 R< (3 ' 5 )= /4LK /RL 
71. r K < 3 ' b > = A L C / R u 
72 bO TO 50n 
73 c * * * T TvlVERSF' S AND < r 0R CHAIN 3 
7 if 3 00 23 I = l » 2 
75 J = I + 2 
7b * = I + 4 
77 T< I r I ) -=CT 
7ft T( J» J)=CT/(RL<-EL1.*CA> 
79 T ( X » O = 1 . 0 / ( E L l * C A ) 
80 r(.K»j)=o'.o 
3t S ( K « J ) = - ( R L + E L l * w A ) + C T 
32 T ( J f I ) = - S T / < * L + E L 1 * S A > 
83 ^ ( J i l ) = - E L 1 * S A 
8u T ( K . I ) = 0 . 0 
35 5 ( < i 1 ) = ( S L + E L 1 * C A ) * S T 
3b r ( i » j ) = s i 
87 S ( I # J ) = E L l * S A 
33 23 T ( I » < ) = S M / C T 
99 R < ( l « l > = * U / C A 
9Q R<(1»2>=*LC/CA 
91 R < ( 2 » 3 ) = » H < / ( K L + E I - 1 * C A ) 
9 2 K<<2»4)= iHC/<f>L + ELl*CA> 
93 K < ( l f S > = A L K * S A / ( E L l * C A ) 
94 R < ( l » b ) = A L C * S A / ( E L l * C A ) 
95 * < ( 3 ' S > = u L < / E u l 
9& R < ( 3 » 5 ) = A L C / E L 1 
97 GO TO 50u 
93 e *.** T INVERSE' S AND * -OR CHAINS i 
99 4 A = E i i2*53*EL3*SAB 
100 d = E ^ l + £ L 2 * C i + E L 3 * C A i 
101 c * * * SIN I A L > H . A ) = C . Q CAUSES OVERFLOW 
1 ANO 2 












































































•J3-;Z'* 1 = 1 »2 
J = I+2 
* = I«-4 
T.(I'-I)==5*EL3*LA3*'Cf/C 
T ( J » J ) = . E L 2 * ~ L J * S A C T / C 
•r(<-i<)=-i.*a/c. 
T(IiJ)=o*EL3*CA3*5T/C 
n i » < ) = j + EL:5*bA':3/C 
T(j»I)=-frL2*£L3*5A5T/C 
r.(<-»I)=-4*(:j-£l_l)+CT/C 








R<(^r^) = rHC/ri 
,«<(!.,S)=-AL<*(EL3 + Ei.2*CA)/(E| 2*EL3*SA) 
ri<(lrb)=-ALC*lEL3 + EL2*CA)/(-L2*-| 3*5A) 
ri<(3»5)=AL</EL3 
R < < 3 » & ) = « L C / E L . 3 
CDNTIMJE. 
CO^PJTATlON OF P'r = t?Hl»*-l) * K*( T**-l) 
*.ALL ^ X M L T ( P , 4 K » J J V I , 3 » 3 » 5 » 3 » 3 ) 
CALL ^X,.,,LT(^Jvjr„T»PFr3»6»6»3rl) 
CDv|.3JTATi0fj OF ATR = :>F*S 
CA-LL.^X\lLT(oFi.5iATR,3»6».4»3»6) 
iQJATE VERY S-iALi- TERMS TO 0.0 
^ 935 I U J = 1 » 3 
^P .930 JjJI = l»4 
f - ! ^ ? ! f
A f ? ! I I I J ' J J J I , > , L E o 1 ^ " - 3 ' ATR(IIIJ.JjJl)= 0.0 
55-<S2s-c^K^^;ft iJJ^? •«-E-i-e-3» PFci i i j , J j J 1 , = o.S 
^ j 5 | f P ^ ( I I X j ' K a L , ) ' l - E ' l . E - 3 J ?e(X.lXJ.KKKL)=0.0 
END' • :. 
DlXEMSIOg A(23»?3> OJ(23»3)>:)(t|) „-j(3) , Pv( •, y ) . -, i, ?„ . 
^ 4)^(4)^(3^A<(3.3),AC(3,3,^n(3^),aw(23 ^ 3 >' 
AP(23»23),3Q,1(ti3»4)>H33(9»9) 
C*»***Jl^(«3»A»»iF,^) . . . USE D 
C*****STlF(<F»CF»K-<rCR) . . . USE s 
C*****uODY(M»UX»iYrrIXY) . . . J5F 
C*****R(RAX.RAY»RAZ) 
B 
F O R M A T O 
" ^ _ ? ^ r ; y : * * A ^ " I L E S 7»q.lo-ASSISTED A.D/OR ERASED * 
r?T555?.f E5?I 7 ^ 5 ^ x 5 ^ " : ^ ^ . « • ̂ TA-IL" ENTE« 1, ELSE 0 .. 
CALL DJOTECEviTER TRJCK DATA 
HEAD 1» (D(I)»I=1»4) 
READ 1» (5(1)»I=1»4) 
READ lr (3(I)»I=1»4) 
READ 1» (T<F» TKR) 
C A L L 3JOTE(»E>ITER ROAD NOISE 
READ 1» (RD<LF»RD<R-»RDi<LR»R;-)<RR) 
CALL 3JOlE(«EITER AR\* DATA F l L E » ) 
1» ( R ( I ) » I = 1 » 3 ) 
1» ( ( A d b J ) ' J : l r 3 ) r I : i , 3 ) 
1 ' ( < A C ( i » J ) » J = l » 3 ) » I = l r 3 ) 











CALL QJOrECENTER TRJCK DlME^SIOMS *3.A.*F»*R*) 
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27 READ it iDU) »l=l»«*>. 
2'.V CALL 3JOl£(»E^TER SjSPENSlOSI PARAMETERS <F»cF»XR,CR»> 
29 READ 1» (S(I) »I-1"+) 
3D " CALu 3JL>iE(»EMTER 30DY PARAMETERS M » I X X » I Y Y , I X Y » ) 
31 READ 1» ( 3 ( 1 ) » I = lV<*) 
32 CALL aUOTECEMTER TlRE STIFF MESS> FR3\lT»R£A*« > 
33 READ It (T<F*T<R> 
3<+ CALL ^JOrECENiTER ROAD RODS^ESb FACTORS* LF»RF 'LR 'RR 1 > 
35 READ it (RD<.uF»RJ<RF»R3<LR»Ri<RR) 
3a " ' " CALL 3J j fE ( 'E^JTER ARM ATTACHMENT 30lM"T R A X M A Y » R A Z » > 
37 READ it ( R ( l ) » I = 1 » 3 ) 
33 CALu 3JUTEC «E\lTER A =?V] S T I F F ^ S S MATRIX A<») 
39 READ 1 » ( ( A < ( I » J ) » J = l r 3 ) » I = 1 » 3 ) 
•+0 CALL 3J0TE(»E^TER ARM DAM3I>J;, M K T R I X ACM 
"+1 _ READ 1» t ( A C M » J > » J = l '».3>»I = l t 3 ) 
* 2 CALL 3J0TECEMTER ARM TORSIONAL RESISTANCE 4ATfUx ATR») 
^3 READ 1» ( ( A T R l I » J > » J = l » ' * ) » I = i.»3J • 
*"4 RAM=XIO(»ENTER ARM vjASS* L 3 » s E C 2 / " T . . . » ) 
'*5 3 b 3 = D ( l > - 3 < 2 ) 
*b R<PRD3=XlO(*EMTER CDMTROL TO ARM P R O P O R T I O N A L T Y (GAIN) ...»> 
"+7 RT=XIO('FNTE-R VEHICLE SPEED,. v)P..4 ...•) 
43 " C *** COMPJTE A MATRIX *** 
<*9 JO 10 I=]»15r2 
50 J = I*1 • 
5i 10 A(I»J)=1.0 
52 A(19»19)=1.0 
53 A(21f22)=1.0 
5t| A ( 2 » l ) = - ? . 0 * ( S ( l > f S ( 3 ) ) / 3 < l > 
55 A ( 2 . 2 ) = - ? . 0 * ( b ( 2 ) + S ( t > ) / ^ l ) 
5ft A ( 2 * 5 ) = 2 . 0 * ( > ( 2 > * S ( l ) - 3 3 * S < 3 ) > / j ( l > 
57 ' A T 2 T b " ) = 2 . ' b * ( b ( 2 ) * S { 2 ) - 3 ' 3 * S ( H ) ) / t i ( l ) • ' 
58 A < 2 » 7 ) = S U ) / 3 ( 1 > 
59 A ( 2 » 3 ) = S ( 2 ) / 3 l l ) 
60 A ( 2 » 9 ) = A ( 2 # 7 ) 
61 A ( 2 t l O ) = 6 < 2 » 8 ) 
62 A < 2 » l l ) = > ( 3 ) / ; j U ) 
S3 M ( 2 r l 2 ) = s U ) / a ( l > • 
5L A<2>13)=*<2»11> 
65 A < 2 » l ( t ) = , t < 2 r l 2 ) 
bb R I 1 = 3 U > / ( 3 1 2 > * 3 ( 3 ) - 1 . 0 > 
67 R l 2 = 3 ( 3 ) / ( 3 ( 2 ) * 3 < 3 ) - 1 . 0 > 
bi-i A f i » > l ) = - > . 0 » R l . i * t i 3 * S ( . 3 ) - D { 2 ) . * S ( l . ) ) 
69 A.H» 2 ) = - > » . 0 » R l l * l 3 3 - * S U ) - D ( - 2 ) * S < 2 > ) 
70 A ( H # 3 ) = - i i . & * R i 2 * ( S ( i ) * D ( 3 ) * * ? + S ( 3 ) * D ( t * > * * 2 > 
71 A ( ^ f £ | ) = - n . 5 * R I 2 * ( S ( ? ) * 0 ( 3 ) * * ^ + 5 ( ! * ) * D ( 4 ) * * 2 ) 
72 A ( ' * » b ) = - ? . 0 * R H * { S ( 3 ) * B 3 * J * 2 + ^ ( 1 ) * D « 2 ) * * 2 ) 
73 A ( H # 6 ) = - 2 . 0 * R i l * < S ( u ) * B 3 * * 2 + f - , ( 2 ) * D ( 2 ) * * 2 ) 
lit. A U » 7 ) = S ( l ) M U . b * 3 ( 3 ) * t « I 2 - D ( ? ) * R l l ) 
75 A i - i » » a ) = s ( 2 > * A m » 7 > / s ( i ) 
76 A U r 9 ) = - : , ( l ) * ( 0 . 5 * D ( 3 > * R l 2 + D ( 2 ) + R l l » 
77 A U , 1 0 ) = S < 2 ) * A U » 9 ) / S ( D 
7 B A - U > l i > = s < 3 > - * < 0 . 5 * 3 ( 1 * > * R l 2 l ' 3 F i * R l l > 
79 A ( 4 i 1 2 ) = = > C + ) * A ( ^ » H ) / S ( 3 ) 
BO A U r l 3 ) = ? , < 3 ) * < B 3 * R l l - 0 . 5 * D U ) * R i 2 > 
81 A U » . l t * ) = ; , U ) * A ( < M l 3 > ' / S < 3 > 
82 R l 3 = ( 3 C + ) * * ? + = > ( 2 ) * 3 ( 3 ) - 1 . 0 ) / l ! : 5 ( 3 ) * ( E H 2 ) * 3 ( 3 ) - 1 . 0 > ) 
83 A ( 6 r l ) = - ? . 0 * R l 3 * l 3 B + S ( 3 ) - D ( 2 ) * S ( l ) > 
8i+ A . ( 6 » 2 ) = - ' i ? . 0 * R l 3 * ( 3 3 * 5 < ^ ) — 3 ( 2 ) * 5 ( 2 ) > 
85 A ( 6 » 3 ) = - n . 5 * R i l * ( 5 ( l ) * D ( 3 ) * * ^ + S t 3 > * a ( H ) * * 2 ) 
86 A ( 6 # 1 ) = - i l . 5 * R i l * ( S ( p ) * D ( 3 ) * * ? + S l i + ) * D ( 4 ) * * 2 ) 
87 A ( b . 5 ) = - 2 . 0 * R I 3 * ( S ( 1 ) + D ( 2 ) * * ? * S ( 3 ) * 3 3 * * 2 ) 
88 A ( b # b ) = - p . n * R 1 3 * l S ( 2 ) * L ) ( 2 ) * * ? + S l ' 4 ) * 3 3 * * 2 ) 
89 A ( . 6 » 7 ) = - s M ) * l D t 2 > / 3 ( 3 > + D < 2 ) * 3 U ) * R l l / a . ( 3 ) - 0 . 5 * D ( 3 ) * R I l ) 
90 A ( 6 » 5 ) = S ( 2 ) * A ( 6 » 7 ) / B ( 1 ) 
91 rt(bl9)=-s(l)*iD(2)/
:3l3)+D(2)*3«t*)*Rn/3(3)+u.5*D(3)*RIl) 

































































1 5 3 
A ( 6 » l l ) = s ( 3 J * l f l 3 / 3 ( 3 ) + R 3 » 3 ( 4 ) 
A( bt 12) = ->(4) * A ( & i l ' l . ) / S ( 3) 
A ( 6 f l 3 ) = s ( 3 ) * ( B B / 3 ( 2 ) + 3 3 * 3 ( 4 ) 
A ( 6 , 1 I + ) = S ( 4 ) * H ( 6 ' 1 3 ) / S ( 3 ) 
M ( B , 7 ) = - I I . 5 9 4 5 * R T * * 2 
A(8»3)=- t : >.5U2b*RT 
9 )=A(8»7> 
1 0 ) = A ( a » d ) 
l l ) = A ( a » 7 ) 
1 2 ) = M 8 » d ) 
1 3 ) = A ( a » 7 ) 
1 4 ) = A U » d ) 
1 ) = A < ( 1 » 3 ) / R A ^ 
2 ) = 4 C ( i , 3 ) / R A y 
3) = ( R ( 2 > * ' A < ( l : f ' 3 ) - R ( 3 > * A * 
4 ) = ( R ( 2 ) + A C ( l » 3 ) - R ( 3 ) + A c 
5 ) = ( R ( 3 ) * A < ( 1 » 1 ) - R ( 1 ) * A ^ 
b) = ( 3 ( 3 ) * A C ( 1 f 1 ) - R ( 1 > * A C 
1 5 ) = - A < ( i » l ) / R A M 
1 6 ) = - A C ( 1 » 1 ) / R A M 
1 7 ) = A < ( 1 » 1 ) / R A M 
" )"/R 
* R i l / 3 ' < 3 > * 0 . 5 * . ) U ) * R l l ) 
* R n . / B < 3 > - 0 . 5 * , ) ( 4 ) * R l l ) 
A(10 
A d o 
A (12 
A (12 
A ( l 4 
A ( U 
A ( l b 
A d b 
A ( l & 
A ( l & 
A (16 
A ( l 5 




A ( l b 
A (15 
A d b 
A d b 





A d 9 
M(19 
M ( 1 9 
A d 9 
H ( 1 9 
A ( l 9 
A (19 
A (19 
(1»2>- *ATR(1»1) ) /RAM 
( 1 » ? ) + A T R ( 1 » 2 ) ) / R A M 
U i 3 ) + A T R ( 1 » 3 ) ' ) / R A M 
( l i 3>+ATR( l» -«» ) ) /RAM 
A d 9 » 2 1 ) 
A<19»22) 
A ( 1 9 » 2 3 ) 
A ( 2 2 » l ) = 
A ( 2 2 » 2 ) = 
A ( 2 2 » 3 ) = 
A ( 2 2 » 4 ) = 
A ( 2 2 ' 5 ) = 
A ( 2 ? » b ) = 
A (.22 i 151 
A ( 2 2 / 1 5 ) 
A ( 2 2 ' 1 7 ) 
A (22»1B) 
A ( 2 2 » 1 9 ) 
A ( 2 2 ' 2 0 ) 
A ( 2 2 » 2 1 ) 
A ( 2 2 » 2 2 ) 
A ( 2 2 » 2 3 ) 
X 3 R; IMT- I 
i - ( I ? R l N 
CALL JJO 
PRlAiT 11 
c * R I T E ( 9 ' 
11 FORMAT(2 
1101 FOR vi A f t 2 
c * * * COMPJTE 
411 j J l l b r l ) 
1 8 ) - - A < ( i » 2 ) / A ^ 
l 9 ) i - A C ( l » 2 ) / R A V | 
20 )=AK(1»2) /RAV| 
2 1 ) = - A < ( l » 3 l / R A M 
2 2 ; _ - A C ( l » 3 ) / R A M 
23').=A;<-(i#3)/RAM' 
1 ) = ^ < ( 2 » 3 ) / R A \ 1 
2)=uZ(2tJ)/RAM 
3 ) = ( R ( 2 ) * A < < 2 » 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * A * 
'4') = ( R ( ^ ) * A C ( 2 » 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * A c 
5 ) = ( R ("-i)'•* A < ( 211) -R (1 ) * A,. 
5) = (R . (3 ) *AC(2»1>-RC1)*AC 
1 5 ) = - A < ( ' k i » l ) / R A M 
l 'b-)='-AC(-2»l>/RAM 
1 7 ) = A ' < ( 2 » 1 ) / R A « 
1B' )=-"A<(2»2) /RAM 
19)=-AC( t f»2 ' l ' /RAM 
20)-=A<(2»-2)/RAM 
= -A*C-(2»3)/RAM ; 
- - A C ( 2 » 3 ) / R A M 
= A < ( 2 » 3 ) / « A M 
M < ( 3 / 3 ) / R A M 
M C ( 3 » 3 ) / R A M 
( R ( 2 ) + A < ( 3 » 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * A . c 
( R ( r - ) * A C ( 3 » 3 ) - R ( 3 ) * A c 
( R ( 3 ) * A < ( 3 » l ) - R ( l ) * A < 
( R ( 3 > * A C ( 3 Y l ) - R ( l > * A c 
= - A < C W l ) / R A M 
= - A C ( i » l ) / R A M 
=AK(3»1) /RAM 
= -'A<-(i»2)-/iRAM' 
= -AC(3»2) /RAM 
=AK(3»2> / *AM 
= -AK(3»3) /R 'AM 
=-AC(3»3) /RAM 
= A<-(3>.3)'/RAM-
0(fENirER 1 TO PRIMT 
T.ME.D SO TO 411 















































































































«*J( l o » 2 ) z3<PR J?*AC:( i V 2 ) / *Av i 
^J( lb-»3)=.R<3Rj-o-*AC. t i»3) /^AM 
J j ( l 7 . 1 ) : ^ 0 r { J O 
V J J ( 1 9 » 1 ) =R<.->Rjp*A'C-'(5', 1 ) / R A Y | 
i J ( 1 9 » 2 ) = R < o R j P » A C ( 2 » 2 » / ^ A M 
-»J (19V3.) ^ P R J P * AC ( 2 » 3 ) / ^ A v i 
tfJ{20»2);R<PR3P 
U J ( 2 2 » 1 ) : R < O R J P * A : { 3 » 1 ) / R A M 
>*J (22»2 )=R<PR jp *AC(3»2 ) /RAM 
->J(a2»3)=R<3R0P*AC(3r3) / : ?f tM 
«>J(23»3);R<3R0P 
l " f I > = ? I ' ( r . M E . l ) SO TO 412 
^ T k T 3 ^ r - ( , J 0 N , 2 £ , ° T - R M S ° " SY^TEvi « 3 j a MAfr^lx 
^ I M T 1 2 , < ( I M 3 J < I , J ) , J = 1 , 3 ) > , I = 1 6 , 2 3 ) 
^ i r E ( 9 M 2 0 1 ) ( ( a J ( l . J ) » j = i ^ ) M - J ? ox 
* - 3 a \ i A T < S ( l X . E i 0 . 5 > / > 
CDv|3jj-r v M A T R I X * * * 
a2{?; i i :^ i L F ' ' 0 - 5 ? , » 5 * r K F * ; , T * *2 / *T<F*5Ci ) I"'"" 
^ " » 1 0 » 2 > = ^ O s « F * O r f - ( f l , l ) / ^ j < L p 
u W ( l 2 » 3 ) = R D r L ^ * 0 . 5 9 ' 4 5 * T K
: ? * U * * ? / r T < R + 5 ( 3 ) ) 
^ V ( l 4 . 4 ) = R D < R R ^ w ( l 2 . 3 ) / R ^ L R
 2 / ( T < * + 5 ( 3 ) ) 
I P C l P R I - . j r . ^ r . D G0 n 4 1 3 
^ T - f i
3 \ ( ( I r ( ? ' V ( r ' J , ' J = 1 ' , ^ ) ^ = 8'l"'2> rtRlT^(9»l30i; ( ( J ^ ( r » J ) » J = l ^ ) F l - a r l l . f p , 
F 3 « W ( 4 ( l X . I 2 . i * ( l X . £ l 0 o ) / H 2 
r - 0 R M A T ( U ( l X r E l 0 . 5 ) / ) 
l^i^^^Jrisr7"3*"5^"'1'^ 
i^H^;;?!!^^;^^?3 *s-JL I- , '""x ^ T « >• 
CALL 3J.0l£.CE.-JTEr< IMITIAL . VALLFS ^OR H33 . t) 
K E ^ ^ A ^ r 0 ^ ^ 2 * ^ ^ * * 2 ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ * * 2 ' - ^ * A - - B - • • • 
FOR^i r j -fcMD'-px * * * 
JO «*i!*o 1=1 ,3 
f J < I > = l . - 0 
'33 4141 L=0»6»3 
•J.=L'*3 
1=L*1 
F X ( I » I ) = A I « / + 3 A 
F X ( j r J ) = ^ W 
F X ( l , j ) = - 3 r f 
F X ( J » D = - 3 W • 
COVIPJTE CONTROLLED 3 A I N S G * * * 
CALL SA l .M3(A»au»FJ i r x»& f ' o»pn^ ) -
TAjzXiOCE.NTER INjTEsRATIOM S T - P S t ? " * ' SPTOM-SQ ,» 
C A L 3 J ^ / J S C ^ T 5 I " 1 M A T R I C ^ ^ AND R i " N D b " ' ^ 
CALi. =>Oi{A».:j,i)W»3»TAU»P#Po»|,') ; i F ( l 3 ^ I ^ , N E t l ) 33 r D 4 1 ^ 
CALL • 3-JO;TE-(-» SYSTEM n?n MATRTv . i ) 
W N T 1 1 , < ( = > ( I . J ) , j = l , 2 3 ) r I - i , 2 3 > 
P ^ r ^ ? T f ( , S r S r ^ u 3 ° ^ M'AT«IX ..:.••) 
^ I M T 13f, lr l ( ? ^ ( l , j ) r j : l ^ , ( I : 1 ( ? 3 ) 
p 5 r U r ^ ? ' - ( , 5 l r S T ^ ' ^ T ^ L L E R GAINli SC . . . • , P ^ I - ^ 1 1 1 * ' ( ( o ( . I » J ) , J = l »23 ) ,7 = 1,3) 
- W r r ^ i ^ ^ ^ S j P ^ - V O - i i J - r i o . s i ^ . i - K ^ t o . b ^ i , ; 
0 0 4 1 ^ 0 9 1 = 1 r3 
• * , ^ I t E ( 9 » i 2 3 4 5 ) - ( 3 ( l p J ) ' » J = 1 . 8 ) 
: ^ I . 7 E { 9 » . i 2 3 4 5 ) •< S< I , J) » J = 9 , l f t ) 
• * ^ l T = : C 9 i i 2 3 4 6 ) M 5 ( i i j ) i j = i 7 , ? 3 ) 
FOR^AT( t3El0 .5) 
FORMAT (7F.10. 5) 
JO 1+140B I = l»<!3 
*^ITE(9» . i23 -*5 ) ( ? t l t J ) » J = 1 » S ) 
* * I T Z ( 9 » ' j 2 3 4 5 ) ( ? t l t J ) » J = 9 » l h ) ' 
«U«K)8 * 3 I T E ( 9 M 2 3 ^ 6 ) " - ( P l ' I » J>"» J=17»p3> 
L>0 UIU07 I = l » 2 3 
U m 0 7 « R I T E ( 9 n 2 3 * 7 ) .(P3rf( I »J> » J = l . « l ) 
123S+7 F O R . I A T U r l O . 5 ) 
sTO» 
i*20. wAL.L 3J0TE(»EMTER P^ECOyPUTEfj C J M T R O L L E R G A I * G • ' . • • ' • ) 
rtEAJ 1» ( ( G U » J ) ' J = 1 ' 2 3 ) ' I = 1V3> 
»0 TO m s O l 
£MD _ ... . . . : 
3 . 3 A I M 3 
bJ330jTljE SAiM3(A»aJ»FJ»Fx»G»iP"t'H33) 
C *** 1PR = 0 CA.iSE', .5 NOT TO 3E ' fc'RlTTE* TO A FILE -U GAIM3 *** 
C *** H33 IS STARTING VALJE' F0* H3.^ «- MORALLY NOLL *** 
C *** JJ 15 THF SYSTEM 3 viAXRlX FHo'A T-lE THESIS 
JlXE^SIOM A(23»23) OJ(23»3) #pj(.i) »FX( 9>9) »3(3»23)» 
Ad(9'»3> »A/*A-(9»:»>. »AAATl9»9) »AVM9»b> »*WAT(0'9) » 
AAVWt&fbJ-t AVvT(6»b>-».AF'\/(6»3> »>,>VT(S»6) »A?F(8»8> * 
AAFFT(8»o) »3hbl(6»&) »06b2(o»6) »Qe>b3(6.>6) »J6bv(6»6)» 
^J99l (9» 9) »D'?92(9» 9) ,3993(9. 9) » Dy9i4(9,9)» 
AdSTAR(9»9) Hli(6»o')Hl2-(6'3) , HI 3 ( 5» 9) » H2i ( 8r b) t. 




•Aj8'Bl(3»fl')».0'aati(b.»8) »38S3<'5»8') r:H(23»23>'3323l(3#23>'» 
AJ33L(3.»3) »D7>91-(:3»9) ,D931.(9f 3) »Do9llS»9) »D9Blt9»B)'» 
''AoOMX<H'5<t»5(M t 
A j 7 2 l ( 7 2 r / 2 ) , 0 7 2 2 ( 7 ? , 7 2 ) 0 7 2 3 ( 7 2 » 7 2 ) » 
A A T ( 2 3 » 2 3 ) » B - J l 3 T < 2 3 r 2 3 ) » H A ( 2 3 » 2 3 ) » A T H ( 2 3 r 2 3 ) # 
A ? T ( 2 3 » 2 3 ) »H'?'br(23»23> ' D891 ( fl, 9) »EX ( 5<+) » EXX ( 2 1 ) t ExXX (72> » 
AX'EX'(43) »EX-EX (36') ' 
1 F 0 R M A T ( 1 A » M T L R A T I 0 M •»!«•» • T ^ ' E l U . b ' ' «^XrRM=»»E10.5» 
* • R \ ) 0 R y = » » E l 0 . 5 / ) 
2 F 0 R M A T ( 2 3 ( l r ; ( l X » E l 0 . 5 ) / l 0 < l X , E 1 0 . 5 ) / 3 < l X » E l n . 5 ) / ) > 
21 F O R M A T ( 3 ( 1 0 ( 1 X » E 1 0 . ^ ) / 1 0 ( 1 X » F 1 0 . 5 ) / 3 ( l X » E l 0 . b ) 7 ) ) 
3 F O R M A T ( 9 ( I X » E i 0 . 5 ) ) 
t* FORviATO 
C * * * P A R T I T I O M I M G OF A ANlO QU MATRICES * * * 
JO 9 I = l » b 
DO 9 J = l » 6 
M'V.V.(I.»'J)=A-(I»J:) 
9 ."'•AVVT(-j"»'i.)=AVV-(I»J) . 
JO 10 1 = 1 >6 
JO 10 J = l » 9 
j j = j + m 
A V A ( J » i ) = A ( . J J » I ) 
10 •.AV/.AT..(I-»J')'.-AV'A(J»1> 
JO 11 I = i » 9 
H = I + 1<* 
JO 1 1 2 K = l # 3 
1 1 2 = > ( l » < ) = j j ( I I » i O 
JO 11 J = l » 9 
JJ=J+1«+ 
AAA(I , J ) - A t I I » J J ) 
11 AAAT(J»I)=AAA(IVJ> 
JO 12 I = l » b 
JO 12 J = l » 8 
J j = j > b 
« = - V ( I » J ) : A ( I » j J ) 
1 2 AFVT( :Jr.'I)=Ar\Ml»J> 
JO 14 I = l » t i 
1 I = I + S 





























Bl c **'* 
82 
33 













97 c *** 
9a 
99 
1.0 il c *** 
101 
1.0-2 530 




107 c * * * 
lOTi 
109 c *** 
H O 
ill 







119 c *** 
JJ=J+5 
A-F(It J)=A(II» JJJ 
AFfTl J» I)=A-FU» J) 
COMMUTATION OF BSTA.R* NONZERO TERM OF 8*<FU*»-1)*<B TRANSPOSE) 





00 2b I = i»9 
II = I U 4 
JO 25 J=l»9 
JJ=J + 14 
BFUI3T(II»JJ)=BSTAR(I»J) 
ITERATIVE STEPS dlSIN FOR H33 *** 
T=0.0 
11=0 
CALL 3U0TE(»ENTER INITIAL 0T,ISO» 150=0 STOPS ...•> 
ITERATION 'PROCEEDS 130 STEPS OF INTERVAL LEuGTH DT *** 
HEAD 4» jT»IGO 
1F(I30.E^.O)GO TO 600 
i 1 = 11>1 
NEGATIVE TE^MS *** 
CALL • MXMLT(H3J»A.AA»D991»9»9»-Q»9-»9) 
CALL M X M L T - U A A T » H 3 3 . 0 9 9 2 * 9 # 9 , 9 » 9 » 9 ) 
CALL v iXA- )D09y i»Dy92 0 9 9 3 < ' 9 r g » 9 ) 
CALu VIXA13(1993»FX0992»'9«'9IF9) 
POSITIVE TEW* *•'** 
CALu. V)X^LT(MSrAR'H33'D993'9»Q»9f 9»9) 
CALu MX-1LT(^33»D993»D991»9» 9,9,9,9) 
POSITIVE TE-^S - NEGATIVE TERMS *** 
00 521 I = l»9 
JO 521 J=l»9 
J992d» J)=D99i(I'U)-D992(I»J) 
COMPUTE MORM OF HOOT *** 
RMXTRM=0.0 
RNORM=0.0 
JO 550 I=l»9 
JO 550 U = l»9 




COM^JTATION Or MEW H33 *** 
DO 530 I=l»9 
JO 530 J=l»9 
SAVE OLD H33 FOR BACKUP *** 
099i+<I»J)=H33U'J) 
H33(I» U)=H3MI» J)-3T*D992d»j) 
I N V O K E ' ' S Y M M E T R Y T O R E D U C E A C C U M U L A T E D N U M E R I C A L ERRORS * •» * 
C A L L S Y V ! ? I X ( H 3 3 » 9 > 
T=T-DT 
I ~ ( ( l 3 O - l I ) . G r » 0 ) 3 0 TO 30 
PR1NJT RESULT ^0 FAR * * * 
PRINT 1 . H , T » R M A T R . J > R N O R M 
I F RESULT I S ' JN-DESIRA3LE* BACK JP * * * 
IMUTS= IO l , TO JACK J ^ ENTER - 1 . . . • ) 
l P t l N l j T S . E Q . - D G O TO 590 
ITERATE FURTHER * * * 
CALL 3UJTECENTER DT ' IGO* I S . I = 0 STOPS » • • • ) 
READ 4# D T » T G O 
I F < 1 3 0 . Er*. 0 ) 3 0 TO 599 
1 3 0 H L D = 1 G 0 
I 3 0 = I I + I G 0 
GO TO 30 
• * * TO RACK• i|P SET EVERrTHIM3 TO VALUE PRIOR TO LAST IGO HERATIOMS 
155 
120 590 DO 591 1^1»9 
12v 00 591 0 = 1»9 
122 591 . r l33" ( I . J ) - = 093<MI t J-> 
123 T=T>DT*IoOH^D 
12u 1I = U-I&3HLD 
125 bO TO 56S 
126 599, CONTINUE 
127 C •** rtRlTE Fi^AL HJ3 JO -ILE 10 **« 
12ft *RI,TEU-0> C(.H:j3-(I»;Ji»J-i'»9)f jr-1,9) 
129 600 CONTINUE 
1.3-0 C *** COMPUTATION 0̂ " Hl3 AND H3l *** 
1.31 C *** :>ET J3 ALGESIC EQjATIDNS *** 
132 CALu MXV-LT(^5rAR'»'H33».D991»9»q»9»9»9) 
133 CALL MXS 1 i 3C991#AAA,D992 f9»9 ,9 ) 
13a CALL H A b , * 9 9 O 7 2 l » 0 9 ? 2 ? 7 2 ) 
13b CAuL AHon69(D722»AV\/T»72) 
13b CALL v iXSj :3(0721»[)72?.O723'5«+,54>?2) 
137 00 601 I = l»5<+ 
13S 00 bOl 0=1»b4 
139 601 t .0V,X4(I . l j )=37<i3(I ' J ) 
I'M) CALL MXMLT(AVAT»H33.D691»5t9 ,9»6 .9 ) 
1^1 JO 602 K = l'»b 
l"+2 JO 602 L = l » 9 
l<+3 l = < * L t U - l ) * ( ' 9 - L > 
l<+4 602 E X ( l ) = D o 9 l U » D 
K+ b c * * * SOLVE AwbEB^AlC E0JATION5 * * * 
l '4c CALL aI-V.i(S0'MX«*»EXr.5,4»'IER^0R) 
1^7 I F ( I £ R R 0 ^ . E : V . U ) 3 0 TO 6021 
1^3 CALL • SUOrECSlMa ^ETJRNS 1 AT STEP H13-H31') 
14> bTo? 
150 C *** FORvl -U3, H31 F30*T SOLUTION *** 
151 6021 00 603 X = i»b 
152 00 603 L-l»9 
153 l=iUu>(K-l)*(9-L> 
15u rl31(LV<>=EX(I) 
15b 603 Hl3U»L)=EX(I) 
I5fj C *** ZERO DJ-J|w.Y MATRICES' *** 
157 CALu DZ( )721»bV*54,72»72> 
15Q CALL DZ( j72f:»b4»5'-+»72»72> 
159 CALL 3Z('-)723»-ii4rb(*t72t7.2). . 
'••16.0. C *** COMPUTATION 0- Hll *** 
161 C *** SET J3 ALGE-J^AIC EQJATIOMS *** 
152 CALu' •*AbrtSS(372l'AVv»72> 
163 CALL AH5r>5SO/22/AVwTp72) 
l&u CALL MitA-jD.(j721»l722f0723»2l#21'..72) 
165 00 604 1=1»21 
166 00 bG4 U=l»21 
157 50!* S0^X2(Irj)=-723(I'J) 
X'6H — KK.L ^X":lL-T(.«ilO»AVA-ob61'6'9»fl»6»9) 
1&9 CALL HX^LT(AVAT»H31,D662»6»9,6»6»9) 
17J CALL MXMLT<Hl>»B5TA'R-»3691»'6»q»9tft»9) 
17i CALL MX,-lLT<D69l»H3l,Df>b<+»6»9,&»6»9) 
172 CALL MXSj3(~>6c>4»0o&i»Uh63',6»n»6> 
173 CALL v)XSj3Cybb3»0b62»D661'6»fl»b) 
174 00^05 1 = 1 »b 
175 605 £XX(I)=Db51(l»I> 
176 00 60b 1-7,11 
177 0=1-5 
17a 606 £XX(I)=Db6K2»J) 
179 - 00 607 I=l2rl5 
180 J=I-9 
181 607 EXX(I)=Db6l(3»J) 
182 00 60S I=16»l& 
133 J=I-12 
134 608 £XX(I}=:>h61<4»J> 
185 , EXX119)=->661(5>5) 
Jill-
| ^ EVX<2b.)=f>&61<!>»6)-'-
f " „ t X x ( . 2 l ) = . - ) & 6 i ( b » 6 ) 
J3H C * • • i iOn / r ALoEa^AiC E.JJATIONS * * * 
,"•, CALL iI^r-(GnMX2'£XXr2l»IE^R0«) 
7aJ' lF<IE^R0«.E.i.u)G0 TO 6081 
l|J l*fe a^OTECSiMQ *ETJ*NS 1 AT STEP HllM 
1,93 C **• FORvi HI 1 FROM S O L J T I O N *** 
^'4 6031 JO b 0 9 1 = 1,6 
}9ft 609 Hll(.I,i)-Hi1(ifl) 
t„ 7 3D' 700 I = 7,U 
ila J=I"5 
~ S Hll(2,J)=EXX(i) 
f?° 7 0 ° : ,HU(Jr2)=HU(2»J)-
f?* ^ 701 1=12,15 
202 J-I-9 
In? ™ rtUc3'J>=EXX('l) 
J0^ 701 HU(j,3)=Hli(3,J) " 
J°f DO 702 1=16,lb 
IS? J=I"12 
f°7 ,ft rtllU,J)=EXX(I) 
JOB 702 rlll(Jri»)-Hll(«*rJ) 
,"9 <-Ul(5,5)=EXX<19> 
PJ? •rtl'l«-5»-6).=EXA-C.20) 
J) 1 HU(b,5)=HU(b,6) 
PJ^ *U<6,5)=EXx(21> 
. |I3 C *** ZZRZ Jjv^Y -.ATXICES *** 
pf? CA1-L JZ( )721,21,21,72,72) 
PJ° -CALL DZ(D722,«;i>2lr72*72)-
SJ* C ACC OZ'( i722-r.il-, 21 r72-» 72) 
• SJI £• *** -^5J TATiO\ OF H23 AMD H32 *,, 
21o -C b-f J ° - A L S E ^ A I C EOJATIOMS **« 
'.2-in CALL MXviLT( .351 A* ' -1330991. 9, 9, 9, 9,9) 
Pp7 C A L ^ ̂ XbJ3{-9^l>AAA,D992r9,9,9) 
Jr.* CALL H4r»*99-(D/2l'»3Q92)' 
fp^ CALL AHoM89(j722»A-FT) 
IPJ *jLt ,lX5j3(r-721,j72?,D723»7?r72,72) 
> ] * •'••• - - - • L A , U ^ M L T ( A F ^ T » H 1 3 , D 8 9 1 , B , 6 f 9 » r t r S ) 
^ D ^3 7 0 * < = l , f i 
iH JO 70i* L = l » 9 
> | 7 , « , . l = K * L + ( ^ - l ) * ( 9 - L ) 
* 2 * . . 7 0 t * L X X X < I ) = , - , 3 9 i U , L J 
p?n C * * * ^ ^ V E . A.LS.E3^A1C E3JATKNS * * * 
J ™ C A W L SI-1.o(D72J,EXXx,72,IE
;?RO'R) 
~V- ^ ( I E ^ R O - < . E ^ . U ) S O TO 7401 
t i l c r h L 3 J 0 T E ( ' S I M 0 «ETJRNiS 1 AT STE» H 2 3 - H 3 2 M 
?J-T C * • * FORvi H23, H i2 FRO Î SOLUTION * * * 
23 : , 7<*01 JO 705 K = l , b 
2 3 a DO 705 L = 1 » 9 
237 l = < * . f ( . < - ! ) • ( 9 - L ) 
? 3 * - 1 2 3 ( < , L ) = E X X X ( I ) 
' f 3 5 705 H 3 2 ( - , < ) = H 2 : i ( < , L ) 
2'J*'° C * * * ZERO DJMviY AJRICES * • * • 
J - , 1 ' C A L L O Z ( " ) 7 2 l , 7 2 » 7 2 , 7 2 » 7 2 ) 
' f ^ 2 CALL O Z ( i 7 2 ^ , 7 2 » 7 2 , 7 2 , 7 2 ) 
f ^ 3 • .CALL ••3Z-Cj723,72»72,72>72) 
| £ * C * * * C0M3JJATI0N OF HI2 AJ3 H 2 l * * » 
«^5 C * * * SET JP A L S E . H M I C E0JATI0>|S * * * 
J 4 r 5 CALL HA6HB30721»AFF»72) 
|J7 CALL AH6o&U'0722»A\/.t/T».72) 
J*2 C A L L •y|Xa:)'0^721'O722.D723i!iffij«fflr72) 
2^9 JO 705 1=1,*8 
f50 00 70 5 J=lM*a 
2'5*; 706 bOMx3(I,j)=j723(I»J) 
157 
252 CALL ^X-v,LT(HS.lAR»-H32»0981»9iqtQ#9»9) 
25.} C A L L MX-'.iLT(̂ ilj»D9iilf Df>ft2»ftf9,Q»b»9) 
25u CALL MXv;LT(„\/.'\T»Ti3?,'J6fJl»6r9,3»6»9)-
256 CALL v|XSj3(: 'oLi2» J J > 3 l O b 8 J » b r r t » 6 ) 
25b •CALu : ^XMLT(-H l l f -AFV»3&t t l f6»GfCi»6f6) 
257 CALL ^XS j3C j6U3» jbB l»D632»6»a» -6 ) 
25,1 JO 707 < = l » b 
2 5 9 DO 707 L = 1»B 
260 I = v * L + ( K - l ) * ( d - L > . 
2 5 i 707 A E X ( I i = J b 8 2 < K » L > 
262 C * * * SOLVE AL^ESRAiC EOJfvTIOMS * * * 
262 CALL •'• 5l.M3(&0-^A3'»X£X»43»IErlRDs> 
26i* I = " ( i E ^ R O ^ . E n . J ) & 0 TO 7071 
255 , C A L L O U O T E C S I M O RETJRMS I AT STE? H l 2 - H 2 l » ) 
266 STOP 
267 C * * • FORM -U2» H21 FROM SOLUTION * * * 
2&» 7 0 7 1 JO 70S K = l » 6 
269 JO 703 L = l » 3 
2 7 Q - . I = < * L + { < - 1 ) * { 8 - L > 
2 7 1 r l ' 1 2 ' U » L ) = X E X ( l ) ' 
272 708 - » 2 l ( L » l O = - U 2 U » L > 
273 C * * * ^£R0 DJM'JiY MATRICES * * * 
27 •> CAL« jZ ( - )721»48» '+d»72»72) 
273 C A L L JZ ("}722 , I + 8 » 4 3 , ?2» 72) 
27f, CALL JZ( ) 7 2 J » 4 8 » ^ 8 » 7 2 > 7 2 ) 
277 C * * * COviPJrATlOM 0? H22 * * * 
2 7 s z * * * SET J=> . A L 3 £ 3 R « I C E3JATIONS- *•**• 
27a CALL A H h r t S 5 0 7 S l ' A - r T » 7 2 ) 
28o CALL - t A b r t S S 0 7 2 2 ' A F - r 7 2 > 
23x C A L L MXA ) 3 0 7 2 l O 7 2 ? ' 3 7 2 3 » 3 6 » 3 6 » 7 2 > 
c>32 JO 701* 1=1»36 
283 JO 709 J = l » 3 6 
28!4 709 iOMXl ( I r j ) = J 7 2 3 U » J ) 
285 CALL M X M L T ( ^ 5 T A R » H 3 > ' D 9 8 1 ' 9 » q » a r 9 ' 9 ) 
23*, CALL 'MXMLT(H i i j iD98 l ,3 r t3 l»6»9-» f t» r t»9 ) 
237 C A L L MX^l.T {,\FM T» Hl2 » 0332* &» 5, fl-r tit 6) 
28a C A L L . MXi,.ii3.0fl£il» jaB2»0333»et.R»8) 
239 CALL'• V|X,.iLT.-(H2irnFV»3.9cJl»8»f»»-ft»8»6') : ' 
290 CALL MXSj3( 36ti3»OoBl03B2«'8pH»8> 
291 jD 710 1=1»S ' 
29? 710 LXEX.(1)=I382(1»I) 
293 JO 711 1=9,lb 
29-4 J = I-7 
295 711 £XEX(I)=1382(2»J) 
29* JO 712 1 = 16*21 
297 J-i-13 
29h 712 £XLX(I)=0882(5'»J) 
299 JO 714 1=22,26 
300 J=I-18 
30y 71^ LXcX(I)=;)882(t»J> 
302 JO 715 I=27130 
303 J=I-22 
30^ 715 LXEX(l)=n832(5»J) 
305 JO 716 1-31»33 
306 J=I-25 
307 71b EXEX;( I )'=,?8B2.(6» J> 
303 tXE:X(3«»)='38S2(7i'7)-'.. . 
309 £XEx(35)=08f:2<7»3> 
3 1 J EXEX(36)=08B2(8»8) 
31 i C *** aOLvE' A L . ; £ 3 7 A I C ' £ 3 J A T I 0 N S *** 
312 C A L L SI-;.j(G?MXl»£XEX»36»lERRnR) 
313 IF(1E^RU-J.E:J.0)5J TO 7161 
31'4 CALL aUOTECSiya RETJRNS 1 AT Si £? H22*> 
315 STOP 
310 C *** FORM HZZ FROM SOLUTION *** 
317 7161 JO 717 1=1*3 
158 
313 H22(1»I)=EXE1X(I) 
319 717 ri22(l»l)=H22(ltX> 
32o JO 718 I-9»15 
321 J=I-7 
322 H22(2»J)=EX£X(D 
323 718 H22(J»2)=H22<2»J} 
32* JO 719 I=16»21 
32S J=I-13 
326 H22(Jr3)=EXEX(I) 
327 719 rl22(3r J)=H22U»3> 
3?8 JO 720 I=22»2b 
329 J=I-19 
33o H22(*» J)=EXEXU) 
331 720 H22<Jr*)=H22(*»J> 
332 JO 721 I-27»30 
333 J=I-22 
33H -l22(5.rJ)=EXEX(I) 
335 721 H22(Jt5)=H22t5»JJ 
336 JO 722 i=3l»33 
337 J=I-25 
33 3 H22(5»J)=EXEX(D 




3*3 H?2(»r8)=EXF:X<36> _ 
3*4 c * * * FORMATION OF H VATRIX *** 
3*i JO 810 I = l»b 
3«f& JO 810 J=l»6 
3*7 310 rtll.J)=Hll(I»J) ...... 
3*3 JO 811 I-l»b 
3'-»9 DO 8ll J=lr8 
350 JJ=J+6 
35.1 Hil,JJ)=H12(I»J) \ 
35.? Sll fi(jJrl)=H2l(J»D 
353 JO Q12 I=1»H • ... 
35:* i . i = i . «••&••. 
355 JO 812 J-l»8 
35b JJ=J+6 
357 812 rtlllfJJ)~H22(IrJ) 
35* JO bl3 I=l»9 
359 11=1+1* . 
350 JO B13 J-l»9 
36i JJ=J>1* 
36? 813 rt<I'J.»JJ>=*33.U»J> 
353 JO 81* I=l»6 
35* 00 31* J=l»9 
3'65 Jj-J+1* 
365 ii-Ci»JJ)=Hl3(I»J) 
367 81* -»CjJ»I>=ri3l(J»I) 
353 JO HIS i=i»e 
3&9 i 1 = 1+5 
370 JO H15 J=l»9 
371 JJ=JU* 
372 •rl( II fj'j) 5423(1 »J> 
373 815 .d(-Jj».II)=H3.2(J»I) 
37* c * * * TEST A C C J ^ A C Y IN H .MATRIX 3Y SUBSTITUTION! I M T O RiCCATI EQUATION 
375 CALL MXT^M(A.AT»23»23'23»23) 
376 CAL>_ ^1X'.lLT(H»A»HA»23»23>23»2?if23) 
377 CALL MXVLT(,\T*H'AT-b23f23'23,23»23) 
37-j C A L L viXA;>3(sA»ATrl»HA»23»'23»23) 
379 JO 820 I=l»9 
330 il=I+l* 
33i JO 620 J=l»9 
3«V JJ=J+1* 
3<V3 820 HA (I I, JJ J =HH{11# JJ)+PX(t» J) 
3R-4 CAuL ^ X v l L T ( - ( F J I 3 r M » ; A T H » 2 3 f 2 ^ t 2 3 » 2 3 » 2 3 ) 
335 C A L L ' MX , 'U.T<-^'* fH»f»T»23>23»2'3r23»23) 
335 CALL' MXSiJ3(-?T».HA»H3DT»23t23»?3) • 
337 C * * * C O v p j f E \|ORM OF rOOT * * * 
3 3 ^ RW*M = 0.'O 
339 KviXT^H=0.0 
3.96 JO 325 I = l » 2 3 
3 9 i JO 02b J = l » ? 3 
39?. T ^ U b S ~ A - > S { - D J T U r J > > 
39j ir(T^MA5S.&T.SMX'T-<v/) RMXTRM=TRMA3S 
394 825 rtMO^vV^NuRM + T ^ A i S 
39*i PRlNiT 8 2 b ' RMXTRM»R\i3RM. 
3>'°b 826 FO^v.ATt »nTEST OF H VATRIX ACCURACY • • ' . . , / l X » 
397 4 H 3 3 T SHnJLD 3 i J^L- viAT.^I X » /1X » » *!AX HjOf ( I » J > =• » £ 1 0 . 5 / 
393 Ai.X»'»MDRM OF H J O T ' = « r E 1 0 . 5 / > • 
099 C * * * COvpJfATlON OF OPTICAL CONTROLLER SAIN 5 * * * 
400 JO S b l I = l » 3 
•*Ui JO 661 j = 15»23 
402 861 j 3 2 3 l - ( I r j ) ? 0 U ( J » I > / r J M ) 
"•03 'CALw »1XMLn3323 lHr - J » 3 » 2 3 » 2 3 » 3 » 2 3 ) 
4f)v i F ( l > ^ . £ . i . O ) RETJR^ 
405 JO ^62 I = l » 3 
406 •"•• * \R i fE ( IPS»6 .o3) ( & ( I P J) pJ = l » 8 ) 
407 *R ITE( I?*»S<>3) <3<-I» J> » J = 9 » l f J 
4 0 A 862 A-RlTEt I 3 ^ » y o 4 J (3< I» J) p J = 17»?3) 
40u 8 6 3 F O R / A T ( o F 1 0 . 5 / ) • 
«+lo 864 . F O R V A l ( 7 F l 0 . 5 / r 
«*U RET'JRV 
"+12 EMD 
. * O P T L I B . S Y M F I X 
1 SUBROUTINE SYMFIXCA,N) 
2 DIMENSION ACN»N) 
3 DO 10 J = 2 , N 
4 K= :J-1 
5 DO 10 1 = 1 ,K 
6 A V G - 0 . 5 * < A ( I , J > + A ( J j > n > 
7 A C I , J ) = A V G 
« 10 A ( J , I V = A V G 
9 RETURN 
10 END 
* 0 3 T L I 3 . H A 6 9 9 9 
1 5J3?0JT I \ (E HAo999(Hft54»A»NXX»XN) 
2 C * • * NJXXXXM 1- ' ,J5T 3 - . o : . 54 •.*.** 
3 . - J I M E M S I O M - H.**5.4-(.^XX.Xx'M»NXXXXM)»A<.-9»9) 
4 JO 10 L = n » 4 b » ^ 
5 JO 10 1=1»9 
b JO 10 J = l » 9 
7 -M='I>L 
.3 . . M=J*.L 




1 SJ3R0JTI JE A H O 6 6 9 U H 5 4 » A » N X X X X M ) 
? C * * * -i^XXxXVI MJ5T -3 t •G=l. 54 * * * 
3 J l v ,E^5 I0 \ ( AH54(NXXXxM»NXXXX^) »A(6»6> 
4 JO 1U l = l ' 4 & » 9 
5 JO 10 J = l > 4 6 » 9 
6 A < = U * B ) / 9 
7 L L = ( J + B ) / 9 
5 JO 10 <=U»8 
9 I I = I M 
10 J j = J + < 
11 10 A H 5 4 ( I I r j J ) = A ( K < » L L ) 
l £ RE7JRN 
13 E^D 
* 0 = > T L l 3 O Z 
1 SJ3^DJTI \ |£ DZIA»'M'V|#?JMX»MMX) 
2 J l M i M S l O j A(,Jvix»MMX) 
3 J O 10 "I = | » N 
'4 JO 10 J = l » M 
5 1° A < I v J ) = U . O 
b *ETJ*\J 
7 £^D 
• * 0:>TLl3.HA5bSS 
: • • b J B O J T I s i E HAo6SiHf .2 i»A»MXXxXN) 
2 c * * * NXXxXM ' I J S T 3£ »o£ . 21 * * * 
3 J l v i l V a l O . j H^KMXXXX^ 'NXXXXM) » A ( 6 ' b > 
T J3 10 1 = 1 r 6 
5 JO 10 J = l » 6 
6 10 r |A2 l< I» J ) = A ( J » I ' ) 
7 JO 11 I = 7 » . l l 
h J = I - 5 
9 H A 2 1 ( I » 2 ) = A ( 1 » J ) 
lo JD 11 < = 7 » l l 
i : L -K -S 
12 11 HA21 ' ( I» i< )=A{ 'L»J) 
l i JO 12 I = | 2 r l 5 
l i+ J = I - 9 
15 H A 2 i < I » 3 ) = A ( l » J ) 
15 H 4 2 l ( I » ' B ) = A ' ( 2 f J) ' 
17 J3 12 < = l 2 » 1 5 
16 L = K - 9 
19 12 H A 2 K l » K ) = A ( L » J > 
20 JO 13 I = l 6 » 1 8 
2 1 J = I - 1 2 
22 . n A 2 l { I » i » | = A ( l » J ) 
25 • ' H . A 2 1 . U F 9 ) = A < 2 » J > 
24 H A 2 H I » 1 3 ) = M ( 3 P J-) 
25 J O 13 K = i 5 » l 8 
2& L = < - 1 2 .:• 
27 13 - » A 2 l ( l » < ) = A ( L i ' J ) 
20 JO l i * I = l 9 » 2 0 
29 J = l - H * 
3,') r » A 2 l ( I » 5 ) = A ( l » J ) 
3 1 r lA2 l .< i» lu>= r * (2»J ) -
32 H A 2 i ( l » l u ) = \ ( 3 » J ) 
33 H A 2 ] ( I r l 7 ) = A < 4 > J > 
34 HA21 < I»1 ' *>=A(5» J> 
35 1 * •HA21't l f 2i) ' ! '=\ ( b » J ) 
36 HA2 l (21» r> )=A(A»6 ) 
37 HA21(21» i l ) = A ( 2 » 6 ) 
3 3 HA21-.(2.1» |5 )=A( '3»&) 
39 n A 2 l ( 2 1 » 1 8 ) = A ( 4 » 6 ) 
40 r » A 2 l ( 2 1 » ? 0 ) = A ( 5 » 6 ) 
<»1 r i A > i ( 2 l » 2 l ) = A < 6 » 6 > 
<*2 *ETJ3 \ | 
"3. tLMD 
0 3TLl3»AH6!JSS 
J i J 3 ? 0 J T l >JE AH66S<><A-f21'-.A.fNXXxXN) 
2 c * * * iMXXxXNJ <\jST 3E'.•&£•. 21 * * * 
3 JIMENJSI j \ | An21-(NXXXX>J'NXXXXW) »A(6»6') 
H JO 10 I = l » 6 
5 10 A H 2 K I » I ) = A ( 1 » 1 > 
b JO l l I = / » l l 
7 A H 2 K l r r ) = A ( 2 » 2 ) ; 
a K = I - 5 ••• \ 
9 A H 2 K I » \ ) = A ( 2 » 1 ) 
10 l i A H 2 1 U » 1 ) = A ( 1 » 2 ) 
n JO 12 I = l 2 » l 5 
12 A H 2 l ' ( i i l ) = A ( 3 » 3 > 
13 \ = I - 9 
CO 
T* m r\i to d-
fO ^ lO fVJ CO it-
er <r «* < * <£ 
I I I I I I I I vO I I 
•tf —4 ~i —t I I l-l 
» « » « l~< » 
i-» V »-« ""* •-« 
w w X> - » — lO ~ -
_ l -H 4- •-» •-» •-» «-t 
• r y r j y ' <M ! \ i (V! 
X X I I X X O X 
< <x ~i « i r> * 
»•• * • cu ^ i o * in - i m win io in «. «. \o 
« «. . . . . «. =, «. «. • .. «. * » Ti .-f *-* 
a- *-* * cu * io o in si -* m <\J , m io > - —• < —• 
w w W W w w f V J w w w W W w w . « f < I I < \ l 
< t < t < X < ' ^ < . » <S <t«S < < I < < I I I I ~» '» 
n n it i i i i i i cr> I I it I I n,i.i. I I i i «-* «•». -4 o 
y H '• T H _i t-i u n v i-« T M _J I-« _ I » •,»..'• I I 
* «. .. «. » « i-t » » «. « • . . . » (\i « _ i •-« •-• 
W H y t-»~i M j . M * H y i—« ~> •—• _ J - < t - i J rvJ in 
\D ̂ 0 O \0 \0 •-• i-» I-I t-t l-l a l-H l-
«. * .. « -O • « 
—• cu ro * m -* «-t <M ^ -V w H (\ 
-̂» -̂» •— *-* w *̂  *̂  *̂  w w »C •^ w < <C «* < «f \D <T tO < < vfl < <r II vO • < . « 
II II II II II >|l > II II » II II ~ » II I ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ O J ^ - r ; . . — -» ,-f ~ ~ -j n • • — . — h-t l-< l-« —< t-« II t-« || I -> II - ) - > • • II "5 " 
^ in *o r» ~ n * o —» <\J fO ^ iD <jn r>- to o» o ~* <\J I O . * in o N- cf; o»- o •-« <\» io --r in. ,n h- « I ( ? D H W K I . t I T X N c o o ^ ni I D ^ I T >n N tn ?> - -
^ \r* ^ ^ » < ^ tM oj w ru cvc\» r\j co cv OJ io ro K> ro »o »o r o i o to K> ^ 
162 
•.'•6=»TL'lB»HA39y-9-
1 SJB^DJTIsiE HA'.i999(H.\7,?»A) 
"2 • • J I M E ^ S I O - M HA 7 2 ( 7 2 * 7 * ) »A(9»9) 
3 • • JO ID L=u»63»9 
'«*' J3 10 1=1»9 
5 JO 10 J = i » 9 
• * M = I * L • ' 
7. N=J>u 
^ 10 rtA72(M'N)=A(J»l) 
•9. rtETjRM 
ir- LNJD 
*0 3 TL l3»AHSi3 t i9 
1 -iJ3'R0JTI.ME •AHa.899C-AH72.tA) '• 
2 J I vi£\iSIO J A r i 7 « i ( 7 2 ' 7 2 > ' A ( 8 ' 8 ) 
•5 JD 10 I = i » 6 u » 9 
• «• JO 10 J= l»6<+»* 
5 *<=CI« -8> /9 
J L.L=< J « - 8 ) / 9 
7 JO 10 X=n»8 
3 H = I * < 
9 J J = J * < 
I n 10 • • M H 7 2 < U » . J J ) - = A . U K » L L ) ' • 
U tfETj^M 
12 " ___£ND 
* 0 3 T L l 3 T < A b 3 a 8 
1 b J 3 ^ 0 j T I -'4-Z KA6flSd<H^'+8#A»NXXxXN) 
2 C * * * VXXxXN .'.J5T B i . 3 E . <*8 * * * 
3 3lMi^SiO.>l H.\4b(MXXXX'>l»NXXXXM) »A(B»8J 
^ JO 10 L=i)»«*Oro 
5 JO 10 I-i»8 
a JO 10 J=l »8 
7 >1=-I>L. 
H M=J+L 
9 10 r»A<*MM»U>=A( J # I > 
10 r i E T j ^ 
U LMD 
> 0 D T L l 3 « A H 6 b b 8 
1 t i J3R3JTI \ iE AH6668(AH !*&»A»NXXxXN) 
2 G * * • ,SIXXVXN MJST rJL . G E . *48 * * * 
3 J lME\J5I0 \ l AHi+bCJXXXxM^jXXXXNJ] »A(6»6) 
'*• J3 10 1 = 1 r t+1 p b 
5 j D 10 J = i » i * l t o 
b * < = < ! « • 7 ) 7 9 •. 
7 L L = ( J « - 7 ) / 3 
Q JO 10 X=0»7 
9 I i = I>< 
10 JJ=J+< 
* 1 10 A r J t + r t ( I I » j J ) = A ( K . < » L t ) 
12 RETJRM 
l V t>4D 
* 0 : » r L l 3 . A H 8 9 i S 
1 i J 3 3 0 j n \ i E ' AHb8SS'(AH3'6>AtNXXxXN)' 
2 C * * * 'MXXXXM'V|J5T 3£ i 3 i , 36 * * * 
3 JlviENalOM AH3b<SJXXxxM»MXXXXV) »A(PHP8> 
'* JO 10 1 = 1 18 
5 10 A H 3 a ( l r l ) = A ( l » D 
5 JO 11 I = 9 r l 5 
7 A H 3 { , ( I » I > = A ( 2 » 2 ) 
3 * = I - 7 
•9 A H 3 5 ( I r < ) = A ( 2 » l ) 
10 11 A H 3 5 ( < » I ) = A M » 2 ) 
U JO 12 I = l 6 » 2 1 
12 A H 3 & M » I ) = A ( 3 » 3 > 
13 * = I - 1 3 
!<• A H 3 6 ( I » X ) = A ( 3 » 1 ) 
15 A H 3 b U » I ) = A ( l » 3 > 
J = < + 7 
A H 3 S d i j ) = A ( 3 , 2 - ) 
1 2 A H 3 6 ( J » I ) = A ' ( 2 » 3 > 
^ 13 I = ? 2 » 2 6 
A H 3 b ( I r I )=A( i»» l» ) ' 
< = I - 1 3 
A H 3 6 ( l » < ) = A ( « f » l ) 
A H 3 o ( < » ; I ) = A ( l » i » ) 
J = < f 7 
AH3=>(I» J ) = A ( i * » 2 ) 
A - l 3 b ( j » I ) ^ A ( 2 » 4 ) 
W = < > 1 3 
. A ^ S ( l r | _ ) = A ( » + » 3 > 
I 3 A H 3 i i ( L » I ) = A ' ( 3 » t » ) 
->3 1'4 1 = ^ 7 , 3 0 
A H 3 6 ( I » I ) = A ( 5 » 5 ) 
* = I - 2 2 
A H 3 6 ( I » < ) - A ( 5 » 1 ) 
A H 3 6 ( < » I ) = A U , 5 ) 
J = < f 7 
A H 3 c i ) ( I » J ) = A ( o » 2 i 
A H 3 - , ( J » I ) = A ( 2 » 5 ) 
L = < f l 3 
A H 3 f > ( I » L ) = A ( 5 » 3 ) 
A H 3 6 ( i _ » I ) = A ( 3 » 5 ) 
<-i- = < + 18 
. •'- • ' A ^ 3 b ( I » L L ) = A ( - b » ( * ' ) ' 
4 A H 3 r , ( . L r l ) = A ( ( + r 5 ) 
^ l'-*l 1 ^ 3 1 , 3 3 
A H 3 r > ( l r I ) = A ( 6 , & ) 
< = I - 2 5 
A H 3 6 ( I » < ) = A ( 6 » 1 ) 
* H 3 a ( < - » I ) = A U V 6 - ) 
J = < + 7 
A H 3 S ( I » J ) = A ( 6 » 2 ) 
M H 3 i ( J » I > = A ( 2 r 6 ) 
- = O l 3 
A H 3 o ( I » L ) = A ( 6 » 3 J 
A H 3 6 ( . » I ) = A ( 3 » 6 J 
L L = < > l - 3 
A H 3 r > ( I » L L > = A ( o » « * ) 
A H 3 f t ( L L r l ) = A ( 4 , 6 ) 
L L L = < > 2 2 
A H 3 6 ( I » L L L ) = A ( 6 » 5 ) 
1 A H 3 6 ( L L L » I ) = A ( 5 » 6 ) 
^ - 1 *2 • i = 3 U * 3 S -
A H 3 6 ( I » I ) = A ( 7 » 7 ) 
< - I - 2 7 
A ^ 3 b ( . I » X ) = A ( 7 » l ) ' 
A H 3 n ( < # I ) = A ( i , 7 ) 
J = < > 7 
A H 3 6 ( l , j ) = A ( 7 # 2 > 
A H 3 b ( j > I j = A ( 2 # 7 ) 
u = < > ' l j . 
.A"*3o( - I» ' -LJ=A(7#-3) 
A H 3 6 ( L » I ) = A ( 3 r 7 > 
u L r < * l 8 
' • ' • A H 3 a < I » L l J = A ( 7 » < » ) 
A H 3 5 ( L L » i ) = A ( i + , 7 ) 
t-LL = <>,22 
A H 3 6 ( I , L . L L ) - A ( 7 » 5 ) 
A H 3 6 ( t L L , I ) r A ( 5 # 7 ) 
•t -M=<-*25 
A H 3 6 ( I » L V , ) = A ( 7 » 6 ) 
A H . 3 & ( L M ' » I ) = A ( 6 . » 7 ) 
A H 3 6 ( 3 6 » 3 6 ) = A ( 8 » 8 ) 
32 uD 1 5 I = i 5 » 3 6 . . , 
9 3 J = I - 2 9 
$% * = J * 7 
85 L = J f l 3 
B6 V I = J * 1 8 
87 N = J * 2 2 
83 < ^ = J * 2 5 
89 M W = J * 2 7 
9 } A H 3 M J » I ) = A ( 1 > 8 ) 
9 1 A H 3 5 ( < » l ) = A ( 2 ' 8 ) 
92 A H 3 b < L » I ) = A ( 3 » 8 ) 
93 H H 5 b ( ' 4 » I ) = A U » 8 > 
9u • A - l 3 : b ( x l V l ) = A ( 5 » 8 ) 
9$ • AH.3b W » l ) = A ( o » 8 ) r 
9 b 15 A H 3 f > ( M M v J , I ) = A ( 7 # 8 ) 
97 JO 1 6 I=.?-#8 
93 l b • A H 3 6 ( ' l r I > = A ( l . # l ) 
99 JO 1 7 I = 3 » 8 
100 J = I + 7 
1 0 1 A H 3 S ( 2 > J ) - A ( 1 » I > 
10 2 l ' 7 A H 3 b ( 9 r j ; = A ( 2 ' I ) 
103 JO I S 1 = 4*8 
.10!» J = I > 1 3 
105 A H 3 D ( 3 » J ) = A ( 1 » 1 ) 
10& A i 3 ? v ( 1 0 » j ) = V ( 2 » D 
107 I 3 * - » 3 b ( l 6 » j ) = A ( 3 » I » 
10H JO 1 9 I = S » 8 
1 0 9 J = I f l . ' 9 
U o A H 3 6 ( ' 4 ' J ) = A ( 1 » I ) 
H i H H 3 b ( ' l l ' » J > = A ' < 2 - # I ) 
11 2 A H 3 b d " 7 » j ) ' = A ( : 3 » U 
1 1 3 19 A H 3 b ( 2 2 » , J ) : A U » D 
U u J O 1 9 1 I = 6 » 8 
115 J= I *22 
115 M H 3 : J ( 5 » J J = A ( 1 » I ) 
117 M H 3 J ( 1 2 » J ) - A ( 2 » I ) 
1-1-S M-I3.S<13# j ) - V ( 3 » I ) 
1 1 9 A H 3 b - - ( 2 3 » j ) = . \ C * » I ) 
12 n 191 :. 'AH3:i(2?» j ) = A ( t > > l > 
1 2 1 JO 1-92 I = 7 » 8 
122 J - I + 2 5 
1 2 3 A H 3 ( S ( b » j ; = A ( l » I > 
12u M 3 S < 1 3 » j ) = A ( 2 » D 
1 2 5 AH3<3<19» j ) r A ( j » I ) 
1 2 5 A H 3 S ( 2 ^ » ^ ) = A ( ' * » I ) 
1 2 7 A H 3 5 ( 2 9 r j ) = A ( b » U 
123 192 rtH3o(31» j ) = A ( b » D 
1 2 9 J=o 
130 JO 20 I = i » 7 
1 3 1 J = J * 9 - X 
132 20 AH3S(35» j ) = A ( 8 » U 
133 . * r T i R \ l 
13.4 t M j -
* 0 3 T . _ l3 . - *A3t i5S 
1 D J 3 * 0 J T I \j£ HA085S(Hft36»A«'MXXxXM 
2 C ••'••;* * * \KXxX\ j V .JST a'z.' • $£• 36 * * * 
3 J I M £ \ I S I D \ J HA3t3(MXXXANi».NJXXXXvn f A 
<* JO 1 0 " I - 1 » 8 
5 JO I d J = l »8 
rS 10 H A 3 r » ( I » J ) = A ( J r I ) 
7 JO 1 0 1 I ; 9 » 1 5 
3 J = I - 7 
9 H A 3 & ( I » 2 ) = A < 1 » J ) 
10 JO 1 0 1 < = 9 » 1 5 
U L=<-7 
12 1 0 1 H A j b ( l » , < ) = A ( t » J ) 
JO 102 U16»21 
J=I -13 
> i A 3 s ( I » 3 i = A ( l * J ) 
HA3bi' l-»li»>=A(«2»J> 
JO 102 K = l 6 > 2 1 
L = < - 1 3 
H A 3 b ( l » < ) = A ( L » J > 
JO 11 1=?2»26 • 
J = I - I 3 
HA36( I»4 - )=A(1»J> 
H A 3 r > l l » l l > = A ( 2 r J ) 
H A 3 b ( l » l 7 ) = A ( 3 » J ) 
JO 11 <=?2*2b 
L=.<-ia' 
HA36(I»-<' .)-A(.L»J>'-
JO 12 I=27»3Q 
J = I - 2 2 
HA'3ft . ( I»f>)=A'( l»J) ' 
rtA3tt(I»l^,)=A(2»J» 
rtA3Ml»l*)=A(3»J> 
' H A 3 M I » 2 A > = A < 4 » J> 
JO 12 < = * 7 , 3 0 
L = < - 2 2 
nA3a( I .»K)=A(L»J-> " 
J O 13 I = 3 l » 3 3 
J = I - 2 6 
H A 3 n ( l » b ) = A ( l » J > 
• H A 3 . 6 . ( I » l j ) = A ( 2 » J ) 
r i A 3 £ , ( I » l y ) = A ( 3 » J> 
rtA3&lI»24>=AU» J> ' 
. 'HA3-»(I»2M')=:. fbrJ> 
JO 13 < = 3 l » 3 3 
u = < - 2 5 
HA3 i3 ( I »< )=A(L» J> 
JO 14 I=3<4»35 
J = I - 2 7 
H A 3 5 ( I » 7 ) = A ( 1 » J ) 
riA3S<I»i4>=A(2iJ> 
M A 3 J < I » 2 I | ) = ; , ( 3 » J> 
..•HA3&-(I-»2-.->)='.vU»J) 
'ri'Aoa..( I » c ^ ) = A ( i > » J | 
H A 3 6 ( I ' 3 ? ) = A < o » J ) 
H A 3 ^ ( I r 3 i + ) = A ( 7 » J» 
rtA3iitl»3r»)=A(8» JJ 
H A 3 S ( 3 6 » r v ) = A ( I , B J 
r»A3f>(3b» ]5 ' )=A(2»0'> 
H A 3 5 ( 3 b » ^ l ) r A ( 3 » 8 ) 
r l A 3 » ( 3 & » / & ) = A : U » B ) 
rlA3b'('-3b».)[))?A'(5»B> 
HA3n(3b»A3)=A(6»8> 
d A 3 f v ( 3 b » 3 5 ) = A l 7 » 8 ) 
rtA3is'(3b»'j&>sA(8'B) 
*ZTJ*M 
L N D 
a J 3 ^ J J T l \,E P03( A »JJ»3Wr3»T» P,PQ*) 
••JlM-I-^ilOM A ( 2 3 » 2 3 ) »^J . (23r3) t'/,i«r(23'<t> » P ' ( 2 3 » ' 2 3 > » P 3 W < 2 3 » « * ) » 
AJC(.23).»D\»N-1(2 3»23-) » j \TJ2 < 23»23 >» J N M 3 ( 23»23> r G ( 3 , 23> » 
AASTA^(2 '3»:2 '3)»C(23) iJv|Na.(3»23)»-
Aj.VN-4(23»?3)»JMN5(23»-23) 
J O J L E P W E C I 5 I 0 4 J ? A ( 2 3 » 2 3 ) »v(V<2)> 
j j = j - R D V , T M E S I S * * * 
J 4 = ; / - ^ o V f ' l t b l ' S * .** 
F O I V I A T I O M OF ASTA^ = A-OU*G*C * * * 
I 3 3 3 = I0 ( ' £NTE-< 1 TO CONTfWL' f>3SE*VA3lLiTY» EL5E 0 * " 1 ) 
•1--.CI J3S.N.E.1.) JO TO H 
UAL. J J D I E C E M T E R DiAGIONAL. :>3SER\/ER MATRIX . . . ») 
KEA •> 1» iC CI) »1 = 1 '23) 
1 FORMAT() 
C A L . MXM ) I & ( 3 ' C ' J ^ N l ' 3 ' 2 3 ' 3 ) 
JO 7 1 = 1 , 3 
JO 7 J = l » 2 3 
7 3 ( 1 , ' J )= r /« iMKI» J ) 
C • * * . & ' N3d C U M T A I N S S*C * * * 
3 wALu MX^i_T( jJ»G»DN\ i+ i»23»3'23»23>3) 
' C A L L - lX.>. i3 t . \ONN :+'A5TARi '23»23»23) 
C * + * DETERMINATION- OF NECESSARY' T F R M S IN P EXPANSION • * * 
C901 F 3 R \ i A T ( 2 M 2 ( B i l 0 . 5 / ) » 7 E 1 0 - 5 / | ) 
VVIAX=0.U 
JO 10 1=1»23 
JO 1-0 J = l ' 2 3 
10 iFU35U>TAR(-JL».J>.)- .3T.TMAX) TVIAA = A B S ( A S T A R ( I » J ) ) 
PRI <JT 11, T«AX • 
11 FORV|AT(»OM;.XIMUM A3S(ASTAR(T* J) r=»»El0.3/) • 
C *** INTERVAL INITIALLY jIVIOED 3Y 1000' *** 
TERMT=T/J000.U 





12 ..iZ=13(«E..-jT.ER GUESS FOR NZ REaJHE-V TE*MS FOR P EXPANSION 
Y 0 N i = N 2 * A L 0 3 ( 2 3 * i 2 ) 
Z=ZONE>Z<EEP 
JO IS •I'zAz.-.PtHZ 
15 Z = Z-A^03(-L.OAf(I)) 
Z<EE>=Z-/ONE 
N<EE 3=NZ+l 
P R U T 20 Z,\ 'Z»GO 
20 FORv1AT(lx» »Z = r » £ l 0 . 3 » * rtlTH NZ= ' o l f * ' * TER-lSV 
A l X » * Z 5H1JL3 - a t " ' E 1 0 . 3 / ) 
1GD=I0(»£NT-R 1 TO CHANGE NZ, EuSE 2 . . » * ) 
i " ( I 3 0 . E ; j . l ) 30 TO 12 
C * * • C3M=>JTAnO\| OF P MATRIX * • * 
JO 30 1 = 1 ' 2 3 
JO 30 J = l ' 2 3 
J N N U l » J ) = 0 . 0 
J M N 3 ( I » J ) = A S T A R < I » J ) 
30 ? M » J ) = 0 . 0 
JO 31 1=1»23 
31 P M » I ) = 1 . 0 
C'A'Ll. v iX5CACNN3»23»23»23'TER^TJ 
•'• C'A-L'L M X A > 0 ( ? , J N N 3 ' P , 2 3 ' 2 3 » 2 3 ) 
C rtRITE(9»^01) ( ( P ( I , J > ' J = 1 » 2 3 ) ' I = 1 » 2 3 ) 
JO 32 1=1»23 
JO 32 J = l ' 2 3 
32 J N N l U ' J ) = D N N 3 ( I » J ) 
JO 3b I=2»NZ 
. CAL:« - 1 X Y L T { 3 N M 3 » 0 > J N 1 » D N N 2 ' 2 3 I > 2 3 ' 2 3 » 2 3 » 2 3 ) 
JO 33 X 1 : 1 ' 2 3 
JO 33 < J - 1 # 2 3 
33 JNN1(<I»<J)=J*N2C<I»<J)/I 
CALw MXA>J<P,JNNl'P,23»23'23) 
C ,A/RITE(9'*01) ((PdRD.V J) »J=1.23) »lR0rt = l'23) 
35 LONTINJE 
c *** NOA' ̂ (TCRMT) IS RAISED TO THE IOOOTH POWER' > P<T) *** 
JO 3501 A=1,3 
CAL_ MXv!LT{P»P».0:'vjNlf 23»23» 2 3 , 2 3 * 2 3 ) 
C A L . M X V L T ( ^ N M l ' O N N l O N N 2 ' 2 3 r 2 3 , 2 3 r 2 3 ' 2 3 ) 
C A L . M X V , i _ T ( P , J N N 2 0 V a » 2 3 ' 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 * 2 3 ) 
C A L L ^ X M L T ( r j N a » J M N l ' P ' 2 3 » 2 3 r 2 3 r 2 3 » 2 3 ) 
167 
COMTI^JE 
COMPJlATlDN OF ( ? - l ) * ( A S T A R * * » i ) * * * 
JO 3a 'I=J.»23. 
JO 3b J - l » 2 3 
J=»A(I» J ) = A S T A r t ( I r J > 
JMNlt ( I -»JJ=P(I#.J) -
COAiPJlE ( P - I ) * * * 
JO 37 I = i » 2 3 
. O N i N l i l » - l i = D \ - N i ( I # I ) ' - 1 . 0 -
y / V ( D = l . o 
lMVE^T ASTAR * * * 
C A U L 33J^OPA»23*l23V23»23»$5n»J;;»W) 
JD 3705 L=l»2.3 
00 3705 j=l»23 
JMN2l:»j)=0=A(I»J) 
CftLu MX.-iDI ( ASTAR » J\!\]2 »DNN»3OMN5P 23» 23 »'lQ» 0 . i )05». 5 5l ' 552 > 
CALL MX , ;LTON>ilOMNJ?.»pM^3»23»23»23»23»23) 
C O V P J T A T I O : I . O F ' p a w s r 3 - " i ) - * < - A S r A R * * - i ) * a « / * * * 
CALL ViX»lLT('DN*3» Jrt'» PO;VP 23 " ' 23 , 4» ̂ 3» 23) 
KETj'«M 
CALL"aJOTtC-Otf 'ERFLOri IN DSJR, CALLED 3Y PQ3») 
STOP 
CALL 3JOTE(»P0OR INVERSE ACCURACY IN PQ3P ERROR FOLLOWS') 
CALw ^ X M L T ( A S T A « » D \ | N J 2 » D ^ ^ 3 # 2 3 » 2 3 » 2 3 » 2 3 » 2 3 ) 
JO h i 0 1 . 1 = 1 * 2 3 
J M N J ! 3 ( I » I ) = 1 . 0 
CALL '•rX f i j3(: jN'45»a''»M3'DMM5<'23,23*23) 
R'tfOR^O.f) 
KMXMM=0.0 
DO S1U2 I = l » 2 3 
JO 1)1 u2 j=i-.»'23-
T^vi<Vd5=A-»S(DNi5CI» J) > 
IF(TiMA3>.5T.-< , /XTRM)^HXTRM=rkMA^S 
R\IO-*w = R\oRy*TRviA3S 
PRTiT 5 1 U 3 P TR.v|A3S»R^0RM. 
FORMAT <»uERRO"{ VAXT^RM = *» El 0. b» 5X »•» ERROR MORM = »»E10«5) 






READ (101 ((H(I»J)»J=l»9)»I=i»9) 
JO 100 1=1#9 
. »R ITE(7 .? ) ( - J ( I » J ) » J = 1 » 5 ) 
tfRlTE(7>.<>) ( H ( I » J ) * j = 5 » 9 ) 
F O R ^ A r ( U i E l 4 . y » ' » ' ) » E l f . 9 ) 
F O R v , m ( 3 l E l U # 9 » » » ' ) » E 1 4 . 9 ) 
'5 ST0=» 
• :-9 • C.NO: 
* F I N . T R A M S / 3 r t l M 
1 J I M E N S I O M G(3»23) 
2 CALW QJOlEC'EMTER A=>=>R0?RIATF GP,rf ELEMENT') 
3 JO 10 1=1»3 
!+ READ 1» (S( I« J)» J=lt 8) 
5 READ 1» I 3-CI • J) »J = 9»16) 
b 10 READ 2' (3(1»J)»J=17#23) 
7 1 FOR»mHtaEl0.5) 
Q 2 F0R^ATC7F10.5) 
9 JO 20 1=1P3 
10 • *RlTE(7r,iJ (&(I»J)»J=1»7) 
11 ARITE(7».<i) ( G ( I » J ! » J = 3 . 1 ' » ) 
1? •"•' rtRITE(7#/i) ( 3 ( I » J ) » J = 1 5 » 2 l ) 
13 20 .VRITE(7»4) ( 5 ' ( I » J ) . t j = 2 2 r 2 3 ) 
1'+ 3 F D R . l A T ( 5 ( E l G . o » ' ' ' ) f E 1 0 . 5 > 
l b <• •. FORMAT ( . E l O . ' j * ' » ' » = 1 0 . 5 ) 
7 7 3 5 0 1 




3 2 36 
S 3 Z * * * 
s * '• 
8' 5 37 
.Rfa 
B7 c *** 
8 3 ' 
6 9 
9,) 
93 3 7 0 5 
9 ? •' 38 
9 3 39 
9* c *** 
=>5 
9b 
• 9 7 50 
9 r j 
9 9 51 
ion 
1 0 1 
1 0 ? 5 1 0 1 
1 0 3 
10t* 
1 0 5 
1 0 5 
1 0 7 
1 0 B 
1.0 9' 
Uo 5 1 0 2 
H i 
1 1 ? 5 1 0 3 
1 1 3 
114 
l i b 8 0 """ 
l i b .. 
• FIN, , TRAMS/ 
1 
:' 2 -'.• 
• . ' 3 • - • ; 
' " ' < * 






• F I ^ . P o S D E F 
c * * * 
STOP 
£VO 





















2.5 10 00 





































30 7" '• 1 
31 i 
l i u r " - ? ? % H ( 2 " i ' 2 > 3 ! ' 5 : ) ^ ( 2 3 ' 2 3 ) > j ; : ( 2 3 ) , V ( 2 , 
F O ^ A f l r | 0 F ? ° 5 I T I V £ 0SPXMATEMS5S.BY P ^ C I PAL MINORS * * * 
FORMAT ( U , " I I \IOR = M - 2 , i - o r T . i , : - i n * / ) 
M = l 0 C E g . E R MATRIX D l M E ^ l o V ' - l * ' * ' > 
CALu 3 J 0 T E ( ' E >|TER MATRIX 
. . . • ) 
3 ? 
-< iA3.1» C t H ( . I » J ) » J = l » M ) » I = i Jv j ) 
' • i p H < l » I ) ' . L E . - u ' . ) 3 3 TO 1000 
JO 900 VlSJO^ = a,Nj 
JO io 1 = 1 /vji,va.̂  
JO 10 J = l » MINJjR 
* 0 \ U < I , J ) = H ( I , J > 
. * / • ( ! ) - 2 . 0 
5-SVh-r3 = ̂  C ?0tJ ,X- r 2 3» 23» MI-^OR ,jOR ,551900 »JC,V> 
" ' H I D r i / I D 
J i T = tf(l)*Ex?W<2)> 
PRI^JT 2 , MI:;DRr3ET 
V X r ( V ( i ) .uE I .D . iGO To 1000 
C0NJ7IMJE 
C A L L ' 3 J 0 T £ ( » H IS POSITIVE DEFINITE ! • ! • ) 
PRlMT 3»WINJDR 
FORVATCuH FAILS POSITIVE D E F I ^ T E N E S S TEST A T M l W R . , 1 2 ) 
P R I \ T «+r viI^OR 
FORMAT (t-n-OVERFLOiV I M ' S J R AT V I I N J * t , l 2 ) 
r O R v , A T ( l x ^ V ( l ) = ̂ E 1 0 . 5 ) ^ " ^ ' * * ' 
STOP 
.-... £NJ0 
^ J l v i E ^ I O , P ( 2 3 , 2 3 ) p = ^ ( 2 3 ^ ) ; 3 Q . , T ( : ^ 2 3 ) o N L l ( 2 3 r t | ) , 
^ i « J i - ; T o J , » C 2 3 f 2 3 , ' R j < < 2 3 ' 2 3 , ' p T C ^ 3 ' 2 3 " > ' ' S l 3 r 2 i l 7 
F O R ^ A n f ^ f J ' 2 3 ) ° ^ l C 2 3 ' 3 ) . O v | M l ( 3 ^ ) " I ( 2 ) . . 
"?^?! - i - I?%J iriSATA 3Y <En3A^2 IF 3y PILE • • • • > 
RAA5 : " ? i ? ^ 
CAL^ 3 J J l E ( ' E M T E R P, = 9 * . . . • | 
A?7*.wJ;
 ( ! P ( i ' J , ' J = I ' 2 3 ) ' I = l ,23)» 
C A L L ' 3 J 0 i E ( ' E > i T E R DATA F ILE < l D . » r 
JO 11 1 = 1 , 3 . 
R = AD 1 2 , ( 3 ( I , J > , J = 1 , 8 > 
R i A D . i 2 » ( G ( I f J ) » J = 9 » l 6 ) ' 
RIA3 1 3 , <3( I , J > , J = l 7 , 2 3 ) 
F 0 R / A T ( 8 E 1 0 . 5 ) 
F 3 R * A T ( 7 F l 0 . 5 ) 
JO i<+ 1 = 1 , 2 3 
RrAO."'12, < . P ( I , j ) , j = i , a > 
R = AD 1 2 , l P ( . I » j ) » J = 9 , 1 6 ) . 
R=A3 1 3 , ( P ( i > j ) , j = i 7 > 2 3 ) 
JO 15 1 = 1 , 2 3 
R=AO l ' 6 , ' { P 3 : » ( l , j . ) » j = i , ( f ) 
F 0 9 ^ A T ( 1 F 1 0 . 5 ) 
I A p " ^ - i ' ^ T ^ ^ T ? 3 ' A T I 0 M STEP S I Z E , SECO.M.-jS . . . • ) 
J j f l — l f H . ' . - . . • . . • 
w < I ) = i . O / T A J 
CALL viXT^NJ( p^ .v ,Pa^T, 2 3 , 1 , 2 3 , ui> 
CALu MXM")IS( Poi ; / , W , D \ L l , 23» 4 , p 3) 
169 
CALw MXMLT( ; , \ i _ l 'P^T»FTRM»23 ,4»£3»23» , *> 
C-AUL SY-ir IX(FTRV|»23) 
CALu 3U01 E( »E\lTER ARM M£jTRAL POSITION XNtYM»ZN*> 
REA^ l»A-<viX\»HRMrNJ.ARMZM 
RMA*R = S,-J^TUrR«N|**?f ARMY\|**2 + ARv;2NJ**2) 
VSFpS=l . Lb6f r.6tj67*V5PD 
TMX = RMAX-</VbFPS 
i ~ ( T M X . i | . 3 . 5 ) T M X = 3 . 5 
CALL -a'JOrE.C 'EMTER A?M CRITICAL POSITION XOrYO»ZO») 
REAJ if ( AR,'X^»ARMY0'ARMZO) 
*** I.C.'5 51 ART AT 3.5*CRITICAL RADIUS *** 
A^»OX = <Ar-lX;}-<*RMXM)*3.5 
ARMJY=(A-<MY0-ARMYVJ)*3.5 
ARMpZ={ARMZ0-ARM~Z.M)*3.'5 
bTART=Bv;^t( { A K M X O - A R M X , J ) * * 2 4 - ( A R V 1 Y O - A R M Y N ) * * ^ X A R M Z O - A R M Z N ) * * 2 ) 
* * * FDRvfl I - N l r l A L i/TATE COVARl.AMCr MATRIX * * * 
LALu INIIr{RJ<»ARMDXf ARMDY» ARv.DZJ 
CALL M X T - r H > , j , \ l M l ' 3 # 2 3 » 3 # 2 3 ) 
CALi_ vlXT-<N(Pf ?T»23-»2.3»'23»23) 
* * * i M I T U L I ^ E RESPONSES * * * 
iS£T=0 
CNT£FT=0.0 ' 
1ST£=> = 0 
T l M E = 0 . 0 
E T ? = 3 . S * ^ T A R f 
£A£ = £ T P ' • . . 





£M£DT = 0 . l ) 
T C A ^ X I O f ' E M T E R C O R ^ E S P O M D I N J ; , CAPTURE TIME . . . » > 
Y30A-=1.0 
iST£:>=I^rEP + l 






£ D L D T < = E D L D T 
£ME<=EMS 
£M£DT<=£vi£DT 
*** PROCEED ;lM£ ST£P IM TIME *** 
CALL £VAL(RJ<'P»PT'FTRMr230'ilM) 
*** IMV0<£ SYMMETRY TO DEDUCE ACr.UMJL.ATED NUMERICAL ERRORS *** 
CALi. S.Y/rXX(RJ<»23) 
*** ET3 = S:jRT(EC (ARM TIP POSITION! MEASURED FROM J E U T R A L POSITI0N> **2 3> 
*** £M£=SiRTlEC(MODEL EXTENSION y;£A^jRED C R O M NEUTRAL POSITION)**23) 
*** £A£=SiRT(E[(ARM EXTENSION MEASURED FROM NEUTRAL >OSITI'OM>**23> 
*** £Du=S^RTlEC(ARM JE-LECTIQMS)**2]) 
*** SUFFIX Di OM fh»E A3DVE INDICATES "IRST TIME DERIVATIVE *** 
*** SUFFIX S ONI TnE AJOVE R E M 0 V £ C > S J R T O *** 
£TP5=0.0 
ETPDTS-0.0 
DO 31 I=l5»21r3 
J = I + 1 
£TPDTS=ETPDTS+RUK(J»J) 
£TPS=ET?>+RJ<(I»I) 




JO 31 I=l»3 
EM£DT5 = E.l£DTS + DMMl(I»I) 
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9-» JO y? I = r 7 » 2 i » 3 . 
lOG 35 ' £AZS = EAES*KJK-U»I> 
1 0 ] iDL'-, = £T=»ri*.EA£S 
10?. . JD 3b I - i 5 » 2 1 » 3 
103 J = H 2 
104 36 • E 3 L 3 = E 3 L S - i . 0 * R J * < I » J > 
105 c3L3TS = Ev,EDTS*R<P^0P**2+ETPDTS 
10b JO 37 1 = 1 »3 
107 J = 1 3 + I * 3 
' 10.;- 37 : t 3 L i r s = E o L 3 T S - 2 . . 0 ^ < P R O P * D M M i . ( I » j r • . 
10 9 SIS'-J = 1.0 
.lit? 1 - ( £ T 3 ' 5 . L T . : . ) S l o v i = - 1 . 0 
H i ETP;>3RTlABS( i .TPS>) 
11?. ETP = SI5 \ ! *ETP 
113 i lGM=i.O 
l l w l ? r (E l : > 3Ts .LT.L! . )S lGM=-1 .0 
115 tTP^T=S! )5<T(A3b(ET 0 3TS)) 
l i f t £T?DT=Sl:,*J*£T?DT 
117 » I S M = 1 . - ( J " 
11a i r (EA£S .LT . r» . iS I3N=-1 .0 
l l g E A E s S O R T c A ^ t E A E S U 
120 : EAE = £ i ;E*v IG\ l 
121 SI&\!=1.0 
i'iZ I " (E^EDT< .LT . -U . ) i » ISM=- l »0 ' ' - . 
123 EMEDT = S ^ T ( u ^ ( E M E D T S ) ) 
1 2 * -^EDT = S1;-,SI*EV|^DT 
1-2= j l 3 ^ = l * u 
126 EAEDT = ^<»^0=»*EMEbT 
127 £ME=EAE/R<PROP 





133 EDLOT = S2^T(/\3J(EJLDTS)) 
13:; -3LDT = SI;,M*EDuDT 
1?^ C *•* HAS CRITICAL RADIUS 3EEN CROSSED *** 
136 C * * * IP SO-COMTIMJE *** 
137 I~<ISET.\,E.0>30 TO 399 
13H C *** IF MJT Do NOT COJMT TIME OR PENALTY *** 
13Q ir( .ET3.&l .STAKT)30--TD 38 
1V5 C *•'*•* . I F THIS IS THC FIRST TIME E T P . L T . S T A R T INTERPOLATE FOR TO * * * 
l ' 4 i l S E r = l 
1<*2 * 0 TO 39 
H*3 3B TIME=0«0 
lt*i»... •".'"•: 1STE : >=0. • ~'~ 
•i.«*5 30 TO 30 
l'4ft C * * * LlMEAR ivjTERPJLATIONf FOR STAwTIfsIS CONDITIONS * * * 
1'4 7 39 r S = ( S T A R r - E T ? ) * T A J / ( E T P < - E T P 3 
V4* aET3=START 
IHJ :>EA~ = EAE+(E ' \E<-EAE)*TS/TAU 
15;} i E ; ) _ = E D L * < E : ; L v - E j L ) * T S / T A U 
1 5 1 DEME = £Ai i4 . (£ M £<-EME)*TS/TAU 
152 iETPDT=ETPDl+tETP3T<-ETP3T)*TS/TAL) 
153 SEAE0T=EAEDT+tEA£3T<-EAEDT)*TS/TAU 
l 5 u ^ED_OT = E 7 i L 3 T + l £ D i - 0 T < - E 3 L j T ) * T 5 / [ A J 




15q P-U\jT 80» T l M E r l S ' S £ A E P S E A E D T > S E T P ^ 5 E T P D T » S E D L » S E O L D T J S E M E # S E M E D T 
16J r i ^ £ = T S 
161 399 LMT£ rT=C\iTE : 7T+E^E3TS*TAlJ 
15.? P R I M T 3 0 , T i vVi^ ISTE^fEAEfEAE )T»£T3#ET30TrE0L*EDL3T»EviE»EviEDT 
162 C * * * 1 - TAR3£T HAS MOT.'3EEN REACHED C I W I N J E * * * 
l&y. I F ( ( ( E T P . S T . Y J O A U ) . ? R . ( E A £ 0 T . 3 T . Y 3 0 A L > > • AMO. ( T ' l M E . L T . f MX-) ) GO TO 30 
171 
1~'TARGET HAS 3EEM 3EACHE3 I \ T E - < ? O L A T E FOR CAPTURE TIME * * * 
1F( ( E T P . L E . Y G J A L > » A O . > C E A E 3 T „ L E . Y 3 G A L > >SO TO <*01 
i ~ vOT TjME MUST BE UP SO . „ „ 
STOP 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION FOR Tlvip- OF CAPTURE * * * 
T I ( D = T A j * ( E T P > < - Y 3 0 A i . ) / { E T P < - £ T P ) 
1 F ( E T = > . 3 T . E T P \ ) T 1 < 1 ) = 0 . 0 
T I ( 2 ) : T A > i * ( E A E 0 T K - Y 3 3 A L > / t E A E D T < - E A E 0 T ) 
i r ( £ A E 3 T . 3 T . E A E 3 T O T n 2 ) = 0 . 0 
l5LDrt=0 
TI.MC = 0.Q 
U3 40 1=1»2 




•'CTlyE = T I . i i - T A J * T I N C 
C£T3 = F.TS><-<tT?K-ETD)*T'lNC/TA-U 
CEAE31=EuE3T<-(EAE3T<-EAEDT)*TI4C/TAU 
' CC'.\iTE" = C\»TErT-E-* i tDT5*<TAJ-TlNC) 
H C N J T - = C C \ J T E F / C T I M E 
TT3T=TCAP+CTIME 
PRIMT RESULTS AT CAPTURE .*•*.*• 
P^IviT 9 1 , (YGOAL»CEr3rY30AL»cEAE3T,TTOT»TCAP»CTlME»CCNTEF# 
AHCNITF) 
I~ ( ISL0W + * 2 - 2 > 9 2 » 9 5 » 9 t f 
CALL 3U3TE('TiP POSITION REQUIREMENT MET LAST') 
bO TO 95 
CALL 0 U 0 l E l » ARM -EXTENSION RATE REQUIREMENT -IET L A S T ' ) 
i F H I S IS THE SMALLEST TARGET STOP * * * 
I F ( ( Y 3 O A L + O . 0 J ) . L T . 0 . 2 : 5 ) S T 0 P 
IF VJDT PROCEED TO NEXT TARGET ***' 
Y30AL=YU;)AL-0.25 
±F(Y30AI_.LT.0.05> Y3l}AL=0.1 
i-( (ETP.. S.YSOAL) .A^3.(EAE0T„LE.Y30AL>)GJ TO <*Ol 
30 TO 30 
FORv,AT(»i)TlME» SECONDS = *» Ff>. 2/» STEP NUMBER = ,*1X»I2/ 
A» E\3ECTt.3 \/ALUE OF ARM EXTENJSICJJ = •»ElU.b,» RATE = »»£10.5/ 
A' EXDECT-3 VALUE 0- TIP POSIrlO'J = »»El 0.5, • RATE = •»E10.5/ 
A' EXDECTFD VAuJE OF 3EFL£CTI:)NS = »»Elo.5r» RAyE = »»E10.5/ 
A' Ex=>ECT>3 VALUE OF CONTROL INPUT = »»E'l0.5.»» RATE = •tElO.5) 
FORMT(»u* + * TAR3ET HAS JEEN REACHES ***»/lX» 
A'RECUIREJ MAXIMUM CAPTURE RAnlU.-, «»IX»F5.2»4X» 
FACTUAL CAPTURE RA3US *-»F5.?/lX# 
6»RE^JiRt.3 -MAXiUJ* C<\3TURE SPFED • »1X»F5.2»(*X» ' 
A'ACTJAL CAPfJ^E S^ZlD •»-P5.?/lX-» 
A'TOTA. TIME TO CAPTURE* SECOOS ,,F7.3/lX» 
AfCA3TjRE ACTUATION TIME» SECo^Db ,»F7.3/lX> 
A'CONVEY ACTUATION TIME, SEC0.V3S «,F7.3/lXr 
A»RE_ATIv/F CnMTROu EFFORT . •* lnX» E10-.5/1X* 
A« AVERAGE CONTROL EFFORT *»lf.X> El0.5/> 
£MQ 
T ' • . ' 
L U B R O U T I M E iMiT(RU<,ARX*ARY»/ 4 RZr 
J l V i £ ^ S I O v R : . W ( 2 3 ) ' C 0 L ( 2 3 ) » R j < ( 2 ^ , 2 3 ) 
J O 10 1 = 1 » 2 3 
R O r t ( I ) = 0 . 0 
.'«, R 0 A ( 1 5 ) = A R X 
6 k O * l l 7 ) = u R X 
? • • K0W(11)=^RY 
ii • R3.V(20>=aRY 
-> HOM(Zl)=l\RZ . 
i n RO«V(23)=ARZ 
11 JO 20 1 = 1 » 2 3 
12 20 COL(I )=ROrf ( I ) 
13 r CALL M X M L T ( C 0 L » R 0 « ' ' R J < ' 2 3 ' 1 # ; ? 3 » 2 3 » 1 ) 
1&5- c •** 
1 6 b 
1 5 7 c *** 
1 6 a 
15r» C **'• 
1 7 o 1 0 1 
1 7 1 
1 7 2 
1 7 3 
•17 V 
1 7 5 
17& 
1 7 7 
1 7 3 
1 7 9 
1 3 0 no 
1B1 
I B ? 
1 3 3 
1 8 * 
1B5 
1.S& 
I B ? z *** 
IBB 
1B9 ' • < 
1 9 u 
1 9 1 9 2 
1 9 2 
1 9 3 9 t l 
19i+ c *** 
1 9 5 9 5 
I9f i c *** 
1 9 7 
1 9 a 
1 9 9 
2 0 0 
2 0 1 BO 
2 0 2 i 




2 0 7 • < 
2g.i, 
2 0 9 i 
2in ' . • •• t 
2 1 1 . ' 
2 1 2 i 
2 1 3 i 
21-4 
2 1 5 
21 & 
- - . - ••• * 0 3 T L I 3 . I M I 
2 
3 




1̂ > END 
• O s T L l B . E V A i -
* SJ3RDJTI\;E F'</ML(^J<»?I»PiTrFrP,Rw;»MM»3Jv|) 
J L A L L M X , 1 I _ T ( : > I , R J < O J ^ \ | N , \ I M , j V J p g ^ , ^ , ™ " ' ^ 
J'- ..CALL ^ X M L T O L M . P I Tft.^J<»N>l'NNtM!M»^M»MM) 
J CALL M X A ^ D U j ^ F T E R v i t R j i i c t N l N , . ^ , ' ^ ) 
6 rtETjRN 
7 ' END 
• S I M . J 
1 ^ ^ ^ S I O N , P ( 2 3 r 2 3 ) ^ 3 . V ( 2 3 ^ ) f P 0 „ n n r 2 3 ) ' D M L l ( 2 3 ^ ) » 
2 ^ ( > > ' ^ ^ , ( 2 J ^ 3 ) r R j < ( 2 3 , 2 3 ) , P T ( 1 ? 3 ^ 3 J . 5 ( 3 / 2 5 ) 7 ~ 
l 1 ^ ^ ^ ; 2 ' i ) O M N 1 ( 3 ' 2 3 , ' 0 M v l l ( 2 ^ 3 > O M V ! l ( 3 » 3 ) » T I ( 2 ) 
s ;?(S?i , j^f ; c s; r?iS
ATA BY < E r 3 ° A R j ' 2 IF dY FILE ••••' 
a :5Sks J^rfBif^f^^sms?^^?^?3 1-1-^ «*«̂ --3 ...•• 
9 CAL_ ;> )J0TE( "EMTER P»P3W . . „ * ) 
} ° *EA3 i » < < P ( I . J ) - » J = i , 2 3 > f I = l , 2 3 ) , 
1 1 a ( <P.DV(I » j ) t J = 1»(*J » I = 1">23) 
J 2 10 - A L U ^ J O T E C E N I T E R DATA F ILE . o . » ) 
1 3 JO n I = i , 3 
l l * *E.AD 12» ( G ( I » J ) » J = I » 8 ) 
J 5 ^£AD 12» < C i ( l , j ) t J = 9 » 1 6 > 
. l5 r l ^ ^ 1 3 ' (S(IrJ)#J=l7#23) 
1 7 I 2 rDRv )AT(bF lO .b ) 
1 ' i 13 FDR MAT ( 7 - 1 0 . 5 ) 
19 3D I*- I = , , 2 3 
f ° ' t f£-AD--12»l? '<I»J)»J = l »8> 
2 1 •«EA3 1 2 » ( P ( j , j ) , J = 9 , 1 6 > 
' - 2 1 < f r<EAj . 1 3 . r i ? < i , j ) . , J = i 7 , 2 3 ) 
2 3 JO 15 1=1»23 
2 u I 5 - «SA3 -16» ( . ?0 f t ' < l , J )» . j = i , e f ) -
2 5 1 & F33MAT<-fET0.5> 
| v r A j = XID( .ENTER " I M ' T E S R A T I O M • ST-P S I Z ^ , ' S E C O M J S . • ) 
1 -:^;?i:^r:^sr^ )r;D:
s^j i M-" / <-- ' ••••' 
2 9 - AW=xID(»ENTER A Hi' . . . » ) 
J 0 J 3 7 I = l,i* 
f l 7 • rt(I)=l.o/TAU 
J 2 •CALL. 'w iXUH(P3 n ,Pan(Tr23»«»»23f i t ) . 
^ 3 CALL ^XV) lG(Pu.WrW»D^Ll»23»«+,23) 
\ t C A L L M X V i L T ( 0 M . l » P Q ^ T . F T R ' ^ 2 3 » ' 4 » 2 3 * 2 3 ^ ) 
~ 5 ' CALL- 5YvirIX'(Fl .RM»23) 
37 . C * U J a J & f E C ' E ^ T E * ARM N I E J T R A L P J S - [ T I O N X N »YM»ZN») 
J 7 r<=.A3 l'A-^MXi»HRv!YNrARM2NI 
5'5 ^•V|A*R=S^wT-(.Arlv,x.M**2;A-RMY:v|*'*2 + AR-4ZM**2) 
0 9 VSFP5=1.4S6h6bfa7*V53D 
110 TMX::RviAX-</vsF?S 
j j * 1 - i f .<Tv iX ' .£T .3 .5 )TMX = 3 . 5 ' • 
'JC. •• i - ^ t aJOrE . ( t E N T ER A ^ C R I T I C S "POSITION XO,YO, ZOO 
J ^ - A : 1 ' (AR.«XO»ARVlYO»ARMZO) 
^ w ARAO^U^MXO-ARMXNi) 
J*5 ^ W ^ U ^ v i Y O - A R V Y N ) 
« c •.• SI?!?S??fl:"i5?f=*?3J2RrESS^*;i>°-*i'^«'»«**<AR..20-ARHZN» ..»> 
£ 9 i A ' i - i - - IMIT<RJK»AR^JXrARM3Y»A-«?vi3Z) 
JU -vAL., v|.XTKM(5>-JN''l':3-i23»3'»23) 
^ *-AL^ MXT-<VJ(P»3T»23,?3»?3»23) 
J2 C **• INITIALIZE-RESPONSES *** • • " . . ' 
5-3 ISET = 0 
Is* . CMTEFl=0.0 " 











• •• TCA3=XIOC'ESJT£R CORRESPONDING CAPTURE TIME . . . O 
r30AL = l.ii 
30 lSTED=ISrEP*l 
TlME=TlM£+TAU 
ETP.< = ETP 
cAE<=EA£ 
L A E D U - E A E D T 
ETPDT<=ETPDT 
EDL<=EDu 
LDLDT< = £:>LDT 
E'ME< = EMi • 
EMEDT<=EMEDT 
C ***P^OZzlO ONE STEP IM TIME *** 
•CALU Ey/AL<RJ<«P»PT»rTRM»230i)M) 
C *** iNVD<E SYMMETRY "TO REDUCE ACCUMULATION'OF NUMERICAL ERRORS *** 
GA-L'i. SYv,rlX(RjK,23) 
C *** •it?,= 5.3R-T(EL (ARM TIP "^OSITIOM MEASURED FROM MEUTRAL POSITION) **2 3) 
C ***EME=S3RT(E[(MODEL EXTENSION MEASURED FROM NEUTRAL POSITION)**23) 
C *** EAE=S3RT(EC(ARM EXTENSION MEASURED FROM NEUTHAL POSITIOM)**23) 
C *** £DL=SJRT(E[(ARM -DEFLECTIONS) **2 3) 
C *•* bUFr-IX DT O'i THE A33\/E I.JOICATES FIRST TIME DERIVATIVE *** 
C *** SUFFIX S ON THE A30VE REMOVES SuiRTC) *** 
ETPS=0.0 
ETPDT5=0.0 
wJO 31 I = l5»21»3 







JO 3<* I = l»3 
3<* EMEDTS = Ev]EDTS + DMMl<I»I) 
JO 35 I=l7»^3»3 
3 5 EAES=EAE.S*RU<(X»I> 
• .• EDLS=ETPS*EAES 
UO 3 6 I = l 5 » 2 1 » 3 
U = I * 2 
36 c.DLS = E D L S - 2 . 0 « R U < { l » U ) 
E D L D T S = E V ( E D T S * R ' < P R O P * * 2 < - E T P D T S 
JO 37 I = i * 3 
" J = : l 3 t l * 3 
37 C . D L D I 5 = E - > L D T S - 2 . 0 * R < ? R 0 P * D M N I I : d » j ) 
bI'GN = 1 .0 
i F ( r T 3 S . L T . n . ) S I 3 M = - 1 « 0 
cTP=S3RT(A3S<ETPS)) 
•fT?=5I3'M*ET? 
b l & N - l . O 
l F { £ T = D T i » . L T . 0 , ) S l 3 N = - l « 0 
ETP^T = SC>^T(f (33(ETPDTS)) 
ETPoT=Sl:-,N*-ETPDT 
•£>-iG\l = l.-U 
IF (= ;AE:S .LT .& . J S I ^ M = - I » O 
EAE=S3RTlA35(EAES)) 
£AEiEAE*<vlGN 
^J __»_ Lii„- -
174 
l ' 2 l •'L»I & M - 1 • f• 
12? I P t E ^ l J U . L r . O . ) b l 5 s j = - 1 . 0 
1 ? V cME3r = Sn^T ' {A3J(E>1t3T5)) 
1 2 ^ cMEjT=Si>,N*EMEDT 
•12*i b I S \ ' = 1.0 
I 2 f j £ A E D T = R < P R O P * E M E D T 
127 EME = EAE/-t<PROP 
1 2 H 1 F ( E D _ . U T . 0 . ) O I 3 M = - 1 . 0 
129 EDL=S:^T(AB5(iDLSM 
130 £3u=bI3M*E0L 
131 iI3\J = 1.0 
132 i~(£D^3T>.LT.0.)Sl3M=-l.U 
133 E3LJT=5fHT(AoS(EDLDT5)) 
134- E3L3T = 5l;-iM*EDuDT 
135 399 CNJTEFT = C\,TEFT + EMEDTS*TAU<-ETP=,*TAJ*Arf 
13b PRI\|T tJO» TiyE»I3TEP»EAE»EAE,0T»LT3»ETpDT»EDu'EDLDT'EME»EMEDT 
137 C •*•*.'*• rtA5 TARGET PEEM EM5A3ED * * * 
13n C * * * I F MDT -CONTINUE UNLESS TIME IS OUT * * * 
1 3 * I C ( ( < E T P . 3 T . Y 3 0 A L ) . 3 R . ( E A £ D T . 3 T . Y 3 Q A L > ) . A N D . I T I M E . L T . T M X H G O TO 30 
l!+y C * * * I F TARS^T HAS BEENJ EM3ASED INTERPOLATE • F jR CAPTURE TIME * * * 
l ' 4 i Y F ( ( E T ^ L E . YGJAL) • AMD. ( E A E D T . L E . Y G O A L H G O T j 401 
l t+2 c * * * I F MDT TIME MUST 3E J? SO . . . 
1<*3 STOP ' 
I U 4 C * * * L I . M E A R INTERPOLATION! FOR T I M F OF CAPTURE * * * 
l«*a <+0l r i ( l ) = T A . i * ( ^ T P < - Y 3 0 A L ) / ( E T P < _ E T p ) 
l ^ f t I F (ET=>. J T . E ' T P \ ) T I < 1 ' ) = 0 . 0 • '• 
l<+7 T I ( 2 ) = T A J * ( E A E O T < - r i O A U ) / ( E A F D T < - E A E Q T ) 
1"»?1 I F ( E A E D r . G T . E A E 3 T < ) T l ( 2 ) = 0 . 0 
l.f-3 A S L O ^ O 
i5o ' TI\J:=O.O : . . . . . . . . . 
1 5 i 00 1*0 1 = 1 »2 
152 ;ir< ( T K 1 ) .LT.TIMO. OR. ( T M l ) „ GT. TAU)) SO TO 40 
153 1 IN C = TI(I> 
15* I5L0*=I 
155 <*0 COMTIMUE 
156 CTI\«E = TI*iE-TAU+TIMC 
157 CET3=ETP<- (ETPK-ETP)*T INC/TAU 
15a CEA- ;Dr=EaEDT<-(EAE3T<-EAE3T)+TI .vC/TAj 
159 CCNJTE" = C \ J T E F T - E V I E 3 T 5 * ( T A U - T I N I C ) - E T P 5 * { T A U - T I , \ J C ) * A W 
160 TT0T = rCA3 + CTI«lE 
l & i C * * * PRIvT RESULTS AT CAPTURE * * * 
152 PRlvT 9 1 , (Y&JAL>CET : ' 'YSOAL»cEAiDTrTTOT»TCAP»CTlv»E»CCNTEF) 
153 i F ( l S _ 3 < * * 2 - 2 > 9 2 ' 9 5 / 9 4 
1&(* 92 CALL '3J0.l.E(«Ti:P POSITION) *EOUIREMENT MET LAsT») 
I65 30 TO 95 
lbh 9<* CALL OUOTEOARM EXTENSION RATE REOUIREMENJT VIET L A S T « ) 
1&7 C • ' * * * I F THIS 15 SMALL^^T TARGET 5 l OP * * * 
16a 95 I F ( ( Y 3 0 A L + O . U ^ ) . L T . O « 2 5 ) 5 T O O 
lf=>9 C * * * I F vjOT C J ^ T I N J E TOWARD NJEXT TARGET # * * 
17R Y50A- = YaaAL-Q*2£ _ _ . ' 
1 7 1 i F ( Y v j O A L . L T . 0 . 0 5 ) Y 3 D A L = 0 . 1 
172 1F{ { £ T 3 . L E . Y o J A L > « A ^ D . ( E A E D T . L E e Y 3 0 A L > ) S 0 To 4 0 l 
173 liO TO 30 
I7u 30 FORv:AT(»,iTr;E» SEC0\'DS =-
,»F*,2/» STEP NUM3£.R = »»1X»I2/ 
175 A* EXPECTED VA«UE OF ARM EXTENSION! = •»El0.5»» RATE = »»E10.5/ 
17?, *• EXPECTED VALUE OF TIP POSITIO J = • •'Eio.5.» RATE = »*EIO.5/ 
177 a* EXPECTED v'A-UE OF OEFLECTIoMS = »i>El0.5f» RATE = »»E10.5/ 
17- A.» ZX^ZCTFD VAWJE 0- CONTROL JNJPJT = »fEl0.5»» RATE = »>E10.5> 
179 9I FORMAT* »i>*** TARbET HAS BEENI REACHED •**»/lX» 
inn ^RESJIRE.) MAXIMUM CAPTURE RAnlUb • »lX»F5.2»i*X» 
181 A'ACTJAL CAPTURE RAJiJS »»F5,?/lx» 
192 A'RECJIRL.I MAXIMUM CAPTURE SPFED •»IX»F5.2»*X» 
193 a'ACTJAL CAPTURE SPEED »»F5.?/1A» 
19^- A'TOTA. TfM£ TO CA=»TJRE» SECONDS »*F7.3/1X# 
185 '• -•A»CAPTJRE 'ACTUATION TIME» SECDMDS •»F7»3/lX» 
lBt 6«C0N1VEY ACTJATIO.N TIME* SECONDS SF7.3/1X* 
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MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMMERCIALLY 
AVAILABLE REFUSE VEHICLE 
Introduction 
In the interest of obtaining realistic values for the mechanical parameters 
in the dynamic model of the refuse collection vehicle, a survey of commercially 
available refuse packer bodies and truck chassis was made. From these alterna-
tive configurations a packer body and truck chassis were chosen which could be 
readily adapted to automated refuse collection. The object of this appendix is to 
explain the selection process and to evaluate the mechanical parameters needed 
for use in the dynamic model of the collection vehicle. 
Packer Body Selection and Characteristics 
Of the refuse packer bodies commercially available in the United States, 
there are only two basic configurations: the rear-loading, rear-ejecting design 
and the front- (side or top) -loading, rear-ejecting design. The rear loading 
design features a relatively complex packing mechanism which must be hopper fed 
and which compresses the refuse against a movable ejection ram (45). The front 
loading packer body is much simpler in operation. It features an ejection ram 
which is used to periodically compress the refuse against the fixed rear wall of 
the collection body and is returned to the front wall at the end of each cycle. This 
177 
type of packer body offers a larger degree of freedom in the selection of the refuse 
loading point. Figures 30 and 31 describe schematically these two alternative 
packing cycles. 
A third refuse body, which is designed to reduce the volume of the refuse 
during transportation, is the "Kuka Shark," manufactured in Europe and sold in 
the United States by the Environmental Systems Division of St. Regis Paper 
Company (46). This body does not compress the refuse directly but tumbles it 
continuously in transit, relying on this action to compress the refuse under its 
own weight. The "Shark" is currently available only in rear-loading rear-ejecting 
models, Figure 32, but could be readily adapted to a front-loading rear-ejecting 
design and would have the advantage for automated collection of being essentially 
a continuous feed rather than cyclical feed mechanism. 
Of these three refuse bodies, the design which is most easily adapted to 
automated collection is the front-loading, rear-ejecting packer body, a represen-
tative example of which is the "E- Z-Pack Side Loader," manufactured by the 
Peabody Galion Company of Galion, Ohio. This body is available in three body 
capacities ranging from 16 to 24 cubic yards, and was chosen as the design proto-
type because the manufacturer's technical information sheet was more complete 
than those of other manufacturers surveyed. The 20 cubic yard model number 
SL-20 was chosen for use in the dynamic model of the collection vehicle because 
vehicles of larger capacity are rarely used in practice due to maneuverability 
problems (4). Table 12 contains the pertinent data on this packer body. 
m. 
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Figure 30. Packing Cycle for Rear Loading Refuse Bodies 
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Figure 31. Packing Cycle for Front Loading Refuse Bodies 




Table 12. Body Specifications ofE-Z Pack Model SL-20 (47) 
Body Capacity, cubic yard 20 
Overall Length, inches 205 
Overall Width, inches 95 1/2 
Overall Height Above Frame, inches 81 
Approximate Body Weight, pounds 7808 
Weight of Oil, Pump, P.T.O. , pounds 492 
Required Minimum Gross Vehicle Weight 
Rating, pounds 24000 
Required Minimum Distance, Rear of Cab 
to <£ Rear Axle, inches 120 
Chassis Selection and Characteristics 
The cab^over engine truck chassis is particularly adaptable to automated 
refuse collection applications for several reasons. The shorter overall length of 
such a chassis as opposed to that of the conventional cab-behind-engine design 
aids maneuverability in congested areas and the forward observability of low objects 
at close range is unexcelled by any other cab configuration. The cab itself could 
easily be modified to a one-occupant design providing further improvement in the 
observability of low objects and/or a location for the attachment of the manipulator, 
Figure 33. The short wheel base of the cab-over-engine chassis also transfers a 
greater proportion of the payload to the front axle, thereby making the use of a 
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10 20 30 40 
Figure 33. Cab-Over-Engine Modified for Automated 
Refuse Accumulation 
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single rear axle possible in situations where a conventional chassis would require 
a tandem rear axle to meet statutory maximum axle loading requirements. For 
these reasons, a cab-over-engine chassis was chosen for the prototype design 
vehicle. 
Cab-over-engine chassis which meet the minimum requirements of the 
packer body manufacturer enumerated in Table 12 are available from every major 
truck manufacturer in the United States. For the purpose of dynamic modeling of 
the refuse collection vehicle a Dodge L700 chassis was chosen primarily because 
the Dodge body builder's manual (48) contained more detailed information on sus-
pension parameters than those of the other manufacturers. 
For all large trucks, the basic model number is only a partial description 
of the chassis, and details such as axle-capacity'and transmission ratios must 
also be determined before the vehicle may be fully described. For purposes of 
the dynamic model it is only necessary that suspension parameters be determined 
accurately and therefore only the computations required for the selection of these 
components are presented here. In the discussion which follows reference will be 
made to basic chassis characteristics enumerated in Table 13 and body character-
istics enumerated in Table 12. The results of these computations are summarized 
in the lower half of Table 13 as "data for selected chassis components.". 
Selection of Axle and Spring Capacity 
The load carried by each axle is greatest .when the refuse body is filled to 
capacity. la order to determine the axle loadings under this condition the weight 
of the refuse body and cargo must be estimated. 
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Table 13. Specifications for the Dodge L-700 Chassis 
Basic Data 
Wheel Base, inches 
Distance Between Spring3 on an Axle, inches 
Distance, Rear of Cab to jj Rear Axle, inches 
Maximum Available Gross Vehicle Weight, pounds 
Maximum Allowable Payload, pounds 
Curb Weight, Total, pounds 
Curb Weight on Front Axle, pounds 









Data for Selected Chassis Components 
Front Axle Capacity, pounds 
Front Spring Capacity, pounds 
Rear Axle Capacity, pounds 
Rear Spring Capacity, pounds 
Weight of Front Axle, Hubs, Brakes, Drums, 
and Attaching Hardware (49) 
Weight of Rear Axle, Brakes, Drums, 
and Attaching Hardware (49) 
Front Tire and Wheel Weights, pounds/axle (50) 










It is assumed that the packer body manufacturer, in specifying a minimum 
gross weight rating for chassis to be used with his product, made an accurate 
estimate of the refuse bulk density in the packer body and of the curb weight of 
such a chassis. An estimate of the maximum weight of the body and its cargo can 
therefore be obtained as the difference in the minimum gross vehicle weight speci-
fied and the curb weight of a chassis meeting this specification. The calculated 
weight of the body and cargo is 24000 - 6725 = 17275 pounds. Since the packer body 
and accessories weigh 8300 pounds (Table 1) the refuse weight at full capacity is 
17275 - 83000 = 8975 pounds, which results m a refuse bulk density of approxi-
mately 450 pounds per cubic yard for the 20 cubic yard packer body. This refuse 
density agrees very well with the data presented 'in reference (4) for twenty cubic 
yard packer bodies. 
As depicted schematically in Figure 34, the axle loadings at full capacity 
consist of the curb weight of the chassis alone plus the distributed weight of the 
body and cargo. The center of gravity of the rectangular packer body and densely 
packed cargo is assumed to be at the geometric center of the body. The body and 
cargo load on the rear axle is found by summing moments about the front axle: 
Rear axle payload = 17275(141 - 124 + 102.5)/141 = 14641 pounds. 
Front axle body and cargo load == 17275 - 14641 = 2634 pounds. 
The required axle capacities are the sum of the axle loads due to the body and cargo 
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Figure 34. Axle Loadings at Full Capacity 
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2634 + 4080 = 6714 pounds 
and for the rear axle the required capacity is 
14641 + 2645 =' 17286 pounds. 
The axles available from the manufacturer which meet these requirements have 
capacities of 7000 and 18000 pounds respectively, and the springs capable of 
carrying equal loads are the 4150 pound capacity front springs and 9100 pound 
capacity rear springs, as indicated in the latter half of Table 13. The tires and 
wheels required for this loading are 10.00-20 bias ply t i res , load range F , and 
2 0 x 7 . 5 0 wheels, the weights of which are included in Table 13 (49,50). 
Front Axle Loading at Partial Capacity, The compacting cycle of the packer 
body forces the cargo to the extreme rear of the vehicle as shown in Figure 31. 
This results in reduced front axle loading until the face of the partial refuse load 
progresses beyond the rear axle. It is prudent to check the worst case, when the 
partial load face just reaches the rear axle, to ensure that reasonable steering 
forces can be applied by the front t i res . Referring to Figure 35, the loads from 
left to right are: chassis front curb weight less unsprung weight at front axle 
(4080-726-386 = 3067), weight of empty packer body, chassis rear curb weight less 
unsprung weight at rear axle (2645 - 993-772 = 880), and weight of partial refuse 
load (8975 x 81/205 = 3546). 
Summation of moments about the rea r axle yields a front axle reaction of 
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Figure 35. Axle Loadings at Partial Capacity 
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may be assumed safe. The rear axle load is found to be 12179 pounds by summation 
of forces. 
Determination of Suspension Spring Constants and Damping 
The Dodge L700 is equipped with variable rate front and rear springs as 
shown in Figures 36 and 37. For the purposes of the dynamic model the spring 
rates were assumed to be the tangents to the load deflection curves at the appro-
priate static load. 
At full capacity, the front axle load is 6714 pounds, Figure 34, so that the 
load above curb weight is 2634 pounds. As shown in Figure 36, this results in a 
spring constant of 1000 pounds per inch for the front springs when fully loaded. 
The rear axle load at full capacity is 17286 pounds, resulting in a load above curb 
weight of 14641 pounds and a spring rate of 35 00 pounds per inch. 
When the vehicle is empty the front- axle load above curb weight is 1265 
pounds, found by distributing the weight of the empty packer body to the front and 
rear axles. This results in a spring constant of 750 pounds per inch. Similarly 
the load above curb weight on the rear axle is 7035 pounds, resulting in a spring 
constant of 1714 pounds per inch. These results are summarized in Table 14. 
Table 14. Suspension Parameters for Dodge L700 Chassis 
Load Rear Spring Rate Front Spring Rate Front Damping Rate 
Full 35001b/in. 1000 lb/in. 1301bsec/m; 
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Figure 36. Front Spring Load-Deflection Curve 
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Figure 37. Rear Spring Load-Deflection Curve 
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The damping coefficient for the front suspension was determined by analy-
zing a quarter vehicle model at a front suspension point as shown in Figure 38. 
The damping term C for such a system is giiven in terms of the damping ratio by 
C = 2 £ ^ n 
Initially, suppose £ = 1.0 when the vehicle is unloaded. This gives 
12 
C = ^ 7 ( 7 5 0 x l 2 ) ( ^ ^ ^ ) = 130 lb - sec / in 
(2) (32.2) 
where 32.2 is the acceleration due to gravity in feet per second squared. The 
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Figure 38. Quarter Vehicle Model of Front Suspension. 
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This is a reasonable result which provides good response over the entire load 
range. 
The radial stiffness of 10. 00-20 load range F truck tires has been measured 
statically at 5300 pounds/inch by Davisson (5) who states: 
Dynamic spring rates measured on rolling tires are more representative 
(of performance in use), but by experiment, those have not been found to 
differ significantly from the static values. Usually dynamic spring rates 
are on the order of 5 to 10 percent less,, 
The parenthetical phrase is the author's. Davisson also reports that the 
damping in truck tires is very small when determined for a rolling t ire, ranging 
from 1 to 20 lb-sec/in. 
Dynamic Characteristics of the Packer Body-
Chassis Combination 
Introduction 
The combined packer body-chassis dynamics vary with the amount of refuse 
in the vehicle. For the purposes of evaluating alternative accumulator designs, 
the vehicle was modeled at two extreme operating states; packer body empty and 
packer body filled to capacity. In this section the location of the center of gravity 
of the combined body-chassis-cargo system, the sprung and unsprung masses, and 
the moments and products of inertia are estimated for these two operating conditions. 
Sprung and Unsprung Masses 
The unsprung mass is invariant with operating state and is given by the 
weight of the axles, wheels, t i res , brakes, drums and attaching hardware divided 
by the acceleration due to gravity. 
' : . ' • ' • . . • • . ( : : < ' 
--- : '— iLJu.JJtj.i LI! >
 : ' ' ' f Jill''. ' . , 
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The unsprung mass at the front axle is 
fi27 + S8fi 
_ . _ = 31.46 slugs/axle or .15.73 slugs/wheel 
The unsprung mass at the rear axle is 
993 + 772 
—~z— '•' • = 54.81 slugs/axle or 27.41 slugs/wheel 
The sprung mass is given by the total system weight less the unsprung 
weight divided by the acceleration due to gravity. 
For the vehicle with full load the sprung mass is 
17275 + 880 + 3067. = 6 5 9 slugs 
32.2 
When the vehicl e is empty the sprung ma s s is 
8300 + 880 + 3067 o o n . 
= 380 slugs 32.2 
Location of C enter of Gravity 
The horizontal coordinate, X, of the center of gravity of the chassis and 
packer body may be found, as shown in Figure 39, by summation of the moments 
about an arbitrary point X of the sprung mass of the chassis and the mass of 
the refuse body and cargo. When X is located at the center of gravity, the sum-
mation of these moments must be zero; titerefore, at the center of gravity 
119.5 W ' + 141 F^ _ b+c r 
j \ . — 
*U + *r + F f 
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When the vehicle is filled to capacity 
x = (119.5) (17275) +(Ml l i880L = ± • 
17275 + 880 + 3067 
When the body is empty 
x = (119.5) (8300)+ (141) (8801 = 
8300 + 880 + 3067 
To determine the vertical coordinate,, Y, of the center of gravity of the 
combined chassis-body-cargo system, a uniform acceleration in the horizontal 
direction equal to the acceleration due to gravity is assumed to act on the system 
as shown in Figure 40. It is assumed that the center of gravity of the cab and 
chassis lies at the top of the frame as shown. 
Summing moments yields 
• . " : ; -:';:,,;
;; ;;;;; ;.(Wb+c)(40.5)-^ . 
Y = w +"w,~" 
c b+c 
When the vehicle is filled to capacity 
„ = i l72751_i40,51__ = 33t f 
17275 + 880 + 3067 
When the vehicle is empty 
Y = 8 3 0 Q J J M L — = 07 45" 
8300 + 880 + 3067 
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Figure 39. Horizontal Coordinate of the Center of Gravity 
of the Sprung Mass, 
weight of hody^ cargo 
sprang chassis weight 
Figure 40. Vertical Coordinate of Center of Gravity of Sprung Mass. 
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Moments of Inertia 
In order to estimate the moments of inertia of the combined chassis-body-
cargo system, it is necessary to make some simplifying assumptions about the 
nature of the weight distribution in this complex body. First , it is assumed that 
the packer body with uniform bulk density, and the chassis is modeled by two 
rails and a homogeneous rectangular block as detailed below. 
The first consideration is to determine the dimensions of the uniform masses 
used to represent the chassis so the center of gravity and total mass correspond 
to the values of these parameters for the real vehicle. The chassis frame depth 
is 9.5 inches, the distance between rail center lines is approximately 31 inches 
and the chassis overall length is 275 inches (48). The rear axle load of the un-
sprung chassis mass has been calculated previously to be 880 pounds. With this 
information the weight of the frame rails may be estimated if it is assumed that 
the engine-cab weight is centered over the front axle. 
Summing moments about the front axle (Figure 41) yields: 
Z7S" 
l/IA 1 /37.S" 
F/W/7FC t-mi--—-» 




Figure 41 . Idealized Frame Rails Weight Distribution. 
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(880) (141) = (141 + 81 - 137.5) Wf 
or W- = 1468*4 pounds 
frame 
The load on the front axle due to the frame rails is then 
1468.4-880= 588.4 pounds 
The front axle load of the entire unsprung chassis is 3067 pounds, so the 
weight of the idealized engine-cab mass must be 
3067 - 588.4 '= 2478.6 pounds 
This mass distribution ensures that the horizontal position of the idealized chassis 
center of gravity corresponds to that of the real chassis. 
If the frame rails are steel with weight density of 0.283 pounds per cubic 
inch, their width may be calculated as follows: 
w 1468.4 ' '. 
W ~ 2 x 2 7 5 x 9 . 5 x 0 . 2 8 3 i - u u l c n 
If the engine-cab mass has a bulk density of approximately 0.1 pounds per 
cubic inch (35% of that of solid steel), its dimensions may be determined as 
follows. Firs t the width of the mass is fixed at 30 inches by the requirement that 
it rest between the frame rai ls . Since the mass is assumed uniform, its center 
of gravity must be located at its geometrical center, and since the center of gravity 
of the entire unsprung chassis is required to lie along the top of the frame rails, 
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the distance from the top of the frame rails to the center of gravity of the engine-
cab mass may be determined by summing moments about this point. 
(1468.4) ( ~ ^ ) = (2478.6) Y 
or Y = 2,8 inches. 
If it is assumed that the engine does not extend below the bottom of the 
frame rails , the height of the engine-cab mass must be 
2 x (9.5 +2.8) = 2.4.6 inches 
The length of the engine cab mass is then 
2478.6 ' c . _ 
= 33.6 inches 
(24.6) (30) (.1) 
which results in a cab to axle distance of exactly 124.2 inches. The idealized 
chassis is shown in Figure 42. 
The refuse body weighs 8300 pounds (Table 12), is 95.5 inches wide by 
205 inches long, and is made of steel (.283 pounds/inch ). A uniform shell with 
these dimensions weighing 8300 pounds is 0.33 inches thick. 
In determining the moment of inertia for the chassis-body-cargo system, 
the first step is to determine these parameters for the individual components 
about their own centers of gravity. Each component is a uniform rectangular 
prism, and the equations which define the moments of inertia about the center of 
gravity of a prism are as given in Figure 43 (52). 
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Figure 42. Idealized Chassis. 
2 2 
.1 = m(b + c ) / l2 
.xx p p 
I = m(a + b )/ l2 
yy 2 2 
l z z = m(c + a )/ l2 
][ =1 = I = 0 
xy yz zx 
43. Equations for Moments of Inertia for a Rectangular Prism. 
-.-.-J.-;,,! 
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Table 15 summarizes the calculations and results for the moments of 
inertia of the vehicle components about their own centers of gravity. 
The moments and products of inertia of the combined system about its 
center of gravity may be determined by applying the parallel axis theorem to 
determine these parameters for each component about the system center of 
gravity and then summing the contribution of the individual components. For 
moments of inertia about parallel axes, the theorem states 
I = 1 • + M d 
z z 
eg 
and for products of inertia 
I = XYM + I 
xy xy c g 
Where I and I are properties about arbitrary axes, I and I a re 
z xy • •• x xy 
eg J cg 
properties about the component centers of gravity, d is the distance between 
parallel axes and X and Y are the coordinates of the component center of gravity 
from the origin of the arbitrary coordinate system. In application to the problem 
at hand these axes are centered at the center of gravity of the chassis-body-cargo 
system. Table 16 summarizes these calculations and the resulting values for 
the system moments of inertia for the filled-to-capacity and empty operating 
conditions. 
Table 15. Summary of Calculations for Moments of Inertia of Vehicle Components 
About Component Centers of Gravity 





























67.05 77.25 90.38 
1.20 999.08 997.90 
2529.39 7836.93 8299.74 
Cargo Empty 0 
























303.24 1397.27 1700.50 
206.01 86.20 119.82 
185.01 1370.04 1185.04 
Table 16. Summary of Calculations for System Moments of Inertia 
Slugs 
m 
Slug Ft* Feet Slug Ft* 
Component I 
XX 
c W *33 , cb 












Fi l led to Capacity: 
Engine 77 67 77 90 8.59 0 - 2 . 5 2 556 6248 5772 0 0 -1667 
Left ra i l 23 1 999 998 1.55 1.29 -3.15 267 1282 1092 46 -93 - 112 
Right ra i l 23 1 999 998 1.55 - 1 . 2 9 - 3 . 1 5 267 1282 1092 -46 93 - 112 
Top 57 303 1397 1700 -1 .37 0 4 . 0 0 1215 2416 1807 0 0 - 312 
Bottom 57 303 1397 1700 - 1 . 3 7 . 0 - 2 . 7 5 734 1935 1807 0 0 , 215 
Front 23 206 86 120 7.18 0 0.63 215 1281 1306 0 0 104 
Rear 23 206 86 120 - 9 . 9 1 0 0.63 215 2354 2379 0 0 - 144 
Left s ide 49 185 1370 1185 -1 .37 - 3 . 9 8 0.63 ,981 1481 2053 267 -123 - 42 
Right s ide 49 185 1370 1185 -1 .37 3.98 0.63 981 1481 2053 -267 123 - 42 
Cargo 279 2529 7837 8250 -1 .37 0 0.63 2640 8471 8774 0 0 - 241 
TOTAL 660 8071 28231 28135 0 0 -2353 
Empty: 
Engine 77 67 77 90 7.59 0 - 2 . 0 6 394 4840 4526 0 0 -1204 
Left r a i l 23 1 999 998 0.55 1.29 - 2 . 6 9 206 1172 1043 16 -80 - 34 
Right ra i l 23 1 999 998 0.55 - 1 . 2 9 - 2 . 6 9 206 1172 1043 -16 80 - 34 
Top 57 303 1397 1700 -2 .37 0 4 .46 1437 2851 2020 0 0 - 603 
Bottom 57 303 1397 1700 -2 .37 0 - 2 . 2 9 602 2016 2020 0 0 309 
Front 23 206 86 120 6.18 0 1.09 233 992 998 0 0 155 
Rear 23 206 86 120 - 1 0 . 9 1 0 1.09 233 2851 2858 0 0 - 274 
Left s ide 49 185 1370 1185 -2 .37 - 3 . 9 8 1.09 1019 1703 2236 462 -213 - 127 
Right side 49 185 1370 1185 -2 .37 3.98 1.09 1019 1703 2236 -462 213 - 127 
Cargo 0 0 0 0 - - - - - - - -
TOTAL 381 5349 19300 18980 -1939 
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APPENDIX VH 
DESIGN OF A PROTOTYPE LOW INERTIA ACCUMULATOR 
Introduction 
To demonstrate the feasibility of constructing an accumulator with good 
strength and stiffness, reasonable endurance life, low inertia and little cantilevered 
mass, an investigation of the critical design problems is presented. The kinematic 
configuration chosen for the design study is the contracted revolute-revolute-
v. prismatic chain, Figure 44. However, similar solutions could be applied to the 
design problems inherent in any of the other alternative kinematic chains. 
There are several alternative vehicle accumulator configurations to which 
the R-R-P chain could be adapted, three of which are outlined in Figure 45. This 
kinematic chain consists of the mechanical implementation of a vector from the 
accumulator attachment point to the target and.has very little obstacle avoidance 
capability; however, its simplicity permits concentration on the most significant 
design considerations with a minimum of complicating details. 
Actuator Conceptual Design 
One pf the most obvious problems in the design of, an accumulator with a 
low cantilevered weight is that of providing for link extensions and/or rotations 
without placing heavy hydraulic or pneumatic components at each joint. If the 
actuators are located with their centers of gravity on or near the base of the 
*0*. S\ 
Figure 44. Contracted Revdlute-Revolute-Prismatic Kinematic Chain 
Figure 45. R-R-P Chain Implementation in Refuse Accumulation 
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accumulator, the problem becomes one of transmitting the actuator outputs to the 
joints without the use of heavy power transmission components. 
For the R-R-P chain, the only joint not located directly on the base of the 
accumulator is the prismatic extension. Most commonly such joints are activated 
by hydraulic or pneumatic cylinders, an inverted rack and pinion, or a ball screw. 
All of these actuators feature massive components located at the joint and of a 
length at least as great as the extension to be produced. An alternative actuation 
scheme for prismatic pairs which features little overhung weight is shown schema-
tically in Figure 46. It consists of preloaded steel bands or cables which extend 
or retract the moving part of the link as shown. 
The cables or bands could be counter wound on a pair of motor driven 
drums or rigged through a pair of cylinder (iriven inverted block and tackle. The 
winding drum arrangement could include a worm gear drive to avoid the necessity 
of clutches and brakes to support static loads, while the cylinder driven block and 
tackle would support quasistatic loads (no control signal, both ports blocked) with-
out further modification, limited only by leakage. 
The revolute pairs located in the base of the apcumulator could be driven 
by a modified version of this same arrangement by fixing the cable to a pulley on 
the moving part of the joint, and it is this arrangement which is proposed for the 
revolute pairs of other kinematic chains. It is more likely, however, that a con-
ventional drive system would be used for the revolute pairs located in the base of 
the accumulator. 
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In selecting members for use as prismatic pairs the first consideration 
must be that the sections chosen are easily "telescoped11 and that rotation about 
the longitudinal axis of the pair is resisted. For the application at hand it is also 
desirable that the resulting beam have the same stiffness in bending about any of 
the principal axes of the section. These considerations indicate the use of square 
tubular sections for both the fixed and moving links in the pair. Tubular sections 
also have good torsional stiffness, a feature more important in some of the other 
kinematic chains than in the R-R-P chain. 
Having determined the cross sectional shape of the links, a method of 
transmitting loads between them must be devised which is compatible with their 
kinematic function. As shown schematically in Figure 47, the use of commercially 
available roller bearing cam followers at the rear of the moving link and the front 
of the fixed link could perform this function. Hardened steel wearing surfaces 
would be attached to each link, and the cam followers would be stiffly spring 
mounted to ensure continuous contact, hi addition, mechanical stops would be 
employed to maintain a niinimum distance, I , between rollers at full extension. 
Stiffness Considerations 
The accumulator could easily experience simultaneous transverse and 
axial loading in use and therefore the deflections to be expected under such loading 
are investigated in Appendix y m . There it is shown that the axial load F may 
be neglected in computing transverse deflections and hence in computing transverse 
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3 = j 1 =C 
=E=I I 1 =x= 
Figure 47. Method of Transmitting Loads Between Prismatic Pai rs . 
stiffness, with less than one percent error., 
The expression for transverse stiffness derived for the prismatic pair at 
full extension, 
K = 
3E E 1 U 
m I m f o 
'fojj .1 ( i : - - l ) + E 
I f f m o m o 
I 
m m _ m f f o V o f m 
2 2\1-] 
-i (L+ ji \- £ a - i ) •••) 1 
m v i o' o l o m' -/J J 
(151) 
is a function only of the material properties and dimensions of the links. If the 
two revolute pairs located in the base of the accumulator are worm gear driven, 
and if the shaft lengths are sufficiently short, the deflections due to rotation of the 
revolute pairs would be negligible. Under these conditions, the transverse stiffness 
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of the prismatic pair, given by equation 151, could be written as an equivalent 
rotational stiffness at the base of the manipulator. The rotational stiffness K 
is related to the applied torque T and equivalent angular displacement Q by 
T = K e 
e 
For small tip deflections 6, 
ee =7r-rriTT <
1 5 3> 
N m f o' 
The torque is related to the transverse force P applied at the tip of the accumulator 
-by... 
T = PUm*V" V (154) 
The tip deflection 6 and force P are related by 
P = K6 (155) 
Substitution of equations 5, 4, and 3 into 2 yields an expression for the equivalent 
rotational stifmess K: 
X-Vm+'h-*/**££ <156) 
Since the links in the prismatic pair a re square tubes, their stifmess is equal in 
' A 
all transverse directions and K is valid for both revolute joints. 
Manufacturing and economic considerations make the use of standard 
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sections desirable whenever possible. Table 17 summarizes the properties of 
readily available square tubes in the size range applicable to accumulator design. 
—fi 
Also included in the table is the value of EI/Wx 10 , a measure of the stiffness 
to weight ratio, for each section. This ratio is helpful in choosing efficient sec-
tions, it is not, however, possible to choose the most: efficient prismatic pair 
based on this ratio alone. 
The objective in selecting members for the accumulator must be that for 
a given required stiffness, extension length, and maximum section width, the 
lightest pair meeting all of these requirements is chosen. The limit on section 
width is necessary because the stiffness to weight efficiency objective favors 
larger section widths. If the section width were not restricted* the search for 
an "optimum section" would result in sections so thin that localized buckling 
would cause failure, or so large that the operator's view of the refuse would be 
obstructed by the accumulator. 
For an accumulator of specified maximum extension length, the param-
eters which may be varied by the designer are the link lengths 1. and i , the 
overlap distance A , section moduli I and I_, and the modulus of elasticity of 
each link. The greatest range of possible extension lengths is provided when 
j£f•=; l and the overlap distance 4 is.small . In order to achieve a good range 
of extension lengths, the alternatives chosen all have equal length fixed and 
movable l inks \ l £ - t ). 
V I - ' . m ' • • 
Given the materials and cross sections for the prismatic pair and a 
required maximum reach, the accumulator stiiEmess and weight increase with 
Table 17. 
* 
Properties of Standard Square 
Width Wall Moment Material Grade Modulus of Endurance Weight/ft. J^I_ 1 0 ~
6 
Inches Inches of Inertia Elasticity Limit lbs W 
in 106 p s i 1000 psi 
I E W _ _ _ 
5 0.188 13.99 Steel A36 30.0 29.0 12.290 34.15 
4 i ^2 0.188 10.07 Steel 1010 30 .3 24.0 11.010 27 .71 
4 0.250 8.828 Steel A36 30 .0 29.0 12.735 20.80 
4 0.188 6.960 Steel A36 30;0 29 .0 9.735 20.62 
4 0.125 4.854 Steel 1010 30 .3 24. 0 6.580 22.35 
4 0.083 3.3-27 Steel 1010 30 .3 24.0 4.416 22.83 
4 0.065 2 .641 Steel 1010 30 .3 24 .0 3.474 23.03 
^ 2 0.250 5.755 Steel A36 30.0 29.0 11.037 15.64 
^ 2 0.188 4.568 Steel A36 30.0 29.0 8.458 16.20 
°2 0.120 3,093 Steel 1010 30.3 24. 0 5.510 17.01 
3 0.250 3.495 Steel A36 30.0 29 .0 9.339 11.23 
3 0.203 2.977 Steel 1010 30 .3 24 .0 7.713 11.69 
3 0.188 2.799 Steel A36 30.0 29.0 7.181 11.69 
3 0.134 2.108 Steel 1010 30.3 24.0 5.217 12.24 
3 0.125 1.984 Steel 1010 30.3 24.0 4.882 12.31 
3 0.109 1.758 Steel 1010 30.3 24.0 4 .281 12.44 











Grade Modulus of 
Elastici ty 








E I ' - ' - 6 
w x l ° 
3 0.095 1.554 Steel 1010 30.3 24 .0 3.749 12.56 
3 0, 083 1.375 Steel 1010 30.3 24 .0 3.289 12.67 
3 0.065 lo096 Steel 1010 30,3 24 .0 2 .591 12.82 
4 0.250 8.828 Aluminum 6061- T6 10.0 14.0 4.500 19.62 
4 0.156 5.917 Aluminum 6063-T52 10.0 10.0 2.878 20.56 
4 0.125 4. 854 Aluminum 6063-T52 10.0 10.0 2.325 20.88 
3 i 0S156 3.897 Aluminum 6063-T52 10.0 10.0 2o504 15.56 
3 0.375 4.614 Aluminum 6061-T6 10.0 14.0 4.725 9.77 
3 0.250 3.495 Aluminum 6061-T6 10.0 14.0 3.300 10.59 
3 0.156 2.400 Aluminum 6063-T52 10.0 10.0 2.130 11.27 
3 0.125 1.984 Aluminum 6063-T52 10.0 10 .0 1.725 11.50 
2 i s 0.250 1.922 Aluminum 6061-T6 10.0 14.0 2.700 7.12 
Data from references 53, 54, 55, and 56, endurance limit of A36 steel estimated at 50 percent of ultimate 
strength. to 
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increasing overlap length £ ; however, as shown in Figure 48, the stifmess to 
weight ratio decreases. Increasing & also increases the minimum extension, 
thereby reducing the area accessible to the accumulator in operation. It should 
be pointed out that at I = 0 the pair has zero transverse stifmess and therefore 
the stifmess must drop off sharply at some point less than i = 4 inches. What 
° I 
would in fact happen is that as I approached zero the reactions Pr-— - 1J would 
. o 
become sufficiently great to cause failure. Since manufacturing considerations 
make the use of overlap lengths less than 4 inches difficult, there is no point in 
exploring the accumulator behavior for this range of I . 
Several alternative combinations of fixed and movable links were chosen 
from the sections in Table 17 to design an accumulator with a maximum reach of 
12 feet. Since & = 4 inches is the lower limit for the overlap length, prescribed 
primarily by manufacturing considerations, and because the accumulator weight 
efficiency is greatest at this limit, all of the alternatives investigated have 
l~ - l - 74 inches and t = 4 inches. Table 18 summarizes the result of 
f m o 
the selection process for six alternative accumulators ranging in stifmess from 
77.5 to 409.4 pounds per inch. The high penalty paid in terms of weight efficiency 
for small section width is easily seen in the first two entries in the table. The 
second entry, with sections only one half inch larger than those of the first entry, 
is 10.2 percent more rigid and 14.6 percent lighter. The third entry in the table 
is less efficient than the second entry, but is the best alternative with section 
widths under four inches and stiffness near 110 pounds per inch. The fourth entry 
is the most efficient of all—a result of its five inch section width. The high weight 
£ lis*: ^?'4.854 £f30.3*/0 
2^=3.837 Em*i&0*JO* 
/77aximum Reach IZH. 
I 
L//?J< l&rrgfk; •)/?. 
Figure 48. Effect of Overlap Length I 
Table 18. Alternative Contracted RRP Accumulator with 12 Ft Reach 











1 3.093 3.5 Steel 1010 •1. 096 3 .0 
2 3.327 4 . 0 Steel 1010 3.897 3.5 
3 4.854 4 . 0 Steel 1010 3.897 3.5 
4 13.990 5.0 Steel A36 10.07 4 . 5 
5 8.828 4 . 0 Steel A36 3.495 3.0 
6 2 .641 4 . 0 Steel 1010 3.897 3.5 
l e L i n k P a i r 
Material Grade Weight Stiffness Stiffness/ 
lbs. lbs/in Weight 
Steel 1010 50.0 77.5 1.55 
Aluminum 6063-T52 42.7 85.4 2.00 
Aluminum 6063-T52 56.0 111.1 1.98 
Steel 1010 143.7 409.4 2.85 
Steel A36 136.1 225.8 1.66 
Aluminum 6063-T52 36.9 71.7 1.94 
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of this alternative and its unnecessarily large stiffness, however, make it an 
unlikely design solution. The fifth entry in the table is the most rigid alternative 
possible using the standard sections listed in Table 17 with i = 4 inches and 
four inch section width. The last entry is included to demonstrate that the El/W 
ratio given in Table 17 is not sufficient information to select members for the 
most efficient accumulator. The fixed'link for entry six has EI/W = 23.03 while 
the fixed link for entry two has EI/W = 22.83. The overall stiffness to weight 
ratio of the accumulators, however, are 1„94 and 2.00 respectively. In this case, 
the less efficient but stiffer fixed link resulted in the greatest efficiency for the 
total accumulator. 
Applied Stresses and Fatigue Life 
In order that the desired kinematic relationship between the links of the 
accumulator be maintained, no permanent deformation of the parts may be allowed 
to occur. This can be assured if the stresses applied to the parts do not exceed 
the yield points of the materials. A more severe requirement, however, is that 
the machine have a reasonable fatigue life in the face of its continuously varying 
loads. A near infinite fatigue life can be assured if the s tresses applied to the 
parts are held below the endurance limits of the materials. (It is assumed that 
the beneficial effect on endurance strength of thin walls and the detrimental effect 
of unpolished surface finishes are approximately equivalent.) 
For the fixed link of the prismatic pair, the maximum bending moment 
occurs at the point where the accumulator is attached to the vehicle, x = 0 , and 
has magnitude 
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M = P ( i o + *,-&') + ¥ (157) 
max. f rn o y \ / 
f ^ 
while the maximum shear load occurs over the interval le - I < x < l. and has 
f o f 
magnitude 
I 
V = P - ^ (158) 
maxr l \ i 
f o 
For the movable link the maximum bending moment occurs at x = t and has 
o 
magnitude 
M ? = P(£ - -l •)..+ F(y • - y ) (159) 
max :, m o • v I L 
m •' m T 
and the maximum shear load occurs over the interval 0 < x < I and has 
— — o 
magnitude 
I 
V = Pf~- - l) (160) 
max •• xl / 
m o 
Examination of equations 151 and 159 reveals that the contribution to the maximum 
bending moment by axial force F is a small term (on the order of one percent of 
M even for F = P), and may be neglected. 
max 
The equation for maximum normal stress in an elastic flexural member 
is well known and is (57), 
M • • c • • 
m a x / i e i \ 
cr = •—T—— (!61) 
m a x 1 
where c is the distance from the neutral axis to the extreme fiber of the section 
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and I is the moment of inertia of the section. For square tubular sections c is 
greater when the tube is bent about an axis through its diagonal, and for this 
loading (Figure 49a) 
c = ~ (162) 
where b is the outside dimension of the section. Substituting Equation 162 into 
Equation 161 yields an expression for the maximum normal stress due to bending 
for square tubular sections 
- . . - • ' - . - M •' • b • • • 
• = __max___ ^1 6 3 ) 
max -ft I 
The equation for maximum shear stress in an elastic flexural member is also well 
known: 
V Q 
r = max n . • (164) 
max — - r — > ' 
.wl 
Here w is the material thickness at the neutral axis., I is the moment of inertia of 
the section and Q is the static moment of the cross sectional area of the section 
n 
above the neutral axis taken about the vertical axis. For square tubular section, 
V is greatest when the tube is bent about an axis parallel to its sides. Under max 
this loading (Figure 49b) 
V m a i ( b 3 " ( b _ 2 t ) 3 ) 




C = 2 




b 3 - (b - 2t)3 




= b - (b - 2t) 
8 







W ^ ~ ^2t>3) 
24 It 
M b 




V ( b — ( b - 2t) ) 
max - 
16 It 
M (— - t ^ 
* • " • _ v r » • • " / 
a\z / 
a a = I 
V a b ( b - t ) 
r a 4 1 
(a) (b) (c) 





where t is the wall thickness of the section ( w = 2t). 
It is possible that the most severe case of combined stress occurs when 
the beam is bent about an axis parallel to its sides, the critical point being where 
the sides join the top and bottom, point "a" in Figure 49c. At this point the 
stresses are 
M a ( | - t ) 
aa ="~T 
(166) 
_ V b ( b - t ) 
Ta ~ 41 ~~ 
The normal stress due to axial load F is uniform across the section and 
is given by 
'axial = A ( 1 6 7 ) 
where A is the cross sectional area of the section. 
For plane s tress , the largest principal normal stress cr is related to the 
applied normal and shear stresses at a point by (58), 
a +a / a - c r 2 _ 
•rV^T^X^ >8> 
Applying Equation 168 to Equations 163 and 166 results in a maximum compressive 
stress of 
M ' b i? 
an = —z + ^ (169) ;; 1 V21 
._..!! 
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at the extreme fibers for the loading considered in Figure 49a. Equations 165 
and 166 result in a maximum normal stress of 
„ , -r, 2 • V (b 3 - (b -2t)P) 
a, = IT +j(hf + (—* 2A V V2A 7 16 It (170) 
at the neutral axis for the loading considered in Figure 49b. The combined 
stresses at point a, Figure 49c, result in 
! + d-t)M 
A 2 max 
CTi= 
! + | - t ) M m a x 
+-




Equation 171 must be evaluated twice for the fixed link since V and M do 
max max 
not occur at the same value of x. 
Table 19 lists the maximum principal stresses at the three critical points 
in the fixed and; movable links for the first five alternative prismatic pairs listed 
in Table 18, when subjected to a load equivalent to a two g acceleration of the 
accumulator and 50 pound payload. The three cases considered are P = 2g and 
F = 0, P = F = 
"a" for the fixed link are the larger of normal stresses at point "a" when x = 0 
or x = j ^ f - l . m every case this stress was largest at x = 0. 
The stress in the extreme fiber was found to be the largest stress experi-
enced by both the movable and fixed links and is enclosed in the blocks in Table 19. 
No member experiences stresses in excess of its endurance limit except the 
movable link of alternative number 1. By changing the material for this member 
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Table 19 Continued. Principal Normal Stress At Critical Points in Contracted R-R-P 
Accumulator Subject to 2g Load 
F i x e d L i n k M o v a b l e L i n k 
Alternative M 
max U a • max 1 a i a i 
M max U max ffi <v a l 
Extreme Neutral Point Extreme Neutral Point 
Fiber Axis "a" Fiber Axis "a" 
in-lbs lbs psi psi psi in=lbs lbs ps i psi psi 
CASE I I I : P = 0, F••= 2 g L o a d 
1 0 0 123 123 123 0 0 262 262 262 
2 0 0 143 143 143 0 0 89 89 89 
3 0 0 109 109 109 0 0 102 -1 AO -i / \ o XVA 
4 0 0 107 107 107 0 0 119 119 119 
5 0 0 99 99 99 0 0 135 135 135 
. • • - . ; . . . •. . ;, , • 2 2 5 . 
from 1010 to A36 steel, this situation can be corrected. With this change any of 
the alternative accumulators listed in Table 18 would have an infinite endurance 
life. 
Axial Stiffness 
The axial deflection of the prismatic pair is due almost entirely to exten-
sion in the control cables. The stiffness of steel cables is not normally specified 
by suppliers and since it is a function of the strand material, number of strands, 
core material, and lay, it would be very difficult to estimate without complete 
knowledge of the manufacturing details of each cable considered. It is reasonable 
to assume however, that by varying these design parameters a cable of specified 
stiffness could be fabricated. It is also a reasonable assumption that a steel 
cable of specified stiffness would have a higher yield point and ultimate strength 
than a single strand of the same stiffness. (Consider the superior strength prop-
erties of smaller sections and the larger net area required to give a twisted cable 
equivalent stiffness.) For these reasons, in this discussion reference will be 
made to an "equivalent cable" used for improved flexibility and ready availability, 
which has the stiffness of a specified steel wire and superior strength. 
The deflection 6 of a steel wire loaded in tension by force F is well known 
and is given by 
F 9 
« - A i " ("2) 
where % is the 1 ength of the wire, E its modulus of elasticity (30 x 10 psi) and 
A its cross-sectional area. The force applied and wire length I are determined 
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by other design considerations. Thus the only variable available to the designer 
for controlling deflections is the cross-sectional area A. 
The corresponding stress applied to the material is given by 
a= I (173) 
By requiring that the stress in the wire does not exceed the endurance limit of the 
material, equation173 becomes an expression for a lower limit on allowable 
area A„ 
A . = ^*x ( 1 7 4 ) 
mm a ' e n 
Since the stiffness K of the wire if g;iven by 
K = — (175) 
Equation 174 specifies a minimum stiffness 
F E 
K . = ^ £ - (176) 
min a I v ' 
en 
below which helical tension springs would have to be used between the cable and 
movable link. Figure 50 relates graphically this minimum stiffness to wire length 
I and maximum applied force F for music wire (o^ = 94500 psi). As can be seen 
from the figure, the minimum K prescribed by stress considerations is extremely 
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Figure 50. Minimum Axial Stiffness Versus Wire Length 






link and the cables, allowing the stiffness to be varied readily over a wide range. 
The wire weight is given by 
W= pi A . = F £ -&— (177) 
^ mm max CT 
en 
" , = . - ' i j l ; : : ' : ' • • . • • 3 
where p is the weight density of steel (0.283 lbs/in ), and is negligible (0.4 lbs 
for F = 600 lbs . , I 200 inches). This is also very likely to be true for the 
"equivalent cable." 
The major result of this section is the conclusion that the prismatic pair 
can easily be as stiff in the axial direction as in the transverse direction using 
calbes (and possibly helical springs) of negligible weight. 
Provision for Viscous Damping 
Accumulators actuated by cables as described in this appendix exhibit little 
viscous damping, with a maximum dampings ratio of perhaps 0.25 due to structural 
damping in the links and at the prismatic joint. iSince higher damping ratios are 
typically employed in automated systems, some provision for increasing the damp-
ing effect in the accumulator may be desirable. Passive damping elements could 
be included in the axial direction by enclosing the helical tension springs on each 
cable in a dashpot. 
A technique for the inclusion of active damping at the actuators would 
enable transverse oscillations as well as axial oscillations to be damped. The 
accumulator can be modeled as a mass suspended on a spring and parallel damper 
subject to base excitation as indicated in Figure 51, where u is the extension of 
i l . 
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the actuator. 
U r?7 X 
Figure 51. Accumulator Model 
The equation of motion of this system is 
mx + c(x - u) •+: k(x - u) = 0 (178) 
and its transfer function in Laplace notation is 
x 
u 
cs + k 
ms '•+ cs + k 
(179) 
In the problem at hand we are confronted with a system in which c ~ 0 so that the 
equation becomes 
2 7 
ms + k 
(180) 
To provide damping to the accumulator a control system is proposed as shown in 
Figure 52 with gains G and G to be determined so that the overall system t rans-
fer function is identical to that of a viscously damped system, equation 179. 
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unda/7?p^d ?/?£?#? 
rns •*•' k 
F igur e 52. Active Damping Sys tern. 




ms + (G + l)k 
Ci 
(181) 










Implementation of the active damping system is facilitated by the use of an equiva-




Figure 53. Active Damping System Implementation. 
c 
permits the computation of - (u - x) by placing strain gages on the accumulator 
to measure (u - x) and then differentiating the signal once with respect to time in 
an operational amplifier. 
Capture Subsystem Weight Estimation 
A grasping device consisting of three links as shown in Figure 54 is typical 
of its class of capture subsystems. The links are actuated by a pneumatic cylinder 
with stroke e. The angle 0 which corresponds to the extreme open position of the 
device is related to the cylinder stroke e and lever length I by 
0 = sin 1 e 
The horizontal distance d between the open end of each link and a vertical line 
through its pivot point is given by 
^ • n e 
d = r sin 0 = r — 
•I - 1 , J 
! I1' 
II Ml J L. iL !£. 
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In the application at hand, r = 36 inches and d = 18 inches would be adequate 
for plastic refuse bags up to 30 gallon capacity, For these values of r and d, 
e 
— = 0 . 5 , easily accomplished with a cylinder stroke e of one inch and lever arm 
Xj 
I of two inches. Allowing an additional inch on the radius for the cylinder-to-lever 
attachment, the minimum closing diameter of the device is six inches and the 
extreme open position encloses a circle of 42 inch diameter. 
In supporting a 50 pound load the three links might each exert a 10 pound 
side force. The required countering cylinder force, found by the summation of 
moments about the pivot point for each link, would be 
F , = ( 1 0 > f H 3 > = 5 4 0 1 b S , 
cy1 2 
A two inch bore commercial air cylinder operating at 250 psi is capable of 






Figure 54. A Grasping Type Capture Subsystem. 
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inch square tube of 1010 steel with 0.060 inch wall is more than adequate for the 
links—an additional weight of approximately eight pounds. Including the valves 
and attaching hardware, the capture subsystem would weigh approximately fifteen 
pounds and require 3.1 cubic inches of air at 250 psi at each operation. 
uuj ill...:IL -Li ! : _ U 1J_!_LLJL ;i __' Ij [! 
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APPENDIX Vffl 
DERIVATION OF AN EXPRESSION FOR THE TIP DEFLECTION 
OF THE FULLY EXTENDED R-R-P ACCUMULATOR 
AND TRANSVERSE STIFFNESS K 
Introduction 
The fully extended R-R-P accumulator, loaded by a transverse force P and 
axial force F at its tip, and constructed as shown in Figure 46 of Appendix VII, 
deflects 6 inches at its tip. The object of this appendix is to derive an expression 
for 6 in terms of the link dimensions, material properties and applied loads. The 
linear approximation to 6 which results when the axial load is neglected is also 
derived and an estimate is made of the error inherent in the approximation. Finally 
an expression for the transverse stiffness K of the beam is derived. 
Combined Transverse and Axial Loading 
The loads imposed on the fixed and movable links at full extension due to 
the application of forces P and F at the tip of the movable link are given in 
Figure 55 along with the reference axes and pertinent dimensions. The expression 
for tip deflection y must be derived by first determining the equation of the 
Xj 
. m . . . . . . . . 
deflected fixed link, and then the equation of the deflected movable link, using as 
boundary conditions the requirement that the points of application of the reactions 
JL I 
-r,/ m . \ , _ m 
P ( - — - 1 a n d P ~— 
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Figure 55. Loads on the Prismatic Pair Due to Forces P and F at the Tip 
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have the same deflection by either equation. Then y is given by the equation 
JU 
m 
for the deflected movable link evaluated at x = I . 
m 
Using the usual sign convention that moments producing concave-up deflec-
tions are positive, the moment at a point x on the fixed link is given by 
I . .. I 
M
x
 = p Is (x- V " p("f •*) ( x " V " F ( y i f y ) . ° ̂ x * lt - *o 
o o 
, (183) 
Mx = P -~-(x - oef) - F(y^f - y) j f - 4Q <x < i f 
o 
The equation of the neutral axis of a deflected elastic beam is well known 
(see for example reference 57) and is given by 
4 = -# 
dx 
The differential equations for the deflected fixed link are therefore 
& +
 F y -




E X i f E X f m o' 
0 < x < i£- I — — f o 
(185) 
2 
d y , F 
dx2 E A y 
P 
E A 
m , F P m f 
x + v + ~ ; 
I E X J'tt E X I 
O I f I f 0 
x -• i < x < pJ£ 
f o— — f 
with boundary conditions 
dx 
•y(0) = 0, -~ (0) = 0, y(if) = y , y[(j£f - lQ)_ ]= y [(Af - XQ)+ ] 
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dx 
(if - y . 
dj 
dx L(W+ 
The homogeneous equation over both intervals is 
±JL + - 1 
dx2 ¥ f 
y = 0 (186) 
which has the solution 
y = C sin <ui x + C cos oo x (187) 
where 
co„ = f VE A 
Over the interval 0 < x < I. - l , the particular solution to equation 105 
is 
* = -fx + **+ F ' V ^ - V (188) 
and the equation of the elastic line on the interval is 
P P. 
y. • = C 1 sin WfX + C2 cos ^ x - - x + ~(£f + ^ - 4 Q ) + y if 
(189) 
dy 
Application of boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and ~r (0) = 0 yields constants 
tX 
rP ( i + i . - i )+ 'y 
1 cofF ' 2 LF
V m ~f V- JJiJ 
(190) 
/In 
1 .Ui tiiilL:] Hi ' !l I 
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Over the interval I - I < x < 4., the par t icular solution to equation 185 
f o — — f 
i s 
m P • m f 
v _ _ - x + v + ~ y F I — * jL. F I 
o f o 
(191) 
The equation of the elastic l ine oyer tMs interval i s therefore 
~ . ^ P niL^.P m f , 
y = C sin.. w x + .C~ cos ^ x - - — x + - — - + y 
o o f 
(192) 
(4, - I ) 
_ f o' -Application of boundary conditions y 
M. - A ) 1 = " ^ R ^ - M , yields constants 
_ f o - J dx-L.f o + J 
(h + V + and 
*£ 
dx 
CL = P r\ / m 
3 cofF 
c- = 
1-̂ — -IJcos^-y 
A = - ^ - ( l - — 1 sin to, (4..- £ ) - | ( i , + A . - A ) - y , 4 toJFv j& . / • f f o' F v f m o' 'A. 
(193) 
Finally application of boundary condition y(jL) = y yields 
J& 
= '%&**»*" K 1 "77)(cos wf(if - V t e n < ° f x i 
f o 
- sin toJJL - A )• - (A + A* - A ) fy f o' / . m f o' 
(194) 
F r o m equation 189, 
- j j i J u l _LI 
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%- V= ^ sin^f" V - (l(^m+ V~ V + y*f )
c o s <¥V V' 
p (195) 
+ - z + v 
F m y ^ f 
V/? o ~ ^i anc* v « = ^o a r e boundary conditions for the deflection equations of 
- C j . - * • 1 ZP ~ 
f o i 
the movable link at x = 0 and x = I respect ively. 
The moment at a point x on the movable link is given by 
M = P(x-X y + P - p U - X V F ( V •- y) 0< x < I 
x v n r Z \ o / v x *V - ~ o 
o m • ' 
(196) 
M = P ( x - j £ - F y , - y Z <x<Z 
x x nv V Z . ) o - - m 
m 
Therefore the differential equations for the deflected movable link a r e , by 
equation 184, 
JjL + F = P A n ; 1 N X + F Q < x < j e 
•2 E I y E I U ) E I T X u < x < \ , 
dx m m m m o m m m 
(197) 
d v F P P F 
iLJL + _ i — y = — £ _ ^ - x + £— i + • y Z < x < £ 
J 2 E I E I E I m E I
 yZ o - - m 
dx m m m m m m m m m 
with boundary conditions 
y(o) = 6 1 ( y(^ o ) = 6 2 > y ( i m ) = y^ , y(*o ) = <iQ ) 
m + 
d x U o / dxu 'o_' 
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Equations 197 have homogeneous equations of the form of equation 186 over both 
intervals, for which a solution is 
y = CL sin co + C„ cos co x J 5 m 6 m 
F 
60 = ' m ./E I 
m m 
Over the interval 0 < x < I , the pa:rticu].ar solution to equation 197 is 
r=f(-f--i)x + V (199> 
o m 
and the equation of the elastic line on the interval is 
• P / m 
y •= -(-—- l W + y + C sin co x + C cos co x (200) 
• F \z J J L b m 6 m * ' 
o m 
Boundary conditions y(0) = 6 , y(i ) = 60 require that 
JL O & 
p 
\-yt -f>x-yl > « * < - W V F ( V - V 
C R =
 m . m , (201) 
5 sin to £ 
m o 
c 6 = 6 i - y , 
, m 
Over the interval z < x < jg- , the particular solution is given by 
y = - ^ x + y +^1 (202) 
J F J i , F m l ' 
m 
-J. • - J i i K i i J I i i i i l L 
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and the equation of the elastic line on this interval is 
P P 
y. =' - - x + y + ~-1 + C sin u> x + C cos co x 




Boundary conditions y(i ) = yU ) and -f-li ) = -r- {& ) require constants 
o o dx * o dx o 
+ - + -
c . = r<L-y • + \{i - i ) 
7 L 2 " I F o m 
m 
sin co I + 
m o 
"rT~ C . S i n CO I 
.Fco I 6 m o 
m o 
+ 'C_ cos co X 
5 m o. 




6 o ~ y f l '
+ ' ™ U - & ) - C r s i n c o £ 2 Jl F v o m/ 7 m o 
m  
cos co £ 
m o 
The final boundary condition, y(£ ) - y results in the following equation 
m 
for the deflection of the tip of the accumulator under axial load F and transverse 
load P: 
£ 
sin co £ cos co £ 
m o m m 
m 
_sin co £ cos co £ + (1 -• cos co £ ) sin co (£ - £ ) 
m o m m m o m m o 
sin co (X -£) m m o 
[~60 + - ( i - £ ) + ( 7 ~r~ •)( o- " , -
 6 i C G t ^ x (205> 
L 2 Fv o m7 V cos co £ / V sin co X 1 ~* ~ 
cos co jj / V sin co X m m m o m o 
+ • - £ - - ^ cos co x + F ° m ^ n 
Fco i . m o sin co £ 
m o m o 
Transverse Loading Only 
If the axial force F is neglected, the moment at a point x in the fixed 
link i s given by 
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A / 
Mx= p 7 - ( x - « f 
o 
M = P - ^ - ( x - I. 
x l V f 
o 
- P ( — - D f x - j L + i \ + l o 
0 < x < i _ - £ 
— — f o 
j> - 4 < x < 4, 
f o— — f 
(206) 







T(je + je „ - i ) - x 
E J L^m "f ~o' 
P m , 
I T r <*f •x) 
i f o 
0 < x < i „ - X 
— — f o 
f o ~ — f 
(207) 
with boundary conditions 
y(Q) = 0, •& (0) = o, y[<i f - xo) + ] - y[uf - y J , 
f[<VA>>J = l f [<VV- ] 
Equations 207 may be integrated twice, yielding the equation of the elastic line 
y = E A :r
 + tfm + 1f-Vrcix + c2" 
I 3 2 
P m / x „ x . -
i f o 
0 < x < 4_ - I 
— — f o 
jg. - X < x < jfc. 
f o— — 1 
(208) 
dy 
Boundary conditions y(0) = - p (0) = 0 requ i re that C = C_ = 0 while the boundary 
ljJI.UlL|ji.ijl,.,|j|[J|i.; 
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conditions on y((z - ;4 ) + W d ^ ( ( # f ~ j y + ) require that 
c3 = f(^-r)a + 2(rb-0] 
m m 
2 1 






where a = j 6 - j 6 / - b = = a + j& . 
f • o • m 
The deflections at x = I - I and x = i f , boundary conditions for the mov-






^ T s r f ' C — + V i : + C 4 > 
i f o 
(210) 
The moment at a point x in movable link is 
M = P(x - f; ) + P — U - x) 0 < x < I x • . V • m • x o — — • o 
o 
M = P(x- je ) 
x x m' 
I <x< I 
o — — m 
(211) 
and by equation 184, the neutral axis of the movable link is described by 
J 2 E I \l / 
dx m m o 
0 < x < I 
— — o 
(212) 
-iliiltil.JJti I ' I 
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2 
d y P 
j 2 E I x m o - - m 
dx m m 
with boundary conditions 
m*^. y(V = 62' y(V ) = y(V>'S(V= i ( V 
Integrating twice with respect to x yields the equation of the neutral axis of the 
movable link. 
' •TTT^ ' l f V+Ca) °^'o 
m m o 
3 2 
y = E^T'(- f + Xm f + C7X + C 8 ) I < x < i 
m m o — — o 
Boundary conditions y(0) = 6 , y(£ ) = 6 yiield constants 
j . •• o . « • 
E I (6Q - &.) A'*;' 
r _ m my 2 .11/ _ o 
5 ~ P(£ -X )"" " 6~ m o 
E I l 6, 
m m o 1 
6 " P(* - * ) m o 
The boundary conditions at x = I require 
1 - 1 11 
c = pSL-£^C -r
 m o 
(213) 
(214) 
7 \ i / 5 2 
2 (215) 
I — Xn X X 
/ m -0\_ m. o 
cs = (—r-) c 6 + ~§-
The deflection of the tip of the accumulator under transverse load P and neglecting 
the effects of axial force F is given by 
= 5 + 
• 1 * m o 
VI 
m 
< 6 2 - 6 l > + IFT-(*m-V 
m m 
(216) 
Error in y When Axial Force is Neglected 
m 
The error which results when the axial force F is neglected in computing 
y (equation 216) rather than including its effect (equation 205), is greatest for 
m 
long flexible beams subject to large transverse and axial loads„ The exact relation-
ship is rather complex as may be seen by examination of equation 205 in which 
OJ. , 6.. and 50 are functions of F . Rather than investigate this relationship in a m 1 z 
general way it will suffice, for the purposes of achieving a reasonable dynamic 
model of the accumulator, to determine if the simplifying assumption is valid for 
the class of beams of interest in this application. 
Consider an alternative configuration for the prismatic pair in which the 
members have the properties described in Table 20. 
Table 20. Properties of a Potential Prismatic Pair 
Link Dimension Wall 
Moment of E 
Inertia (psi) Wt/Ft Length 
Fixed 4 in. 
Movable 3 in. 
4 6 
.250 in. 8.828 in. 10 x 10 4.5 # 
4 6 
. 375 in. 4.614 in. 10 x 10 4.725# 
Total length 12 ft 
Overlap length 3 ft. 





If the payload is 50 pounds the total overhung weight is 119.19 pounds and 
a 2 g load is therefore 238.38 pounds. Suppose the link is accelerating in such a 
way that the transverse load P and axial load F are equal and have a vector sum 
of 238.38 pounds, then P = F = 168.56 pounds. The deflection y computed by 
m 
equation 216 (neglecting the axial force) is 1.942 inches while by equation 205 
(including the axial force) it is 1.960 inches, a difference of less than one percent. 
Transverse Stiffness 
As shown in the preceding section, the transverse stiffness of the contracted 
R-R-P accumulator may be considered independent of the axially applied loads 
likely to be experienced in use; therefore, equation 216 is adequate to describe 
the tip deflection y . To restate equation 216 in terms of applied load P and 
• Xt 
m 
mechanical properties of the accumulator only, 6 and 69 must be eliminated by 
use of equations 209 and 210 with the result 
P f m 2 1 r 2 3 
y„ = 7 p T U - 4 ). + ^T7"72- 4 X. + (4. - 4 ) JI 3 IE I v m o ' EJLjJ L m f. v f o ' 
1 r-2 3 
- — - ~ ^ - xT2" 
m m m i f o 
U u .+ i ) - i (J&. + -4J - ill - . O )1 \ 
\ o f m m f o o o m J J J 
(217) 






3E E J O 
m f' m i o 
2 2 r 2 3 2 / 2 2 
. f t m o v m o m mLm i f o' \ or 1 m n r f o' 
(218) 
•Mi - i 0 j o o m / _ J 
expresses the transverse stiffness of the contracted R-R-P accumulator in terms 
of its dimensions and material properties. 
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